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Abstract

This

study

sought

centered instruction.

to

clarify

the

concept

of

child

An extensive review of the literature

(including the Department of Education curriculum documents
from the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador) was undertaken.

From this review the major features ",nd

implicat~.ons

for practice with respect to child centered :"nstruction were
abotracted.
A sur'...."y of primary teachers was conducted to identify
teachers' perceptions of the curriculum goals. the learning
environment, the educational practices and the role of the
teacher in the child centered classroom.

In addition the

degree of congruence between teachers' perceptions of child
centered

instruction

literature

was

and

examined.

the
The

features
extent

identified
to

which

in

the

teachers

perceived child centered instruction to be implemented was
explored,

as well as

the

factors perceived to be either

supportive or non-supportive of this approach.
The sample for this stUdy consisted of 43 teachers from
11 Bchools under the jurisdiction of the p.ppalachia Roman
Catho11l~

land

and

School Board situated on the west coast of NewfoundLabrador.

Instrumentation

for

data

collection

included a questionnaire and an interview.
The findings of the stUdy suggest that there is a high
degree of unanimity among teachers regarding their perceptions

of the goals,

the learning environment,

the instructional

strategies and the role of the teacher in the child centered
classroom.

SOllie differences 'Jere found When an analysis of

variance was done using the independent variables of number of
years

teaching,

orientation of

teaching and class size.
felt

that

teachers

training,

grade

presently

The majority of respondents (64\)

are working

towards a

child centered

approach to instruction but that to date it has not been
extensively implemented.

A number of factors were identified

as being supportive of child centeredness.
availability of sufficient :cesources,
ratios,

sufficient preparation time,

These included

small

pupil/tencher

parental

involvement,

professional support and positive teacher attitudes.

Like-

wise, an absence of these factors was considered to be nonsupportive of such an approach.

In addition,

two other

factors to/ere deemed to have an adverse effect on the implementation of child centered instruction.

These were the lack of

classroom physical space and a number of policies enacted by
the Department of Education.
Recommendations were that the Department of Education
examine the role of its authorized resources and curriculum
guides in promoting child centered instruction.

The need for

financial assistance in purchasing resource materialS, both
for classroom and district resource centers, \o,Oas noted.

The

recommendation was also made that the Departlllent of Education
provide more extensive guidelines on the role of interdiscivi

plinary

teaching,

as

Io'ell

as

compile

a

bibliography

or

resource material pertinent to child centered instruction.
Several recommendations regarding the nature of district
level inservice were made.

The suggestion was also made that

the Newfoundland Teachers' Association expand the recommended
materials
primary

list developed

grades

and

for

follow

kindergarten to

through

on

its

include

the

recommendation

regarding the set up of district class size committees.
Finally, the recommendation was made that the idea of
allowing

one

planning

day

it

month

for

primary

teachers

(arising out of a survey conducted by the Provincial primary
Teachers' council)

I

be acted upon.
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CHAPTER I
statement of the Problem
Introduction

The path to excellence in primary education is a journey
which

will

continue

to

challenge educators

in

the

90s.

Meeting thiS' challenge will ensure that the area of primary
education remains a vital and dynamic force in our educational
system.
A young child typicallY spends three years engaged in
primary schooling.

Most educators would agree that these

years are crucial ones and hence it hI essential to plan and
organize

effective

children.

learning

experiences

for

termed the found.:ltion of a child I s schooling.
Association

primary

age

The primary years (Grades I-III) can in effect be

for the

Education

of

Young

The National

Children

(N'AEYC)

(1989), an organizat:ion made up of over 70, 000 early childhood
professionals, states:
for

liThe primary grades hold the potential

starting children on

a

course

of

lifelong

learning.

Whether schools achieve this potential for children is largely
dependent on the degree to which teachers adopt principles of
developmentally appropriate practices ll (p. 2).
NAE'iC stresses the importance of designing instruction
and

classroom

environments

which

are

responsive

to

the

differing learning and developmental needs of young children.
The concept of developmental appropriateness is addressed from

two dimensions.

The first dimension relates to age appropri-

ateness and indicates there is a natural order to development.
In other words, the knowledge that characterizes "typical"
development can be used to devise developmentally appropriate
practices.

The

second

dimension

relates

to

individual

appropriateness and stresses that each child is unique in
learning

abil ities,

background.

NAEYC

styles
(1989),

of

behavior

and

exper ientia 1

in discussing the nature of the

learning environment that would be necessary to address both
dimensions,

proposes

that

teachers

should,

"prepare

the

environment for children to learn through active exploration
and interaction with adults, other children, and materials (p.
54).

One

of

the pUblications

Appropriate Practices in

from

NAEYC,

Early Childhood

Developmentally
Programs Serving

Children From Birth to Age Eight (1989), includes a comprehensive and authoritative list of appropriate practices in the
primary grades.

This list, derived from a review of the work

currently published by early childhood professionals, emphasizes the need for
involvement

of

instruction which promotes

children,

experience-based

the

active

learning

and

individualization.
NAEYC (1989) clearly articulates its support for child
centered programs in the early years of a child' s school ing.
However,

the question of whether teachers have been able to

translate broad state..lents about such goals into classroom

practice remains relatively unanswered.

In fact, to date,

there is a dearth of research related to teachers' perceptions
of what constitutes child centered instruction in the primary
school. .
Children begin primary school with enormously different
levels

of

functioning.

intellectual,

physical,

social,

and

provincial curriculum document childrqn Learning
curriculum

emotional

Despite their differences, all children, as the

Handbook

(1991)

claims,

are

in

11 Primary

possession of

"certain capabilities that can be developed and enhanced II (p.
10).

One prominent feature of the contemporary literature

being produced by NAEYC (1989) and NAESP (1990), the National
Association of Elementary School Principals, is its focus on
child centered instruction and the potential contribution such
instruction has for achieving the goal of quality education.
Indeed, an ever increasing number of curriculum theorists and
early

childhood professionals

centered instruction,

based

philosophical presuppositions,

are

maintaining

on what appears

that

child

to be

sound

may assist with the goal of

bridging the gap between how children learn and how they are
taught.
Given this fact, there is a need to question, examine and
reflect upon the

nature of the learning environment,

the

instructional strategies, the goals, and the teacher's role in
a child centered classroom. Certainly it is the practitioners
who are in the best position to engage in such reflection.

The t3sk of applying theories to the classroom is a monumental
challenge,

and data are needed on the specific f.eatures of

classroom instruction that teachers consider illustr"l.tive of
a child centered approach.
An abundance of research and

liter~ture

has been

about the nature of a primary child's learning.
issue

of Newsweek Magazine

(April

special report on this very topic.

17,

1989)

am~sscd

In fact,
completed

flO
fl

The article, "How Kids

Learn", suggests that educators have not taken up the challenge of adopting the active,
associated

hands-on teaching strategies

with child centered instruction.

The articll:!

further suggests that the challenge has not been met because
educators have been strongly influenced by cries for "basics"
and high levels of achievement in standardized testing.
influence has

resu~ted

This

in the utilization of developmentally

inappropriate practices such as the overuse of workbooks and
worksheets.

Kantiowitz and wingert (1989), authors of this

article, suggested that a change to a child centered curriculum may not be an easy task but that a failure to do so will
put the education of young children at risk.
these

It is during

early years that children form their first opinions

about learning and school.
respect to
skills.

These years are crucial ones with

the development of language and

socialization

The provision of an appropriate program for young

children appears to be a widespread concern.
also reflected on a local level.

This concern is

The documont, Aims of Public

Education for Newfoundland and Labrador, states that education
must ensure "that all pupils rnaster the fundamental skills of
learning to tbe limits of their abilities" (p. 6).

To assist

children with the attainment of this goal toachers need both
a knowledge of

child development and

a knowledge of the

teaching strategies appropria'te to the ways in which children
learn.
Katz

(1988)

children's

maintains

learning

has

instructional practices.

that

many

the

research relevant

implications

for

to

classroolU

She suggests that our knowledge of

hoW children learn is advanced beyond our actual practice.
Workbooks,

drill, and irrelevant exercises still consume a

large amC'unt of instructional time.

Dispositions such as

curiosity,

creativity and cooperativeness are important to

learning.

Katz believes that these dispositions arg, learned

in an environment which promotes active involvement, play and
an

integrative approach to learning.

These

features are

readily identified by Schwartz and Pollishuke (1990) and Regan
and weininger

(1988)

centered instruction.

as being essential features of child
Clearly, the need for

t.a~chers

to be

cognizant of the factors that enhance progress towards child
centered instruction is evident.

The need to understand and

apply frequently used terms such as active learning, play and
integrative

learning

to classroom

instruction is

rapidly

becoming evident.
Presently, the varying interpretations of child centered

.instruction makes it very difficult to analyze research which
supports the value of such instruction or even to e:Kamine
research which compares one type of instruction with another.
The efficacy of a child centered classroom is the sUbject of
much discussion in the current early childhood literature.
NAEYC (1939),
ince's

Schwartz and Pollishuke (1990), and the prov-

primary curriculum

handbook

stress

the

view

that

teaching lfl"ust be based on sound principles of learning and
ar~

that such teaching is achievable in classroom" that
centered

in

nature.

descriptions,
teacher

Staab

(1988)

argues

the type of materials, the

mediation,

child

that classroom

tyr~

and amount of

and evaluation strategies must

all

be

detailed if research results are to be accurately interpreted
and generalized.

In reference to whole language, literacy-

based and child centered instruction, Staab states:
need a clear understanding of what these terms mean, ever
realizing that this meaning will vary in individual classes"
(p. 90).

A number of other authors have also alluded to the

lack of clarity associated with the concept of child centered
instruction.
Blenkin and Kelly (IS87),

in a detailed discussion of

early childhood education, explore what they term an alternative view of education, namely, child centered instruction.
At

the

authors,

heart

of

child

centeredness,

maintain

these

two

is the .;.dea that instruction must be based on the

needs and

interests of the children.

Blenkin and Kelly

maintain that while nlost primary teachers embrace the ideology
associated with education as development, the task of articulating this view clearly has not always been successfully
accomplished.

Unless teachers can successfully accomplish

this, the child centered theory will remain theory, and dayto-day classroom practices will fall short of being child
centered in nature.
left

teachers

cd tic ism

The failure to achieve such a goal has

open

against

to

which

considerable

external

they must be prepared

criticism,
to defend

themselves.
Regan and weininger (1988), 'two authors who also contributed much towards understanding child centered instruction,
echo a similar view.

They stress both the import:tn-:e of and

the difficulties associated with developing instruction which
is of a child centered nature.
Teachers

committed

to

Regan and weininger state:

the

idea

that

education

should be responsive to children's needs, and that
children should feel and be involved in their own
education, are sometimes less certain of what this
commitment means with respect to program design and
teacher's role in the classroom.

(p. 2)

Schwartz and Pollishuke (1990), two classroom teachers
who have written extensively on child centered instruction,
reiterate the need for teachers to have a clear understanding
of what child centeredness means before they can begin to

implement

child

centered

instructional

strategies.

The

preface to a recent book, Creating the Child-Centred Class.I.221!!,

co-authored by these individuals asks the question,

"What is a child centred classroom, and what would I see it I
walked into one?"

(p.

~).

The questions posed by

these

authors and concerns raised by Blenkin and Kelly (1987) and
Regan and Weininger (1988) are valid considerations.

First,

are there specific instructional practices deemed by primary
teachers to be illustrative of a child centered approach to
teaching?

secondly, what is the degree of congruence between

the instructional practices identified as child centered in
the literature and teachers' perceptions of child centered
instruction?

These two questions remain largely unanswcrC!d.

currently
Technology

is

many

changes

advancing

are

occurring

at an ever

in

society.

increasing speed and

knowledge is increasing at a phenomenal rate.

The world's

population is becoming irrevocably linked together by comaon
issues.

In fact many

futurists refer to the

"globalizctl

society of the twenty-first century" (Xniep, 1989, p.

4)).

The need for learning to become a lifestyle as opposed to a
skill is rapidly becoming evident.

Traditionalists who arc

riveted to a transmission mode of teaching are being criticized for their lack of vision into the world of tomorrow.
Educators must be visionaries who refloct on the curriculum
atforded primary children and ask themselves

if

curriculum which will prepare chi:dren as they

it

is a

leave the

twentieth

and

mov".

into

the

twentY-first

century.

The

curriculum espoused by the futurists emphasizes learning as an
active seeking process by the child.

Concerns are being

expressed that our educational system is not accomplishing
this objective.
Presently the province of Newfoundland and Labrador has
the lowest CTBS scores in the country and the dropout rate is
alarmingly high.

Educators are cognizant of the fact that

many problems encountered by dropouts begin in the primary and
elementary grades.

Low self-esteem and a sense of academic

failure are two of the identifiable traits associated with the
high school dropout.

Most researchers agree that a negative

self-concept, once developed, is difficult to change and if
unchanged can have an adverse effect on learning.
Drummond

and

McIntire

(1981)

state,

Soule,

"Self-esteem

is

the

mainspring that slates every child for success or failure as
a human being" (p. 3).

A classroom that builds a supportive

nurturing environment is consistently shown in the research
literature to be a positive factor in enhancing the selfesteem of children.
active

voice

in

A classroom which gives children an

the

school

curriculum

also

contributes

significantly to the development of a positive self-concept.
Glasser
feelings
children.

(1969)
of

asserts

that

competency are

a
the

positive
most

self-concept

important

needs

and
of

He further maintains that the conditions conducive

to these are found in classrooms where the focus is on thr

,.
learner.

Pine and Boy (1977) suggest that children need to

encounter success if they are to develop to their fullest
potential.
dependent

This
upon

established.

success,

the

type

They

according

of

learning

recommend

"a

to

the

authors,

environment

school

is

that

environment

is

that

encourages exploration and investigation, one that applauds a
child's initial steps and accomplishments" (p. 47.).
The Task

(1989),

Forge

addresses

Report

concerns

Towards

regarding

an

Achieving

the

society

mathematics

and

science programs in the schools of Newfoundland and Labrador.
Of pivotal concern is the assertion made in this report that
the province's system is in a "crisis of low expectations" (p.
2).

The report cautio'ns against the untimely nature of this

decrease in expectations.
children must be
twenty-first

society is changing rapidly and

adequately prepared

century.

to

function

The report bemoans

the

in

fact

the
that

textbook publishers have a strong influence on the type of
curriculullI delivered to the children
Newfoundland and Labrador.

in

the province ot

It recommends that inservice be

geared towards effective teaching strategies.
There is much in this report to consider.

If the concern

that instruction remains textbook bound is valid, then it may
be assumed that child centered instruction as detailed in
Children I,earning (1991), the provincial primary curriculum
handbook, does not in reality exist in our schools.

If we

assume the literature is correct in its presupposition that
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child centered instruction provides educators with the means
to achieve quality education, two needs surface.

First, there

is a need to identify factors that teachers perceive to be
supportive of child centered instruction.

Also, there is a

need to identify factors teachers perceive to be hindering the
implementation of this approach.
As the 19905 begin, school enrolments across the province

are declining.

This decline is signalling a

return to the

mul t1-age grouping strategies common in the early history of

our educational system.

Teachers report innumerable diffi-

culties in coping with this experience.

cuI ties

are

linked

to the

Often these diffi-

present graded

system

of

our

province and the practice of assigning textbooks to each grade
level.

The practice has begun of providing assistance to

teachers who find themselves in this situation.

The provin-

cial primary curriculum guide specificallY addresses the need
to establish learning centers in the mUlti-grade class,
avoid page to page coverage of

textbooks,

and to

to

employ

teaching strategies such as peer tutoring and cooperative
learning.

Special Interest Councils of the NeWfoundland

Teachers I

Association regularly feature sessions related to

the mUlti-grade classroom.
In May, 1991 the National Small Schools Conference which
was held in Deer Lake, Newfoundland, focused on the need to
put children at the center of the educational process and for
teachers of the mUlti-grade classroom to employ instructional
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strategles that ensure that this is indeed a reality.

School

boards are involved in examining the literature pertinent to
mUlti-grade instruction and collecting data on instructlonal
approaches

deemed

situation.

effective

for

use

in

this

particular

In a recent Canadian study on the multi-grade

classroom, The Multi-Grade Classroom'

Myth or Reality (1991),

cooperative

learning,

integration,

centers,

independent studies were identified as being

and

curriculum

learning

among the most effective instructional strategies to be used

in this situation.
Many of the approaches currently being advocated for use
in the multi-grade classroom have been associated with child
centeredness since its beginnings.

A classroom where the

curriculum is teacher centered, <.IS opposed to child centered,
is not viewed by educators as one which would provide optimal
learning experiences for children.

Research which focuses on

identifying practices which are child centered in nature will
have certain applications to the mUlti-grade classroom.

Such

practices will assist teachers who struggle with the task of
organizing instruction for a group of children who differ not
only in ability but also in age.

Teaching in the mUlti-grade

situation warrants the use of innovative strategies directed
towards

the

ideology

independent learners.

of

teaching children

how

A textbook curriculum of

to become
the type

described in the Task Force Report would not be a solution to
the unique problems of the mUlti-grade classroom.
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Educational leaders appear to be predominantly arguing
for

child

centeredness,

supporting

the

concept

with

the

following points:

1.

child centered education focuses on the interests

and developmental needs of children as the basis for instruc-

tion.
2.

This type of

instruction places emphasis on the

process of learning rather than the product.
It is this approach that corresponds most closely to

:J.

the ways in which children learn, namely by playing, recon-

structing, and manipulating.
for

this

ideological stance, the concept lacks a certain clarity.

Notwithstanding

the

commitment

evidenced

This

study, therefore, attempted to explore the concept of child
centered instruction.

The factors that practicing primary

teachers

associate

with

studied.

It is, after all, the teachers who are ultimately

child

centered

instruction

left with the difficult task of translating

the work of

educational theorists and researchers into practice.
more,

the

degree

of congruence was examined

were

Further-

between the

practices identified by teachers as appropriate to child
centered instruction and those detailed in the literature.

It

was anticipated that such an examination would assist with the
task of identifying instructional practices that are widely
accepted by teachers as being child centered.
ing

of

the

essential

characteristics

of

An understandchild

centered

instruction

is a necessary

first step in

the process

of

assessing the potential offered by this approach for instructional improvement.

Purpose of the StUdy

The overall purpose of this study was twofold.
First, an attempt was made to extract from the literature
a comprehensive view of what the term child centered instruction means.

The literature (including the curriculum docu-

ments and authorized resources of the Department of Education)

I

was

analyzed

to

determine

Whether

an

affirmative

endorsement of child centered instruction was evident.
Secondly, an attempt was made to clarify the concept of
child centeredness by inVolving classroom teachers

in the

identification of instructional practices they deem to be
associated \oIith child centered instruction.
The major objectives of this stUdy included a consideration of the fo11o\oling factors:
1.

A delineation

of

the

major

features

of

child

centered instruction as outlined in the research literature.
2.

A delineation

of

the

major

features

of

child

centered instruction as outlined in the provincial curriculum
documents and resources.
3.

The identification of curriculum goals and instruc-

tional practices considered by primary teachers to be 111us-
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trative of a child centered approach to instruction.
4.

An exploration of factors teachers perceive to be

important to the role of the teacher in a child centered

classroom.
5.

An examination of teachers' perceptions with respect

to the organization of the learning environment in a child

centered classroom.
6.

An examination of the degree of congruence between

the instructional practices identified as child centered in

the literature (inclUding the provincial curriculum guides and

resources),

with

teachers'

perceptions

of child

centered

instruction.
7.

The identification of factors perceived by teachers

to be adversely affecting the implementation of child centered
instruction.
8.

The identification of factors perceived by teachers

to be supportive of c:hild centered instruction.

signiUcance of the Study

The provincial primary curriculum guide suggests that
primary education should "place children at the center" (p. 2)
and that primary teachers should organize instruction so that
it is child center9d in nature.

Such a view receives wide

spread acceptance in the early childhood literature (NAEYc,
1989;

Forester

&

Reinhard,

1989;

Blenkin

&

Kelly,

1981;

,.
Schwartz,

1990).

However,

despite

such

a

high

level

of

acceptance and support the term child centered ness is open to
a wide range ot interpretations.
This study is exploratory in nature in that very little

research has been conducted in relation to clarifying the
concept of child centered instruction.

Hence, it was antici-

pated that the study would provide valuable information on thE:!
kinds of teaching strategies,

the nature of

the classroom

environment, the role of the teacher and the curriculum goals

teachers associate with child centeredness.

It was also

expected that the extensive review of the literature, along
with the research undertaken for this study would lead to
increased understanding of the terms frequently associated
with child centered instruction.

Such terms include active

learning, the needs and interests of children, and learning
through play.
certain instructional practices persist which seem to be
in contradiction to the philosophy of child centered instruction.

For example, the use of drill exercises and workbooks

is cited by Kamii (1985) and Porat (1989) who express concern
that their excessive use may detract from the goals of child
centeredness.

This study will serve to

identify

factors

teachers perceive to be impediments to child centered instruction.
Many overtures have been made around the Province of
Newfoundland and Labrador to promote child centered instruc-
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ticn.

Primary coordinators have increased in numbers I

and

inservice sessions sponsored by the various school districts
and special

interest councils have

focused on the use of

learning centers, the whole language approach, manipUlative

aids and other concepts often associated with child centered-

ness.

School boards, in some instances, have seconded master

teachers to work with teachers towards the goal of developing
child centered classrooms.

This study, to some extent, will

ascertain whether such measures are considered by teachers to
be supporting a move towards child centered instruction.

It

was also anticipated that the stUdy would shed some light on
specific factors deemed by teachers to be supportive of child
centeredness.
This study also has significance in that it will suggest
to primary teachors instructional strategies that are child
centered in nature and more applicable to the specia.l needs
child.

Elkind

(1981)

suggests that the gap between the

information gleaned from research findings and educational
practices

is

a

substantial

and

potentially harmful

ono.

Elkind claims that the "at risk" child will encounter failure
when forced to adapt to a uniform curricUlum, a curriculum
which

is

developmentally

inappropriate.

Currently

the

philosophy of integrating the special needs child into the
regular classroom is being practiced by many school boards.
In this milieu the need to provide a curriculum to meet the
needs of all children becomes a priority.

A goal that assumes more importance with the changing
times is the goal of educating children 1;0 become life long
learners.

This study is significant in that it will consider

the curriculum trends outlined by the educational futurists.
The dimensions of a quality primary program have long been
debated

by

developmental

theorists,

researcher:=;, philosophers and educators.

psychologists,

As society becomes

increasingly technologically advanced, the need for effective
curriculum implementation is correspondingly high.
Benjamin

(1989),

in his

analysis

of educational and

societal features, reviewed a total of 209 documents ranging
in pUblication dates from 1976 to 1987.

Among necessary

changes identified in the field of education, the need for
activity-based learning was a recurring leitmotif.
The futurists argue that an approach that focuses on
child controlled learning will be the most effective one for
preparing
Benjamin

children
(1989)

to

points

meet

the

demands

out

that

children

of

the

must

future.
be

given

autonomy and power of choice if they are to be educated for
the coming century.

Benjamin also identified integrative

education as a trend recognized by the educational futurists.
Educational futurists argue that discrete subject areas and
timetables for individual subject areas will be a thing of the
past.

Several futurists, among them Small (1981), recommend

that teachers adopt a thematic approach as an instructional
strategy.

Thus, a stUdy of child centered instruction can be
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seen to be important in that it will explore the possibilities
such an approach offers to achieving the goal of preparing
children to live and work in the twenty-first century.

Kniep

(1989) states that it is vital that schools "educate today's
students for tomorrow's world"

(p.

43).

Hence a study of

child centered instruction is practical in that it may point

to ways of llottaining such an accomplishment.
The theoretical base developed by the present study could
offer possible directions for the inservice programs delivered

to

primary

teachers

and

administrators.

The

resulting

analysis of the dimensions of child centered instruction could
possibly be used by teachers and administrators to compile a
profile for

child centerednes$.

Such a profile could be

beneficial to teachers who are moving towards child centered
instruction.

It could provide them with some practical ways

to begin implementation.
The information educators have to date about children I s
learning points to the need for a curriculum which fosters the
maximum and continuous development of children in all areas of
growth inclUding cognitive, social, emotional and moral.

The

need for child centered instruction is a persistent theme in
the early childhood literature.

certainly the influential

works of Rousseau (1780), Piaget (1962) and Dewey (1966) have
long advocated such an approach.
for

child

educational

centered

instruction,

practices

that

Given the amount of support
educators must

reflect

such

an

focus

approach

on
and
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should, as Elkind (1981) notes, adopt practices that embody

all the latest research and the findings

of developmental

psychologists.

petini tion at Terms

Young Children was used to refer to children of primary

school age (grades one to three) .
Early Childhood Education was

used

to

refer to the

development and learning experienced by children in grades o.,e
to three.
rnstruction was used to refer to the learninq experiences
occurring within the primary school.

Liltitations of the Study

The present study was undertaken in order to obta in a
cOlllprehensive

view

of

child centered education.

It was

recognized from the onset that obtaining an understanding of
child centeredness would be a difficult challenge but nonetheless it was considered a worthwhile project and one for which
there exists a reCtI need.

currently, child centered class-

rooms are baing promoted by a w:' oJ"~ body of literature including NAEYC (1988) pUblications and the prOVincial curriculum
guides.

since it is the teachers who largely determine the
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nature of instruction, research must begin to focus on their
p.i!rceptions of what constitutes child centeredness.
One of the limitations of this study was that because of
geographi<::al and

specific

area

time

of

the

constraints

province,

Newfoundland and Labrador.

it was

namely

restricted

to

a

the west coast of

For this reason it is not a random

sample of teachers across the province and so is not necessarily representative of primary teachers as a whole.
Secondly, the sample was drawn from the primary teacher
population of 11 schools (60 teachers in total) and because of

the small size did not permit generalizability to the whole
teaching population of Newfotlndland and Labrador.

However, it

was felt that the findings did provide Fln increased understanding of child centered instruction.
A limitation relates to the interview portion of the
study.

From among the total sample of 43, only five teachers

consented to be interviewed.

This eliminated the possibility

of selecting a random sample as interviewees.
can

be

attributed

to

the

fact

that the

Perhaps this

interviews

were

scheduled for June, traditionally a bUSy month for teachers.

As previously detailed,

this stUdy was an attempt to

provide an in-depth look at child centered instruction.

More

specifically, the study examined the literature pertinent to
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child centeredness, teachers' perceptions of what constitutes
child centered instruction,

and their views regarding the

factors that arE! supportive and/or non-supportive of this
approach.

The purpose of the study was a lao to determine the

degree o.t congruence that exists between teachers I perceptions
of child

centered

instruction

and

the

features

of child

centeredness derived from the literature.
Its significance related to the need to clarify the
concept

of

supportive
approach

child
and

into

centered

impeding
practice.

instruction

factors

in

and

to

translating

Significance

also

delineate
such

related

an

to 8

consideration of the instructional practices outlined by the
futurists as being necessary to prepare children to become
lifelong learners.

Finally, the significance of the study was

related to its importance in suggesting directions for future
inservice.
The chapter concluded with a definition at: terms.

SOllie

li1litations in generalizability with regard to sample size anc1
geographical limitations were pointed out.
Chapter

II

will

present a

review

relevant to child centered inst.ruction.

of

the

literature

It will begin with an

historical overview and then deal with child centercdness as
it relates to education as process, constructivism,
into practice and the role of play.

theory

It will include a review

of the concept of child centeredness in Department of Education curriculum d<)cuments and resources and an examination of
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the concept as it relates to education for the future.

CHAPTER II

Review of the Literature
Introduction

The impetus for this research grew from the writer's
concerns

regarding

the

type

of

instructional

practices

necessary to achieve quality programming in primary education.
Presently a predominant theme in the area of primary education
is the sUbject of child centered instruction.

The concept of

child centered instruction did not emerge overnight.

In fact,

the roots of child centered ness have a long history.

In an

effort to examine the concept of child centered instruction,
a comprehensive review of the literature was undertaken.
literature has been divided into seven major sections.

The
Each

area has been chosen because of its particular affiliation
with child centered instruction.

These include:

(a) Histori-

cal overview of child centered instruction; (b) Child centeredness and education as process; (e) child centeredness and
the constructivist theory of knowledge;

(d)

child centered

education--theory into practice; (e) The role of play in a
child centered classroom; (fl The concept of child ccntercdness in oepartment of Education curriculum
(g)
future.

Child

centeredness

and

documents

education

for

and
the
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Historical Overview of Child Centered Education

Rousseau

(1780),

a

progenitor

of

the

child

centred

approach to education, stated that, "education comes to us
from nature, from men or from things" (p. 6).
the

educators of children was,

His advice to

"Begin thus making a more

careful study of your scholars, for it is clear that you know
nothing about them" (Preface).

The lineage of philosophy that

significantly

manner

influences

the

in

which

we

perceive

children and their learning extends far back in time.

In

fact, the early philosophers are among the main protagonists
of what educators today label as child centered education.
Entwistle

(1970)

reminds

readers

that

a

child

centered

approach to education can be linked with Plato (428-348 BC).
It was Plato, cited in Entwistle, who first said, "Let your
children's

education

take

the

form

of

play"

(p.

11).

Aristotle (384-322 BC) spoke of developing both mind and body.
Martin Luther (1483-1546) related the function of schools to
the development of the intellectual, religious, physical and
social qualities of children.

Comenius (1592-1670) addressed

the issue of learning as an ongoing process and elaborated on
the value of learning through play and learning by doing.
Pestalozzi (1774-1827) focused attention on learning through
discovery and sense perception.

Froebe1 (1782-1852) claimed

that all children are unique and maintained that play should
lay the foundation for their education.

Dewey (1892-1952)
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stressed the value of play to the educational experience and
wrote prolifically on the importance of children's learning
through play.
Others, too, have emphasized the need for the curriculum
to be child centered

in nature.

The Hadow Report

(1931)

recommends that children should be considered agents of their
own learning.

Montessori (1870-1952) emphasized the fact that

the curriculum must originate from the child.
necessity

of actively

process.

All

inVolving

children

in

She saw the
the

of these views coming from the

learning

progressive

theories of education have been a powerful influence in our
understanding of young children's needs.

The overall thrusts

of these early writings embody many of the learning princiPles
associated with child centered education as it is known today.
These include the emphasis on play, active le.:trning, and the
need to educate the whole child.
In the early 19605 progressive education, stemming from
the writings of the early philosophers, most prominent among
them John Dewey,
practice.

appeared to put child centered theory into

This approach placed more emphasis on children and

their interests than on SUbject content.
tion,

Progressive educa-

in an attempt to move away from a rigid curriCUlum,

concerned itself with restructuring the curricl".hlm to allow
for more freedom in learning.

Pdnciples of this new curricu-

lum included the use of child initiated activity, experiential
learning I

integrated

SUbject

matter,

discovery

learning
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techniques, the teacher as a guide to learning and cooperative
group work.
Idealists have a1s0 influenced the
primary curriculum is v1ewed.

way

in which the

Holt (1983) argued for the

importance of activity and avidly criticized the schools for
turning children into passive learners.
mented

extensively

on

the school

Neill

readiness

(1962) com-

ideology that

promotes the practice of requiring children to be ready for
school.

Neill advocated that schools must ready themselves

for children and take on the challenge of responding to the

wide range of developmental and learning needs among children.

In 1967 the Central Advisory council for Education in
England released its prestigious report on primary education.
This report,

often referred to as the Plowden Report, con-

tained a copious I ist of statements regarding the nature of
young children's learning.

In fact, this report remains among

one of the most comprehensive studies of primary schooling.
Much of the report endorsed progressive methods of education.
In proclaiming that the

child lies at

the heart

of the

education process, the Plowden Report (1967) was influential
in promoting the concept of open education.
the recommendations of
education:

this report

Unequivocally,

embrace child centered

"We are of the opinion that the curriculum of the

primary school is to be thought of in terms of activity and
experience, rather than of knowledge to be acquired and facts
to be stored" (Recommendation 30).
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Marriott (1985). in his terse sum.mary of Plowden's ideas
of

children,

points.

school,

Among

and

society,

them are

the

highlights a

changing values

nullber of
of society

(flexibility, critical thinking, Understanding and adaptability)

the differing rates of aevelopment 3monq the children,

I

the active nature ot children, education as process, and the

need to make
process.
Plowden

the child

the major focus of the

According to Harriott,
Report

(1967)

have

curriculum organization.

educative

the ideas set forth in the

innumerable

implications

for

One concept brought to the forefront

in this report is the concept of matching, a concept described

in detail by Harlen

(1980)

(1960) and Plaget (1970).
matching,

the

and advanced earlier

by Bruner

In advocating the importance of

report asserts the need to

find

a balance

between past experiences and new, to match activities to the
stage of development reached by the child,

in brief, to use

what children already know as the basis for new learning and
a way to challenge thea to the next level.

"Children

think and form concepts, so long as they work at their own
level,

and are not made to feel that they are

failures"

(Plowden Report, p. 196).
Beyond the concept of matching, Marriott also discussed
the report's call for cooperation between home and school,
discovery learning, activity-based learning, a rich learning
environment, and the necessity of being responsive to
neity" in learning.

"sponta~

The Plowden Report calls for a specific
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type of teacher--a teacher who consults, guides, and stimulates children in their learning.

summary
This review of the roots from which the child centered
approach was popularized affirms
thinking on

educational
totality

extensive

of

children

programs

period

doctrines of

have

children's

the

of

to

give

of the present day
The

certainly

educators,

awareness that

consideration

development has

time.

great

much

learning.

and

evolved
the

among

to
over

th'i!
an

philosophical

them Rousseau,

comenlus and Pestalozzi, stress the importance of shaping the
curriculum around the needs and interests of the children.

Historically, there has been a general acceptance that play
must be an essential part of early childhood programs.

The

need to focus attention on the characteristics of children and
to plan, select, and guide learning experiences that capitalize on their propensity to learn through activity has been a
major thrust of the burgeoning knowledge pertinent to the
early years of a child's schooling.

The next section of this

review will explore the concept of education as process.

Education 8S

Process

In recent years an avalanche of writing has focused
the concept of education as process.

The ideology of process
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education is certainly not a new one.

In fact this view of

education has, as its foundation, the roots of progressive
education.

Bath

the Hadow Report

(1934)

and

the

Plowden

Report (1967) contained sentiments similar to those currently
voiced by supporters of education as process.

The proponents of education as process propose the need
to shift away from a strictly SUbject-centered curriculum and
move to a curriculum which is child centered in nature.

They

view knowledge not as an end in itself, but as a means to an

end.

The advocates of education as process hold that knowl-

edge is tentative and challenge the view that there is an
indispensable body of knowledge to be taught.

They argue for

a curriculum which evolves out of the needs and interests of
the child,

is integrated in

nature,

considers learning

a

lifelong process and provides for the development of the whole
child.
The process view of education is not easily explicable,
yet several educators have been instrumental in bringing this
concept to the forefront of educational thinking.
Christensen
to

(~979)

"educational programs

process

Feeney and

used the term "process-centered" to refer
in which

learning is an

of exploring and questioning ... "

educators suggest the need for a

(p.

congruence

36).

ongoing
These

between what

teachers do in the classroom and the nature of children's
learning.

They identify four assumptions about children as

learners.

The first of

these

assumptions centers on the
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notion that children are intrinsically motivated to learn;
secondly,
thirdly,

development is concerned with the whole child;
children are

independent learners;

experience is vital to children's learning.
previously
identify

mentioned

assumptions,

a number of curriculum

process-centered education.

Feeney

need

finally,

Based on the

and

Christensen

practices illustrative

of

These include a curriculum based

on the needs and interests of the learners.
emphasize the

and

The authors also

for the curriculum to be built around

children's experiences.

The need to provide opportunities for

child initiated activities, effective use of time, space and

materials is also stressed.
Blenk!n and Kelly (1988), more recent propagandists of
edllcation as

process,

identifY

the key elements of this

approach for early childhood edllcators.

These can be summar-

ized as follows:
1.

Given that knowledge is sUbject to an evolutionary

process, education must become a process of "learning how to
learn".
2.

The

child

mllst

be actively

involved

"with

the

content and processes of his or her learning ... n (Blenkin &
Kelly, 1988, p. 12).
3.

Curriculllm mllst be relevant to the child--it must be

based on needs and interests.
4.

Teachers are facilitators and collaborators in the

learning process.
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5.

Both the affective and

intell~ctual

domains

important in curriculum planning.
The process vie", of education lIlaintains that the process
of learning is infinitely more important than the end product.
The

primary

focus

of

any

educational

program

for

yoU"q

children shOUld :be on the activity of the children and not on
the end products of their activity.

It is the manipulating,

the exploring and the experimenting that children engage in as
they search for answers and construct knowledge that needs to
be emphasized.

In other words. the focus must be on how the

children are learning and not on the end rasul ts.

Supporters

of a process view of education do not disregard the role of
knowledge in the educative process.
specific view of knowledge.

Instead,

they hold a

Blenkin and Kelly (1987) clarify

this view for educators by stating that education does not
mean

a

Instead,

transmission
the

of

content of

predeteraincd
education

.....

knowledge

content.

lIIust be selected

according to and tailored to lIIeet the unique needs of each
individual child" (p. 255).

That is to say, the initiative

for learning must come from the child.

Teachers must facili-

tate this initiative to learn by basing curriculum on experiences that are relevant to the learner's life.

In this view

product is relegated to secondary importance.

The child's

needs and interests are seen as pivotal to a process-oriented
curriculum.

According to Blenkin and Kelly, child centered-

ness implies that

It...

the child and his or her development

J3

are the first consideration in educational planning, and that
all else is secondary to that" (p. 8).

summary

The brief overview of the literature emerging from the

process

view

learner

centered education.

of education

reveals a

special emphasis

Two central

education as process view can be identified.

issues

of

on
the

The first issue

clearly centers on the need to be more concerned with the
process of learning than with particular bodies of kno....ledge.
Of

course,

this view does not

dispel the

importance

ot

knowledge but it does come from the perspective that it is the

engagement of

children in

fosters development.

an active

way with ideas that

The second issue clearly centers on the

different

curriculum

children.

The process view of education calls for educators

needs

and

interests

of

individual

to rethink their concept of primary education and to broaden
their approaches to respond to the diversity of needs and
interests among young children.

Child Centerec!nes9 and

thl~

constructivist Theorv

Bruner (1986) reminds us of the need to examine models of
the learner as a basis for the
learning.

improvement of children's

In this light, no review of the literature relevant
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to child centered educat.::m would be complete without an indepth examination of the constructivist theory of knowledge.
Lochhead (1985), in his discussion of new developments in the
educational

field,

describes

the

constructivist

knowledge in a concise but comprehensive manner.

view

of

Central to

constructivism is the belief that children construct their own

knowledge through a process of exploring I trying things out,
and making errors.

More. precisely put, " ... knoWledge is not

an entity that can be transferred from those who have to those
who don't" (Lochhead, p. 4).
to constructivism,

In identifying issues pertinent

Lochhead identifies four aspects of the

theory he considers to be relevant to the education of young
children.

The. first issue focuses on the idea of unlearning

and the challenges presented by such a task.

The suggestion

is made that the novice learner comes into new situations with
a variety of concepts already formed.

It is for this reason

that children should not be regarded as blank slates who
passively receive information.

To the contrary.

children

should be viewed as individuals who construct their knowledge
of the world for themselves.

Through education the novice

learner begins to relate new experiences to old and in the
process moves toward what Lochhead terms an expert.
states:

As he

"They always assimilate what they are told and shown

to what they already believe" (p. 6).
A second

issue revolves

intermediate states.

around the construction of

That is to say. there are stages in the
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learning process where learners cannot be characterized
either novice or expert and so there is a reason for teachers
to be involved in bridging the gap between the novice and the

expert level.

The third issue centers on the importance of

giving consideration

to

the

Errors must be viewed as a

role

of

natural

errors

in learning.

part of the

learning

process.

"We noed to provide otudents with ample opportunity for
error, because it is only by making (and rQcognizing) errors
that real conceptual learning is possible" (Lochhead, 1986, p.
6).

Forester and Reinhard (1989) reiterate this position and

suggest that errors should be regarded as "stepping stones to
further learning"

(p.

245).

The final

issue examines the

significance of getting children to reflect on their learning.
Simply put,

children snould be permitted to pursue their

learning

engaging

by

e)t'~iorations.

in a

....ide

range

of

activities and

It is this active behavior on the part ot

children that ensures that learning takes place.

The teacher

should act as a collaborator with the children, enhancing
their learning

and

moving

them

towards higher

levels of

thinking.
Blais (1988), in his account of constructivism, relates
a view similar to the one expressed by Lochhead (1985).
describes educatj on

to •••

novice learner into an expert" (p. 2).
constructivism,

asserts

Blais

as a process designed to transform a

Blais,

is

its

The main thrust of
proposed

view

of

JG

knowledge.

"Knowledge is something the learner must construct

for and by himself" (p. 3).

Blais details the distinctions

made by the constructivists bet....een information and knowledge.
Information is essentially that which is given to children by
telling--a feeding of facts.

In contrast I

knowledge is an

entity which cannot be presented in a concise or sequential

manner, instead it must be constructed through direct active

experiences.
experts.

It is the latter which transforms learners into

Blais places constructivism high on the list of

learning theories and postulates that it has the potential to

revolutionize

the

teaChing process:

"...

constructivism

offers hope that educational processes will be discovered that
enable students to acquire deep understanding rather than
superficial skills" (Blais, 1988, p. 4).
In

a

discussion

of

constructivism,

particularly

a

discussion of its applicability to primary education, the name
of Jean piaget certainly cannot go unmentioned.
in his prolific writings

and

piaget (1962)

research work has

provided

valuable insights into the learning processes of children and
in doing so has provided strong support for the constructivist
theory of knowledge.

Piaget concerned himself with the task

of discovering now knowledge develops in children.
Piaget·s major

contentions

centers

around

the

knowledge is constructed over a period of yeillrs,
50mething

to

be

imposed on a

learner.

One of

idea

that

it is not

In other words,

children shoUld not be expected to remain passive recipients
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of information, instead they· should be active in the construction

of knowledge.

should

Piaget

firmly believed that children

be provided with ample opportunities

to make dis-

coveries from their own first-hand experiences.
Piaget (1962) identified four factors associated with the

construction of knOWledge.

with

experiences

eguil ibration.

These include maturation, physical

obj ects,

social

interaction

and

Piaget uses the term maturation to refer to

the series of stages in development, stages which are built on
prior

stages,

each

stage

a

prerequisite

for

Children's own activity propels them through

the

other.

the stages.

Furthermore, while these stages emerge in a definite order,
they

cannot

be

assigned

a

specific

chronological

order.

Physical experience refers to the manipUlating and exploring
of objects in the environment.

Despite the fact that these

experiences are generally unguided they remain vital to the
process of acquiring concepts such as size, order, mass and
length.

Social interaction is also an active process and is

responsible for the acquiring of social arbitrary knowledge.
This knowledge refers to the type of knowledge a child cannot
discover alone.

It comes from parents, the school and from

society in general.
The

final

factor

that

Piaget

(1969)

relates

intellectual development of children is equilibration.

to

the

It is

this process of equilibration that is responsible for maintaining the balance among the other three and for ensuring

3B

that all factors operate together in a manner that ensures the
growth of knowledge.
children

are

also

Like the previous three processes,
active

t~is

in

process.

Linked

to

equilibration are the processes of assimilation and accommodation.

Assimilation refers to the process whereby children

seek to

link new information

to what

they

already know.

Accommodation comes into focus when children are unable to
link new learning to past experience.
child is placed

in a

state of

When this happens the

disequilibrium and

becomes

acutely aware of the need to eliminate contradictions by
modifying his/her ideas.

In the drive to restore equilibrium,

egocentric behavior is reduced as children begin to encounter
viewpoints other than their own.

Such experiences provide

children with the basis for the development of thinking Which
is systematic and logical in nature.
Implicit in piaget's (1969) view of how children construct knOWledge are many educational implications.

While

piaget himself is not an educator, many writers have provided
interpretations of Piaget· s work for educators.

While it is

not feasible to look at these interpretations in-depth. the
points made by several writers are worthy of consideration.
Wadsworth (1978), in his attempt to make Piagetian theory
relevant to education, identifies six principles of teaching
emanating from Piaget·s theories.
1.

These are enumerated below:

The provision of a learning environment in which

cl::ildren are actively engaged in salecting and initiating
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activities.
2.

The need for a distinction to be made between the

three types of knowledge--physical, logical mathematical, and

social arbitrary.
3.

The recognition that error is important to under-

standing ho.... children think and to discovering the level of

functioning reached.
4.

The need to recognize that interaction with peers is

the way in whlch some types of knowledge are learned and to
set up the

learning

environment

in

accordance

with this

notion.
5.

The need to view logical mathematical, physical, and

social arbitrary knowledge as an inseparable whole.
6.

The

need

to

recognize

that

direct

teaching and

reinforcement should be used only when there is a justifiable

basis for doing so e.g., pointing out to children that the
throwing of snowballs during recess time is a potentially
dangerous activity.
Wadsworth (1978) also addresses the important role of the
teacher in structuring a learning environment in Which activity-based learning is promoted, where children select activities of interest, and I>!here the teacher assesses children's
learning through the observations of children I s actions and
words.
Clements (1986) also provides a list of guidelines for
teachers based

on

the

constructivist

theo::y

advanced

by

'0
Piagat.

These include:

1.

The use of high level questioning.

2.

The encouragellent of high levels of peer interac-

tions.
3.

The

suggestion

that teachers engage children

in

discussions to develop their awtlreness of problem solving
strategies.
The suggestion that children be encouraged to find

<I.

the answers for themselves.
5.

The

Deed

to

engage

children

in

self-initiated

activities for about half of the tillle.
DeVries and Kohlberg (1987). two writers who profess to
be heavily influenced by the work of

Piaget.

have written

extensively on the constructivist view of education.
pUblication,

Constructivist Early Education'

In theit"

overview and

comparison with other Programs, the authors attempt to provide
direction on how Piaget's theories can be translated into
educational practices. DeVries and Kohlberg call attention to
the fact that constructivist teachers are needed in the field
of early childhood education i f the constructivist ideology is
to penneate educational programs.
In terms of the teacher's role,
(1987)

provide

entails.

DeVries and Kohlbarg

specific guidelines as

to what

this

role

First, the suggestion is mad';! that teachers accept

error as a natural part of learning and move away from a focus
on transmitting information to one in Which the focus is on
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understanding how the children construct knowledge. secondly,
teachers need to move away from providing extrinsic rewards
and focus on the idea that " ... the child learns through the
motivation

of

interest Oi

(DeVries

&

Kohlberq,

p.

376).

Finally, the teacher must move away from a focus on obedience
and shift to a '-'oeus on positive guidance techniques or as so

eloquently phrased by the authors,
". ..

a

companion

and

a

guide

the teacher must become

who expresses

respect

for

children" (p. 377).

In summary, a constructivist teacher must give priority
to devising activities and creating a classroom which provides

opportunities
children.
DeVries

for

developing

Like the
and

Kohlberg

reasoning

and

supporters of education
also

stress

the

autonomy

in

as process,

importance

of

not

eliminating subject matter, but maintain that teaching begins
" ... not with SUbject-matter analysis, but with child-analysis,

with thinking about how children think about SUbject

matter" (p. 381).

The authors take exception to many of the

current curriculum materials developed for early childhood and
suggest many of them are out of the realm of children's
reasoning.

Instead, they focus on the need to develop content

which is based on children's interests, and which in turn has
the potential to inspire children's constructive activity.

Bumma;:y

Primary teachers entrusted with the responsibility of
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planning the educational experiences of young children must be
extremely knowledgeable about how young children develop and
learn.

At the same time they must be tully cognizant of the

purpose of education.

land and Labrador,

manner:

In the Aims of Education

fQr~

education is described in the

following

"Education is the process by Which human beings are

enabled to achieve their fullest and best development both as

private individuals and as members of human society" (p. 3).
The

understanding of how children

learn will

provide the

framework far developing a curriculum which ensures thllt all

children will reach their potential.

Certainly,

from tho

constructivist theory primary educators can extrapolate many
principles relevant to the "how" of children's learning.
Clearly, the constructivist theory of knowledge points to
the

necessity ot: understanding

the

children come to acquire knowledge.

lIleans

by which

young

If children learn in the

manner outlined by the constructivist theory of knowledge,
then educators Ilust seek to find ways in which children can be
placed at the center of their own learning, ways in which
children can be provided with opportunities to explore and to
become active participants in their own learning.

Teachers

must devote their energies to finding ways to assist children
with

thG tasks

of becoming

independent

understanding just how children learn.

learners,

and

to

The rote learning of

facts must be dispensed with and teachers must move towards
becoming

constructivist

teachers.

The

constructivists
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acknowledge that this Dlove will ensure the highest quality of

learning for young children and also ensure that instruction
becomes child centered in nature.

Child Centered Education--'1'heory Into Practice

It is one thing to espouse child centered programming and
another to translate the salient fe.atures of this concept into
coherent curriculum practices"

In light of this, the follow-

ing section of the literature review will examine the practical applications of child centered theory to the reality of
the classroom.

The role of the t.eacher, the nature of the

learning environment, the curriculum goals and the instructional practices as they apply to the implementation of child
centered education will be described in detail.
will

first

be given to

the

Consideration

curriculum goals

in

a

child

centered classroom.

~GOa19

Bos (1991), in a recently televised production of 20/20's
wild About Learning, stresses the point that educators must
focus on children and in the process take on the challenging
goal

of getting school

ready

for them.

Bas argues that

educators must dispense with expressing the view that children
need to be ready for school.

The National Association of

Elementary School Principals (NAESP) (1990), in addressing the
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standards for education in kindergarten through eighth grade,
identifies a number of goals that are significant in aChieving
a curriculum that is responsive to the needs and abilities of
individual children.
1.

Among them are:

The development of basic skills in reading, writing

and mathematics.

2.

The development of effective communication skills.

3.

The development of positive self-concepts in the

children.
The development of a sense of self-motivation and

<I.

enthusiasm for learning.
5.

areas

The development of knowledge and understanding i.n

of

science,

social

studies,

fine

arts,

health

and

physical education.
NAEYC (1987) also identifies a number of primary program

goals reflective of a curriculum that recognizes the individual interests and abilities of children.
1.

These include:

A curriculum designed to promote a sense of self-

worth, personal motivation and an appreciatir.m for learning
among individual children.
2.

A curriculum which recognizes and promotes the value

of differentiated curriculum--the need to begin where the
child is.
3.

A curriculum accepting the wide range of learning

styles and rates.
Children Learning, the provincial curriculum guide, also
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lists a number of goals it considers to be appropriate to a
child centered curriculum.

The goals are noted below:

1.

Help children develop a sense of self-esteem.

2.

Help children acquire basic skills and knowledge to

the best of their ability.
'J.

Help

children

develop

reasoning,

thinking,

and

problem-solving skills.

4.

Help children develop a sense of tolerance, respect

and social responsibility.
5.

Identify children with enrichment and remediation

needs.

6.

Assist children with the challenge of becoming self-

directed learners.
7.

Help

children

identify

connections

between

the

provide

for

curriculum and their immediate environment.
8.

Integrate

subj ect

areas

but

also

specific SUbject instruction.
9.

Promote

resource-based

learning through the thematic

approach,

variety

of

classroom

approach,
groupings

excluding fixed ability grouping, supportive learning environments, and the learning center approach.
Schwartz and Pollishuke

(1990)

write that one of the

primary goals of a child centered curriculum is to develop the
skill of self-directed learning among children.

This can be

achieved by encouraging children to develop their decisionmaking and problem-solving skills.

Many of the goals cited in

the previous sources are

similar

in

purpose.

Most

concerned with the need to focus on the goal of educating the
"whole childtl--physically, emotionally, socially, and intellectually.
learn.

Many focus on the goal of teaching children how to

A discussion of the nature of the learning environJllent

in the child centered classroom will ensue.

The Nature of the Learning Environment
Much of the early childhood literature suggests that

tI

child centered classroom, because of the nature of instruction
occurring within its walls, must be designed in a way that
facilitates

activity-based

learning,

allows

for

ease

of

movement, and permits children to consult with one another.
The question of how to organize the classroom to promote child
centeredness will be addressed in the following section.
NAE'lC (1987), Forester and Reinhard (1989). Schwartz and
Pollishuke

(1990),

all

recognize

the

importance

of

the

classroolll environment in aChieving the goals of child centered
Children

instruction.

Learning

(1991).

the

provincial

curriculum handbook, reminds readers that the establishment of
an environment conducive to such instruction involves many
considerations and components.

Among the factors to consider

in regard to the learning environment are the physical space,
the

furniture,

resources.
namely.

equipment,

supplies,

and

instructional

To borrow a phrase from t ....o classroom teachers.

Forester and Reinhard.

teachers

need to create a
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"climate of delight"

(p. 17) which will reflect or fit the

ways in which a growing body of research suggests that young

children learn best.

In short, they call for an environment

which tits the learners' ways.

The aforementioned authors

envision a classroom environment in which children move about
and locate their own working

plar.~s.

Indeed they identify

sharing and interaction as two of the most important components in building a climate of delight.

From the perspective

of these two authors there are many indicators teachers can

use to reflect upon the nature af the learning environment in
their classroom and evaluate for themselves the degree to
which they have attained an atmosphere that is child centered

in nature.

While this list is too lengthy to provide in its

entirety, a number of key points will be noted, among them:
1.

Children being free to go to the bathroom, library,

or office on their own.
2.

Children

not

getting

out

of

line

or

becoming

distracted from tasks if the teacher is engaged in outside
tasks for a moment or two.
3.

Parents moving in and out of the classroom.

4.

Children assuming independence in selecting activ-

ities.
5.

1\ teacher who is joyful and enthusiastic.

6.

1\ minimum number of classroom rules,

all of which

have been discussed with the children.
7.

Discipline strategies which include having children

work out their differences among themselves.
8.

A teacher who works beside children as they engage

in projects.
9.

Children visiting places within and outside the

school.
10.
and

A teacher who overlooks behaviors such as tattling

occasional

disruptive

behavior

in

favor

of

modeling

appropriate behavior.
Schwartz and Pollishuke (1990) hold the view that there
are innumerable strategies and techniques at the disposal of
teachers desiring to create a learning e .. vironment that is
child centered in nature.

These authors maintain l;hat the

child centered classroom must be rich in resource, that arc
both available for use by the children and encompass the
different developmental levels of children.

Such resources

include books, mailboxes, felt boards, puppets, materials from
the child's environment (telephone directories, catalogues,
newspapers and magazines).

It is suggested by Schwartz and

Pollishuke that teachers include both permanent e.g .• listening and reading, and non-permanent e.g., water, mapping and
puppetry centers, in their classroom.
centers

that

would

provide

challenges

varying capabilities and interests.

It is these learning
for

children

with

The idea of a whole group

meeting area as well as an area where children can work alone
is discussed.

The inclusion of classroom resources such as

science materials that are open-ended is also proposed.
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Clemens (1983)

offers the suggestion that the physical

arrangement of the classroom be
with ease.

suc~:

that free movement occurs

with regard to seating arrangements within the

classroom, he advocates that "neither teacher nor child has a
particular

displays,
displays

location"

Clemens
of

(p.

talks

original

21'.).

about

drawings,

When

the

discussing

importa;lce

stories,

and

classroom

of

placing

other

work

produced by the children both on the classroom wall and in the
corridor.

The idea of displaying commercially reproduced

drawings that have been colored by the children is rejected
outright.
NAE'iC

(1987)

dispels

the

notion

that

the

learning

environment of a child centered classroom is one in which
chaos reigns.

Instead, they stress the fact that the tone and

decorum of the classroom should exemplify orderliness.

Limits

need to be set on children's behavior e.g., children must
learn to select another learning center if their first choice
already has the designated number of participants.
(1981),

in a

discussion

Staab

of the child centered classroom,

recommends that teachers organize classrooms around thematic
centers.
Popoff (1990) describes the child centered environment as
an "active, busy environment" (p. 31).

Similar to Schwartz

and pollishuke (1990), ana Forester and Reinhard (1989), this
writer focuses

on

freedvm

of movement,

flexible grouping

patterns based on interests and educational purposes, child
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choice, and both the teacher and child being respectfUl of
individual differences as essential features of the learning
environment in child centered classrooms.
Taylor and Valerie (1990). in ....riting about the learning
needs of children, suggests that the environlllent must be such

that it "allo....s the child freedolll to interact with materials,

peers, and a teacher who understands the children's need for
space, materials and tillle to play in an atmosphere of trust
and respect"

(p.

14).

NoveUi

(1990)

offers a

number

1,,)(

suggestions that would assist teachers with the establishment
of an environment conducive to self-directed learning.

These

include shelving units that allow for children to hcwe easy
access to manipulatives, versatility in room arrangements, and
interactive bulletin boards.
~ntend

A videotape,

organizing the

Activity-Based Classroom (1991, Hay), distrib-

uted to all the school districts within the province, reiterates many of the points made by the previously mentioned
authors and states that the activity-bRsed classroom must be
organhed in such a way that children can play, make choices,
accept responsibilities, and be actively involved in learning.
In summary, the nature of the learning environment in

iJ

child centered classroom has a number of specific recognizable
features.

Among them is the commonly held belief that the

environment must be a supportive one in which children are
actively participating in learning experiences.
is

evident

from

the

previous discussion,

certainly, as

it must

be

an
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environment in whlch children's interests are evident and
where the knowledge of how children learn is reflected.

As

Schwartz and Pollishuke (1990) so eloquently phrase it, the

atmosphere must be "fostering, freeing, stirring and stimulating,

inspiring.

instructional

encouraging:

strategies

Liberating"

associated

with

(p.
child

1).

The

centered

education will be presented in the fo110ving section.

Instructional strategies

A substantial body of literature relevant to the child

centered classroolll maintains that teachers in these types of
classrooms hold a particular view of how children learn.
These teachers, essentially, view children as being active
learners with varying interests and levels of development.

It

is this philosophy that informs the use of specific instructional strategies.
NAE'iC

(1981)

in

Appropriate Practices

its

recent document

Developmentally

in Early Childhood Programs Serving

Children From Birth Through Age Eight, provides a comprehensive listing of instructional strategies deemed to be appropriate for use with primary children, as well as a listing of
inappropriate

strategies.

involves the use of
content.

an

Brief periods

The

first

teaching

strategy

integrated approach to curriculum
of time

allotted

to

individual

curriculum areas are eschewed in favor of organizing learning
experiences

around

thematic

work,

projects

and

learning
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centers •...hleh encompass children's interests.

The provincial

primary curriculum guide, with one exception, holds
view.

ill

similar

While the guide advocates interdisciplinary learning

experiences, it also stresses the tact that instructional tillle
must be planned for specific subject areas.

The guide makes

mention ot the tact that teachers should familiarize themselves with the objectives from all the curriculum areas as

this will help them effectively design activities taking in

the various subject areas,
Schwartz and Pollishuke (1990) equally stress

th~

need

for an interdisciplinary approach to the primary curriculum
and provide some practical ideas of how this can be accomplished.

The authors propose that the curriculum requirements

can be addressed by taking a topic e.g.,

from children's

interests, or a spontaneous event such as a first snowfall,
and planning reading, writing, and other experiences around
it.

Teachers are advised

to create a

web of activities

related to a particular topic around "doing" words--ltiords such
as demonstrate, interview, create, observe, design, investigate, construct, explore, solve, edit and report.
learning web based on

(An active

the model provided by schwartz and

pollishuke (1990) is included in the Appendix).

Teachers are

also reminded of the importance of considering the levels of
development,

the

interests,

needs,

learning

styles

and

experiential background of the children when designing an
integrated unit.
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The second strategy put forth by NAEYC (1987)
around teacher and child use of time.

revolves

NAEYC disregards the

notion of utilizing planning ':ime as correction time

for

seatwork activities and the use of center time as a frill When
all other teacher-directed activities are complete.

Instead,

this

learning

organiz:ation

insists

teachers

should

plan

centers that include developmentally appropriate tasks and
activities that provide concrete and experiential learning
opportuni ties.
The third strategy relates to grouping practices wi thin

the classroom and the need to use a variety of grouping
arrangements inclUding ad hoc skill groups,

peer tutoring

grouping, and individual groups.
Devries

and

}(ohlberg

(1987)

express

the

view

that

cooperative 'earning opportunities, where children of varying
abilities work together, should abound in the primary classroom e.g., a class mural of the topic under study, cooperative
problem-solving activities, and small group projects.

Reid,

Forrestal and Cook (1989) indicate small group work should be
a daily occurrence as it is this type of learning that most
effectively engages children in an active manner with the
knowledge they are attempting to acquire.

The province's

primary curriculum guide also promotes the use of cooperative
learning groups and stresses the

importance of prov.i..ding

children with guidance on how to work and cooperate effectively in a group situation.

The guide also lists three other
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grouping arrangelllents--special interests groups, special needs
groups and enrichment.
Gamberg, r;wak, Hutching and Althelu (1988), in a practical discussion of the.e studies, explain that a child centered

teacher will use teaching strategies such as theme stUdies to
force children to assume responsibility for their own leacn-

ing.

The authors suggest that the use of a thematic approach

will ensure that the children are "task-bound not seat-bound,"
and put the focus on "what is learned and under what condi-

tions it is learned" (p. 224).

Built into thematic studies is

the idea of children exploring topics of interest to them.

Of

course, many benefits of this approach are outlined by the
authors, benefits which are closely aligned with the current
foci of primary education.

They include:

1.

Helping children develop healthy self-concepts.

2.

Helping children develop their decision-making and

problem-solving skills.
3.

Having the potential

of making modifications to

respond to needs and capabilities of all children.
4.

Providing many opportunities for hands-on learning

opportunities,

field

trips,

active

learning,

collecting

information, reading, and writing.
Regan and Weininger

(1988),

in

conceptualizing child

centered education, identify specific instructional strategies
considered to be part of the child centered classroom.
these strategies are:

Among
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Provision of sUfficient blocks of uninterrupted time

1.

to work on tasks.

Balancing of teacher initiated and child initiated

2.

activities.
Development of routines to create an orderly and

J.

supportive learning environment.
4.

Pray islon of play opportunities.

S.

Monitoring

of children's activity by teachers to

determine appropriate intervention points.
is

It

ev ident

from

the

previous

discussion that a

repertoire of instructional strategies associated with child

centered education exists.

At the center of these strategies

is the idea that play should be an essential part of primary

programming.
Another popular view e>:ists around the notion that the

various subject areas should not be segmented into discrete
periods of time, but must be integrated.
kept flexible

Timetables must be

so that opportune teaching

moments can be

capitalized upon.
The

use of learning

nurture

the active

centers

would

materials

that

centers is

learning of

include a
cater to

rich
both

promoted as

children.
selection

Such

a way to
learning

of manipUlative

the needs and interests of

individual children.
certainly,

the

thematic approach is

emphasized as a

useful strategy with its particlllar strengths being that it is

"

an approach which lends itself to integrating sUbject matter
and to developing learning experiences which

encompass the

interests, needs, and life e>.':periences of the children.

Group

learning,

as a

means

of promoting interact i vc

learning in the classroom, is also viewed as an instructional

strategy appropriate to the child centered classroom.

'rhe

final section of this review will look at the role of the

teacher in the child centered classroom.

The Role

o~eaoher

Day (1975)

offers the following concise descriptLon of

the role of the teacher:
by

telling

but

"The teacher no longer teaches just

instead facilitates or

guides

learning

by

providing an interesting and meaningfUl environment" (p. 6).
Chamberlin

(1961)

points out thZlt teachers need to

rethink

their role and begin to view themselves as "frog kissers" who
look

for the prince in every child.

Teachers of

a child

centered classroom must be concerned with the total development of children.
individual

They must be cognizant of the wide range of

differences

existent among

children.

~

!&S.nL1.n9 (1991), the provincial primary curriculullI handbook,
also

considers this to be

states:

an important consideration and

"To expect children to be the same or to make equal

progress is unreasonable.

Progress must he viewed in terms of

individual gains over time" (p. 7).

Teachers should place the

optimal development of each individual child high on their
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list of curriculum priorities.
NAEYC

(1987)

attributes

the

following features to the

role of the teacher:
1.

Teachers are responsible for p~oviding children with

opportunities to engage in child initiated and child directed
activities.
2.

Teachers are responsible for supporting and guiding

children who have not

yet learned to

participate

in free

choice activity.
Popoff

(1990),

in

a one page description of

centered classroom, recommends that teachers

give

a child

children

more "mUddling" opportunities and that they themselves shOUld

refrain from excessive "meddling" in favor of giving children
tilDe to touch, put together
Kohlberg

(1987)

support

and take apart.

this

view

and

DeVries and

acknowLedge

that

teachers should not permit worksheets and tests to dominate
classroom activities.
individual

Popoff envisions the teacher as

who moves around

an

the classroom encouraging and

guiding the learning of children, establishing routines, and
creating an environment not of chaos but of well organized
management.
Schwartz and pollishuke (1990) provide numerous suggestions on how teachers can effectively create a child centered
classroom.

They

suggest that teachers

build

a classroom

atmosphere that exudes warmth and the potential of learning in
a risk-taking environment.

Teachers can be more effective

5.
facilitators ot learning 1o'hen "they create a classroom that
promotes respect, risk-taking, peer teaching, decision making,
problem solving and co-operation" (Schwartz' Pollishuke, p.
~9).

with

respect

to

grouping

practices,

Schwartz

and

Polllshuke recouend to teachers that they shoul.d not totally

dispel the use of hOll10geneous grouping strategies but ensure
that such groups be flexible

and temporary and established

only as a means to provide direct assistance to children who
need help with a particular skill.

the creation of a

Teachers moving towards

child centered classroom must attempt to

create a balance between 1arge group, small group and individual

act.ivities,

and

bet....een

experiences

that

are

child

initiated and teacher directed.
Schwartz and

Pollishuke

(1990)

also naintain that an

important role of the teacher is to ensure that the classroom
is rich in materials and a variety of learning centers.

A.ong

the centers they recommend are reading, aatheraatics, puppetry,
art,

invention, science,

sand,

mapping,

and

nature.

The

teacher's role would then be to design open-ended activities
which provide a number of choices to children.
materials it

is

suggested that teachers

In terms of

shOUld

not use

workbooks and commercial reading programs but instead divert
funding into purChasing children's literature and manipulative
materials for science and mathematics.

These authors stress

the importance of teachers engaging children in conversation
regarding their areas of interest and accordingly choosing
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themes or topics to explore based on these expressed interests.

Before theme exploration begins the authors suggest

finding out what the children know about a topic and what they
would like to know.
moment"

is

put

The idea of using the "spontaneity of the

forth,

for

example,

if

a

child brings a

butterfly to school a teacher might use this incident as a
basis for a science unl t on insects.
Other

recommendations

utilizing children

madt:l

in collecting

by

the

authors

include

and preparing materials,

being flexible in terms of changing and adapting activities to

meet the needs and interests of individual children.

Schwartz

and Pollishuke also see the involvement of parents in the
school as an important aspect of the teacher's role.

"Well

informed parents often become the biggest boosters of ..::hild
centered classrooms" (p. 76).

It is recomnlended that teachers

go beyond the two or so yearly parent conferences and include
parents in

all aspects of programming--field trips,

story

telling, and as resource people sharing a specific talent.
Buckley (1991) stresses that teachers must take it upon
themselves

to eliminate strict scheduling and to promote

integrated learning.

They must plan a curriculum around the

developmental levels, interests, needs and learning styles of
the

children they teach.

Buckley

further suggests

i

Ij

that

teachers give children choice of what they do and with whom
they do it.

.\

Craig (1991) acknOWledges that today1s rapidly

changing society and the increasing emphasis on using the

1
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child's individual needs and interests as a basis for planning
the curriculum adds complexity to the role of the teacher.
Craig argues that teachers must develop a curriculum which
maintains a balance among content, process and product.

craig

further suggests that teachers need to be mindful of the wide
range of

individual differences within a class in terms of

learning

styles,

levels

of development,

and

experiential

background and to provide experiences that meet these individ-

ual needs.

For example, the tactile learner must be given

experiences with manipUlating materials and the child from an
abusive background must be provided with a sense of warmth and
security.

As craig sums up, "One method of presentation will

not suffice" (p.

17).

Teachers must use a wide variety of

teaching methods.
Children's

Learning

(1991),

the provinc!<1l guide

for

primary education, advises teachers to keep i:lbreast of educational innovations, research findings and current literature.
Staab (1991), in a description of a child centered classroom,
describes the teacher's role as one of empowering children.
Like Schwartz and Pollishuke (1990), Staab also puts forth the
notion of

developing

thematic units around

the

expressed

interests of the children or the spontaneity of the situation.
Staab

suggests

that

teachers

who

are

knowledgeable

wi th

respect to the curriculum objectives can plan activities llsing
the children's interests and not a teacher choice of theme.
The child centered classroom described by Staab features
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a science center stocked with bugs collected by the children,
a book center filled with books on bugs and a special interest

center including rubber replicas of bugs.

A sign with the

question "What I Wonder About Bugs" is prominently displayed.
other particular practices staab points out as being observoble in a child centered classroom
greeting

individual

children

include:

in the

morning;

(a)

teacher

(b)

teacher

discussing books from take home reading program with individual children;
projects;

(e) teacher working with small group on research

(d)

teacher

showing

flexibility

children to work at the center of their

teacher allowing children to choose

in

permitting

choice; and

(e)

their own topics

for

writing assignments.
In summary,
conditions

of

the role of the teacher

ltHlrning

so

necessary

instruction is indeed a significant one.

for

in creating the
(",hlld

centered

The teachers who are

thoroughly conversant with the nature of children I S lE:arning
and who can adopt practices that take this important factor
into account will ensure that child centered instruction is
moved into the primary classroom.
the teacher
dimensions.

is a varied

one,

Undoubtedly, the role of

one which

encompasses

many

To refer back to Schwartz and Pollishuke (1990),

the teacher in a child cent.ered classroom would be:
Moving and modelling,
Instructing, involving,
Chatting and caring:
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Facilitating.

(p. 1)

Summary
Not surprisingly,

the task of translating educational

theory into practice is not an easy one.

However, there is a

weal th of information available regarding the teacher' 5 role,
instructional strategies, the nature of the learning env iron-

ment, and the 0urriculum goals in the child centered classThe message that teachers need to reflect on their
ideas of how children learn is stressed.

emphasizes

The literature also

the need for teachers to utilize a variety of

teaching strategies, to strive for interdisciplinary learninC),
to use thematic learning and a number of grouping practices.

In conclusion, there are many practical suggestions <lvailable
to teachers who are desirous of moving in the direction of
croating a classroom which is child centered.

The Role of Play In CrUd centered Instruction

Play and its value in facilitating the creation of a
program which is child centered in nature must not be overlooked.
Poll.ishuke

Regan

and

(1989)

centered classroom.

weininger

readily

(1988),

associate

NAEYC

(1989),

play with

the

and
child

certainly, play has long been associated

with the establishment of appropriate programming for primary
children.

Over

200 years ago,

Froebel

(cited

in Frost C.
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Sauderl!n,
wrote:

1985), a noted German philosopher and educator,

"Play is the highest expression of human development

:,5

in childhood, for it alone

the free expression of what is

in a child's SOUl" (p. ix).
All

children

have

playful activity.

a

natural

propensity

to

engage

in

The considerable body of literature on

children's play points to the necessity of incorporating this
natural inclination into the primary school curriculum.
has

long

been

a

topic

of

Play

interest among philosophers and

individuals concerned with the education of young children.
SchUler

(1800),

Spencer

Frost and Sauderl!n

(1873)

(1985),

and Gross

(189S),

cited in

all spoke of playas a way to

expend surplus energy.

Montessori (1964) referred to playas

the

extolled

child's

settings.

work

and

its

value

in

educational

Piaget (1962) focused on the intellectual value of

play and its importance to children's development.

Through

play, Piaget (1964) reasoned, children are provided with the
opportunity to interact with their peers.

Such interaction

aids children in their ability to decenter and understand the
world from the perspective of others as well as their own.
Freud (1964) in his work outlined the therapeutic values of
play and stressed its importance to alleviating anxiety and
turmoil.

Frank (1964) commented on the fact that play is

children's way of learning what no one can teach them.

The

Plowden Report (1967) enunciated the need to view playas a
process that adds to the learning of young children.

Bruner

(1976)

referred to playas serious busin(!ss and was adamant

about the relationship bebleen play and learning.

Vygotsky

(1976) regarded playas the source of development and argued
cogently about the important role it plays in the de.velopment
of abstract thought.

Dobbert-Lundy (1985) clearly shows that

play 1s essential to total development.
A considerable body of literature linking tile importance
of play to all
amassed.

facets

of children's development has been

Frost and Kissinger (1976), in their elaboration on

the need for a play environment, assert:

"In play the child

tests his limits to find out what he can and cannot do.
exercises

persistence

and

problem

solving and

coveries for himself as he plays" (p. 350).

makes

lIe
dis-

Moyer, Egerston

and Isenberg (1987) contend that play is vital to the development of

fine

and gross motor skills.

Rogers and Sawyers

(1988) state, "Play can facilitate healthy development.

Play

may even provide the best context in whicl1 children grow and
learn" (po 70).

Guha (1987) makes it clear that play must be

a component of children's schooling:

"It is in play that much

of children's self-initiated, voluntary, active learning is
expressed: it is in play that children explore whi.lt they want
to know" (p. 74).
Guha (1987) provides a brief description of the arguments
advanced by research for the inclusion of play in the curriculum.

The first argument is linked to a romantic view in which

it is felt that children should

b~

given play opportunitios
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for the sheer value of happiness.

The second refers to the

behaviorist philosophy and holds that play should be used as
a reward for learning.

The third relates to the therapeutic

value of play and its significance in hBlping children cope
with anxiety.

Lastly, the cognitive argument in Which play is

seen as the vehicle by Which children learn to solve problems,
express

themselves

artistically

socialization skills
validating

the

and

is put forth.

significance

of

creatively,
To this

play

in

and

rationale

the

gain
for

educational

program, Guha adds yet another, ntlmely, the economic argument.
This argument focuses on the need to increase the efficiency
of learning by reducing the time teachers spend in building
motivation for learning.

Guha suggests,

" .•. the quality of

the child's learning 1s enhanced when it is in tune with selfdirected, voluntary involvement" (p. 79).
Dergen and Oden (1988) state:

"Play affects children's

development of problem-solving and creative thinking abilities, communicative and expressive skills, mathematical and
scientific knowledge,
encies" (po 245).

emotional maturity and social compet-

In so far as play can be acknowledged as a

contributing factor to the development of the "whole" child,
the authors argue for a classroom environmpnt which promotes
play.
optimal

To this end they identify five key features of the
physic1'll

environment.

These

include:

(a)

the

inclusion of a wide variety of concrete materials; (b) spatial
arrangements which encourage movement and a variety ot working

GG

spaces:

(e)

provision of resources related to the various

curriculum areas;

Cd)

blocks of time to promote discovery

learning and play development; and (e) displays reflective of

the child' s own artistic and academic work.
Bergen and Oden (1986) also envision a social environment

conducive to collaborative and cooperative learning, active
learning

and self-initiation of

mentioned

social

activity.

environment the

In the aforc-

teacher

assumes

a

f<1c11-

itative role, guiding childrc'n's learning through play.
Spodek

and

Saracho

(1988)

give consideration

types of play and their educative function.
creative play,

play.

languagE'! play,

to

four

A.mong them arc

;.oclal play and manipulative

Creative play is likened to fantasy play and is viewed

as being important to the development of imagination and the
coping with day-to-day problems.

Language play is deemed

important because it fosters literary development.

"In social

play young children learn to become responsive to their peers'
feelings,

to be

patient,

to wait

for

their turn,

to

be

cooperative, to share materials and to obtain instant satisfaction

when

others

Saracho, p. ll).

value

(i.e.,

like

them)"

(SpOdek

&

Manipulative play, in which children freely

explore materials,
specific concepts.

assists

children with the learning

o(

Spodek and Saracho challenge educators to

optimize the educational consequences of play without
sacrificing its essence" (p. 21).
A sampling

of the literature pertinent

to play also
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points

to the value of

curriculum areas.
science

the

learning.

use

Hawkins

teaching,

describe

its

adopted

importance

in a

(1965),
the

of

the

number

in

phrase
play

his

of specific

discussion

"messing
phase

to

about"

of
to

scientific

Hawkins described messing about in science in the

following manner:

"Children are given materials and equip-

ment--things--and are allowed to construct, test, probe, and
experiment without superimposed questions or instructions" (p.
39).

In

Hawkin's

view,

this messing about provides

children with "an apperceptive background,

the

against which a

more analytical sort of knowledge could take form and make
sense"

(p.

39).

It

is

also

responsible

for more

intense

involvement with the materials and a broadening of experimental interests on the part of the children.
Pelligrini (1980) links play to the literacy development
of young children, Yawley (1980) cites the value of puppet
play to the development of oral language, and Szekely (1983)
advocates the immense value of play to the teaching of art and
suggests exploratory, experimenting times are vital to each
art lesson.

Play allows children to draw upon their own

experiences as

sources

of

inspiration.

It

is

with

the

introduction of play into the classroom that children become
discoverers,

initiate their own

artistic challenges.

activities

and

cope with

Play trUly inspires the artist, and for

this reason must be an integral part of the art curriculum.
Szekely suggests, "Play is a way of research both for the

artist and child, allowing them to approach everything as if
new and to war).;: out any unknown or interesting ideas" (p. 24j.
Suydam (1984) reports on the value of playfUl interaction with

a contributing

materia16 as

factor

to the development of

children's mathematical problem-solv ing abilities.
Severeioe and Pizzini
important function

in

insist

(1984)

the teaching

that play has

of science.

In

thei l-

elaboration on the role of play, Severeide and Pizzini summarize

the

research

concerning play.
1.

The

findings

and

instructional

implications

These include:

value

of

a

playas

medium

for

developing

competencies vital to the development of thinking processes.
2.

The role of play in the development and enhancement

of problem-solving skills.
3.

The value of play to creating a risk-freG' learning

environment.
The role of play in fostering positive attitude:;
towards learning.
5.

The need

to carefully guide play experiences by

intervening only to move thinking along.
6.

The need to use strategies that promote productive

play.
Following

this
how

summary,
play

the

might

be

authors

offer

incorporated

practical

suggestions

on

classroom.

A classroom in which materials and time to use

into

the

them, role playing, and preliminary "play" opportunities aro
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present, is envisaged.

The teacher in the role of using play

to promote new learning is highlighted.
Henniger (19B7)
role

in

both

contends that play serves an important

the development

of

mathematical

and

science

learnings.

lie identifies curiosity, divergent thinking, and

motivation

to

learn

as

three

attitudes

essential

effective learning of science and mathematics.

to

the

Henniger views

playas a process-oriented activity that utilizes the natural
curiosity of childrl?n and interests them in the activity of
finding out new things.

This interest enhances the motivation

of children to lear!1 and serves to enrich their d:l.vergent
thinking

skills.

with

the

formation

of

these

attitudes

children gain an eagerness and enthusiasm for studying the
world of mathematics and science.
No

discussion

of

play

would

consideration of the computer.

be

complete

without

a

"The computer is indeed a

marvellous learning device, but to children it is first and
foremost a plaything--learning is a bonus" (Frost, 1985, p.
x).

Porter (1988) views the computer as another play choice

in the early childhood classroom.

The suggestion is made that

teachers must

active

be supportive of

computer

play

and

cognizant of its role in the enhancement of concept understandings.

Porter cautions against using the computer as a

tool for drill and practice.

When this safeguard exists the

computer becomes an active learning tool.

As such, endless

opportunities to develop social skills, cooperative decision-
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making skills, flexibility and creativity arc provided.

Much

support for these ideas can be found in the work of Papert
(1981),

the

individual

who developed the

LOGO systell.

tn

doing so he provided the foOIl of software needed to develop

the potential for children to learn through active engagemont

with the computer.
in the future,

The computer holds great promise, now and

for bringing play and

technology together.

Priority must, however, be given to utilizing the computer in
such

a

way

that children are put

in

the role of

activC'

learners (Clements, 1985, p. 125).

Summary
The review of the literature has affirmed the unique and
vital role of play in the instructional curriculum.

Play is

a natural avocation for the young child and educators IIUSt not
undervalue

its

development.

contl-ibution

to

children's

learning

.::and

As a medium tor learning, play provides children

with the opportunity to learn about their world by if,teractinq
with it.

Play offers children choices.

It causes them to

explore and question, resolve conflicts and solve
problems.

It is

classroom environments
initi<e>ted,

<l

myriad oC

imperative that primary teachers creata
in which play can

child-directed,

teacher

occur.

supported

play

"childis

an

essential component of developmentally appropriate practico"
(NAE'iC, 1989, p. 9).

Undoubtedly play Clln be considered the

centerpiece of II child centered program.
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By focusing on play in school, teachers will build on the
child's natural way of learning.

Play has enormous potential

as a vehicle for developing a curriculum which begins with the
spontaneous interests of the child.

A curriculum evolving

from the interests of children will indeed be a step toward
child centered instruction.

Tht'! first hand play experiences

with materials will ensure that children learn concepts in
concrete ways i;md move them towards the process of becoming

active learners.
The words written in the Plowden Report (1967) remain as
true today as they did over 20 years ago.

"In play children

gradually develop concepts of casual relationships, the power

to discriminate,

to make judgements,

to analyze and syn-

thesize, to imagine and to formulate" (p. 193).

NeWfoundland and Labrador Department of Education:
curriculum Documents and Resources

'l'he efforts of the Uepartment of Education in Newfoundland and Labrador to promote child centered instruction have
manifested

themselves

children Learning

in a

number

of

ways.

Along

with

A Primary Curriculum Handbook (1991), which

assists teachers ·. .-ith planning instruction for the primary
grades, recent years have seen the introduction of a number of
specific curriculum guides.

Many changes have occurred in the

nature of authorized curriculum resources.

For example, the
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workbooks which normally accompany a basal reading progr3'l arc
no longer authorized.
a process.

The emphasis has shifted to writing as

To support this emphasis on active writing, the

Department of Education has built up a collection of instructional videos to assist teachers 'With the task of implementing

new strategies to teach writing.

The Department of Education,

cognizant of the need to promote active mathematics Iellming,
has supplied manipulatives, resource books and audio-visual

resources to school boards across the province.

A brief

overview of the learning principles and instructional strategies advocated by

the province's curriculum guides and

resources materials will follow, beginning with the W!nliy
Curriculum Handbook.

Children Learning
The

Primary

A Primary Curriculum Handbook
Curriculum

Hnndbook

(1991)

expounds

D.

specific view of the primary school c:urriculum, namely child
centered instruction.

Reference is made throughout the guide

to the importance of planning instruction which " ... actively
involves primary children in the learning process and focuses
on their individual needs and learning styles" (p. 2).

The

guide reiterates the necessity to focus on all aspects of
development--social, emotional, physical, intellectual, and
creative.

A focus on total development is viewed as a

prerequisite for children if they are to be given a strong
foundation for living effectively in the next century.

Eight
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basic principles of learning considered central to a primary

school curriculum are outlined below:
1.

Previous e)(periences form the basis of learning.

Motivation enhances learning.
3.

A rich, supportive environment facilitates learning.
Critical and creative thinking lead to learning.

S.

Active involvement facilitates learning.
Learning proceeds from the concrete 'to the abstract.

7.

Individual rates of development and learning styles

a ffeet learning.

8.

A variety of resources facilitates learning.

The guide states:

"The primary curriculum must be designed so

that children meet each learning situation in such a way that
it will have meaning for them" (Children Learning
Cllrriculum HandboQk,

The children
(1991)

A Primary

1991, p. 5).

Tearning

A Primary Curriculum Handbook

views the role of the teacher as a

facilitator of

learning who assists all children in the process of development to their fUllest potential.

The guide attributes great

importance to the role of the teacher and states that:

liThe

teacher, more than any other person in the school system,
determines whether children benefit from curricular experiences" (p. 7).
In a discussion of

individualized styles of learning

among children, the guide stresses the need for teachers to
provide programming which is multi-sensory in nature.

Such
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programming, suggests the guide, will provide children with
opportunities to work with concrete materials.
them in active learning opportunities.

It will engage

The fact that children

possess unique rates of growtl'\ and development, coupled with
their individualized styles of learning. further nece:.-sitatos
the use of different learning activities within the classroom.
The guide notes the significance of this practice:

"Not all

children can engage in the same learning activities at the
same time during the instructional day, because they llrc sa

different from one another in their interests, ambitions unci
their abilities"

(po

27).

Parents,

suggests the handbook,

should be viewed as active partners in the primary program.
Teachers must keep parents well informed about programming and
seek to involve parents in all aspects of the school through
parent participation programs.

The handbook also includes

comprehensive section on evaluation.

il

Self-evaluation, use or

errors as diagnostic tools, and a focus on all three domains-the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor--are stressed.

Program of Studies (1990-19'1)
This resource is published annIJall y by the Department of
Education as a vehicle to update educators on the recommended
resources

and

instructional

approaches

advocated

various curriculum area across the grades.
~

The

for

the

~

(1990-1991) envisions the primary school as a commun-

ity of children.

In establishing the purposas of education,
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the program guide acknowledges:

"The true test of primary

schooling is whether it teaches children to do and to think"
(po 11).

Both resource-based teaching/learning and the use of

learning centers are recognized as being important instructional strategies.

The guide postulates that learning must be

meaningful for children and often refers to a hands-on, mindson approach to the education of young children.

The import-

anea of establishing a learning environment within the primary
classroom that reflects the needs and developmental levels of

the children in attendance is emphasized.

Learning to Learn--Policies and Guidelines for the Implementa-

tiCD of Resource-Based Learning in NeWfoundland and Labrador
Schools Cl.9911
The
Education

release
heralds

instruction.

of

this

document

by

significant support

the
for

Department
child

of

centered

It propounds the philosophy that educators can

no longer rely on a single textbook if they are to adequately
educate children for the future world.
strive

t.owards

resource-based.

developing

learning

A comprehensive

Instead, they must

experiences

view

of

that

are

resource-based

teaching/learning is presented within the guide.
based teaching/learning is concisely described as:

Resource11planned

instructional activ,ities, based on the needs of stUdents and
curriculum Objectives, which actively involve students in the
learning process through the use of a wide range of appropri-

ate

learnir.g

resources"

(p.

46).

This

description

of

resource-based teaching/learning is not really so different
from the definition of child centered instruction advanced by
Blenk!n and Kelly (1967) and Regan and Weininger (1968).
teacher's

rolf;!

in

resource-based

similar to ideas put

teaching/learning,

The
again

forth by advocates of child centered

instruction, is likened to that of a learner facilitator.
In summary, the document, in describing and promoting the
use of reso'lr>:,o;>-based teaching/learning, supports instruction
which is child centered in its design.
tional

practices

detailed

discussed

differing

Many of the instruc-

this

document

echo

in other bodies of literature pertinent

centered instruction.
children

in

should

Among these are the suggestions thf.lt

be given

levels

of

those

to child

choices

development

in

activities,

among

children

that

the

should be

accommodated and finally,that provision be made for active
learning experiences such as painting, debating, playing, and
creating.

Mathematics
Primary Mathematics (1988), a mathematics guide for the
teaching of

primary mathematics,

Children Learning

A.

although

released

before

Primary Curriculum Handbook (1991). is

described as a support document for the primary curriculum
handbook.

The preface of the guide establishes its precedence

over any authorized series of textbooks.

This :tact in itself
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is indicative of a move away from a textbook curriculum toward
a more child centered approach to .instruction.

much

attention

was

given

to

the

program, Inyestigating School Mathematics.

specific

to

mathematics

did

not

Previously

commercial

mathematics

A curriculum guide

exist.

This

change

in

emphasis was demonstrated at a provincial Mathematics Conference

in 1987,

where the curriculum document

central focus in discussions, and the
given secondary attention.
guide

a

co;:>y

was

given

was given a

al~thorized

program was

To affirm the importance of the
to

every

primary

teacher

in

the

province with the stipUlation that the guide rather than the
text was to determine the "what" and "how" of the curriculum.

Mathematics has been a leading curriculum area in the
promotion of child centered instruction.
class support afforded primary teachers,

In terms of the inthe Department or

Education has supplied a variety of manipUlative materials to
all primary classrooms.
hooks

hllve

also

been

A number of media aids and resource
distributed

for

use

by

classroom

teachers.
A guide,

~

(1989), dealing with the special

needs child in mathematics, has also been authorized.
guide, like the Primary Mathematics Guide (1988)

I

This

establishes

the importance of making instruction relevant to the daily
experiences of the children.
from

the

environment

identified as a

valid

to

For example, the use of objects
teach

classification

learning experience.

skills

is

Both guides

7.

promote learning through the different senses including the

visual, aural, and kinesthetic senses.

The use of learning

centers is suggested for use in all primary classrooms because
of their value in promoting active involvement and individualizing of learning for children.

Math Ouest Guide

The authorized mathematics program reflects many of the
guiding principles basic to child centered instruction.

program

is activity-based

in

its

orientation

and

This

readily

promotes the establishment of a learning environment which is
rich in materials and experiences.
ophy

of

its

program,

the

In describing the philos-

following

statement

is

made:

"Children must manipUlate materials and see the results of

their activity
concepts"

to develop a

(Math Quest Guide 3,

solid grasp
1989, p.

of mathematical

5).

Many of the

practices associated with child centered learning are recommended in the teacher's guide accompanying the program.

These

include continuous evaluation, development of problem-solving
skills, integration with other curriCUlum areas, utilization
of learning centers, small and large group .....ork.

In summary,

the mathematics guide and the authorized textbook program for
primary education are supportive of child centered instruction.

~

The

Program

of

Studies

(1990-1991)

maintains

that

children should be actively engaged in learning science.
number

of

outlined.

approaches

to

teachinq

scionce

are

A

succinctly

Learning centers, science projects, field trips,

and integration are 1Ill listed as instructional strategies to

promote active science learning.
~

(1988),

~"ry

in setting forth

Science Currjcu-

the objectives of the

science program, places a major emphasis on the development of
thinking skills and the notion of children assuming responsibility

for their own learning.

The guide

suggests that

children need to be creative thinkers and effective communicators.

To this end a variety of grouping arrangements--slllall,

large and individual--are recommended.
The authorized program Addison Wes1<;'Y Science is closely
linked to the provincial science curriculum document.
fact,

the chapter concept tables

In

in the guide are taken

directly from the authorized program.

Many references can be

found throughout the guide to active and involved learning.
The guide also promotes resource-based learning.

It does this

by inclUding lists of books, films and additional resourCes
for each unit of stUdy.
tains

that

the

facilitative one.

The program, like the guide, main-

teacher's

role

but a partner in investigation"
~,

1984, p.

in

science

should

be

a

"The teacher is not a provider of znswers,

lv).

(Mdison Wesley Teacher's
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The program also shows a commitment to the importance of
involving parents in the education of their children.

teacher's

resource

package

includes

parental

The

involvement

sectians for each new topic under study.

Language
Whole.

Language,

described

by

Pearson

(1989)

as

an

integrated, child centered, natural curriculum, is currently
being advocated by the Department of Education.
Language

the

primary

Language

Curriculum

Experiencing
Guide

(1991)

advocates learning literacy skills via this approach.

The

guide describes the primary classroom as a language active
c~lassroom.

as

A mUltiplicity of active learning strategies such

interviewing,

field

trips,

conferences,

dramatizing,

learning centers, and choral reading are proposed for classThe importance of parental involvement in the
language learning of their children is highlighted.

In fact,

a whole chapter of the guide is devoted to this particular
sUbject.

Collaboration of tasks and high mobility within the

classroom is stressed.

Children 's own experiences and the

creation of reading materials based on these experiences are
discussed in depth.

The guide advocates that the primary

language program should be guided by a philosophy that,ll

.

language learning is child-centred, not teacher dominated

.

children

learn

by

language

activities"

being

actively

involved

(Experiencing

Language

in

authentic

the

Primary
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Language

Curriculum

children

learn

G!!iQg,

language

1991,

through

p.

12).

talking

The

and

vie~

that

activity

is

predominantly addressed throughout the guide.
The move towards a more child centred language curriculum

ha!'i been quite evident in the curriculum changes over the past

number of years.

the new language program author-

~,

ized by the Department of Education, is quite different in its
orientation from the formerly authorized Language pevelopment
~

program.

The latter program,

laden with workbook

components and testing masters, was organized in a

~equential

In fact it was not uncommon to travel from school to

manner.

school within a district and discover that all children were
reading on the same page of a particuLar basal render.
separate spelling program was also authorized for use with
primary children so that this skill was taught in isolation
from

writing.

Little

differences within the

provision

was made

classroom.

In

for

individual

contrast,

the new

program includes a variety of independent readers, big books
and tapes.

This program is not sequential in nature and

incorporates such skills as spelling into the writing aspect
of

its program.

~

centered

In

an

identification of

its

features,

begins with a discussion of its commitment to child
instruction:

"Networks

has been developed with

children's interests and learning needs in mind" (Teaching
Guide

unit 5, 1988, p. 13).

To illustrate this commitment,

Networks adopts a thematic approach.

One focus of the thomes
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is a personal one.
issues

Themes under this umbrella delve into

relevant to the

particular needs

and

interests of

children, such as growing up and establishing friendships.

The Department of Ec1.ucation is now giving more focus to
the other modules of reading instruction.

At a 1988 provin-

cial in service , part of the inservice day was given over to a
discussion of children's literature and the importance of its
use in the primary classroom.

1\

teacher also gave a slide

presentation of Whole Language in action around her school
district.

It is clearly evident that with regards to language

instruction the focus is shifting to an emphasis on learning
how to learn.

The fact that acquiring literacy skills needs

to be a process that actively engages children is certainly
promoted in the provincial curriculum document and authorized
program.

Social studies
Social Studies, like many of the other curriculum areas,
acknowledges that child centered instruction is basic to the
education of young children.

"Instruction should be planned

around events and situations so that learning will be relevant
to the stUdents"

(Program of StUdies,

1990-1991,

p.

34).

Teaching practices commonly associated with child centered
instruction are addressed throughout the curriculum document,
Design

for Social

include group work,

Studies

K-VI

(1979).

These

practices

inquiry learning, the use of resource

.3

people,

evaluation

practices

that

actively

children in assessing their own learning,

involve

and a

the

study of

themes which are of relevance to the immediate world of the
child.

~

In a discussion of these t ....o curriculum areas within the
Program of Studies (1990-1991), the need for music and art til

be learner-based and flexible

is emphasized.

The learning

strategies promoted in the authorized resources,

~

(1983) and Art in Action (1985). are again cor.sistent with the

principles of child centered instruction.
singing,

Activities such as

creating, and cooperative learning activities arc

discussed and recommended both in the curriculUJII guides Clnd

the authorized resources.

Family Lite/Health/Religion

All three curriculum areas delve into topics of study in
an exploratory manner.

Instructional strategies recommended

in the guides and authorized
orientation to education.

resources reflect a

process

Discussions, research projects, and

a variety of group projects are described as strategies to be
adopted by the classroom teacher.

physical Education

The authorized program for primary grades is the Battlc-
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creek

program

authored

by

Van

Hoi.st

(1974).

The

text,

Physical Education C'.lrriculum for Elementary Grad.es, which is

part of this program, stresses the importance of individualizing the physical educat.ion prot;ram to meet the different needs
of children.

The teaching methods suggested throughout the

guide actively engage the children in the learning expecience.

The children are invited to rn.Jke suggestions as to why certain

things are as they are,

for example, why their bodies are

pulled down as they jump.

A focus on group cooperation is

evident throughout the program with many of the suggested
activities involving the children in the solving of a particu-

lar problem.

The program continually draws the teacher I s

attention to the importance of allowing the children to think
through problems on their own.
the

teacher1s manual

of

It is significant to note that

this program maintains

from

the

opening page that its materials are intended to be child
centered.

From the previous overview of the specific curriculum
areas within the primary grades, it is apparent to this writer
that the Department of Education supports and indeed points to
the

desirability

of

a

child

centered

curriculum.

All

resources and curriculum guides speak to the notion that while
all children grow and develop in a manner which is sequential
and

predictable,

the

individual

differences

in

growth,
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aptitudes, abilities and interests among a group of children
who are the same chronological age can be quite varied.

For

this reason the idea that one program Coln be equally appropri-

ate for all members of any group of children is dismissed.
Emphasis

is

given

to

the

importance

of

individualizing

curriculum to provide for the wide range of differences which

exist among children.

The kinds of instructional strategies

outlined in the various guides and resources are similar-resource-based

teaching,

learning

centers,

the

thematic

approach, the use of play, and the focus on learning how to

learn.

All guides and resources stress the facilitative role

of teachers in the learning

proces~.

The avowed philosophy of

each curriculum area is inextricably interwoven with the idea
that education should concern itself with the development of
the whole child.
idea that a

Permeating each guide and resource is the

quality primary program is contingent on ho.. .

successful educators are

at designing a

curriculum which

matches the ways in .....hich young children learn.

Chill'-

In

any

Centere~ness

discussion

anI'- Education for the Future

of

child

centered

education

the

question of what constitutes the best type of instruction for
young children inevitably comes to mind.

Along with this

question is the debate over the type of education necessary to
prepare children to live in the world of the future.

In
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consideration ot this question, the following section of the
literature w111 relate to change and the impact it has on the
decisions

educators

must

mall.e

regarding

the

adoption

of

pllrticular curricular approaches.
Pluckrose (1987) states:

"The challenge of the 19805 and

19905 is not to sell how far we can retreat into the past but
to equip children with the skills they will need to survive in

a rapidly changing society"

(p.

154).

Indeed, as Bob Dylan

sanl)" in the 60s. "the times they are a changing."

too,

these

rapidity.

changes

are

taking

place

with

Certainly,

unprecedented

Technology, the p.;ver expanding growth of knowledge,

the changes in family structures and the move towards a more
globalized society, virtually guarantee that the world of the
twenty-first century will be vastly different from the one we
know today.

It would be negligent on the part of educators,

in planning for the type of instruction best suited

for

educating children, to avoid giving due consideration to the
world of tOlllorrow.
ive,

yet

the

Of course, in this issue lIluch is speculat-

literature is

replete with

suggestions

for

educational reforms which take into consideration the naturE!
of societal changes.

Much of the literature concentrates its

attention on identifying the major societal trends and the
type of curriculum content and methodology needed to prepare
children for these changes.

Among the exhortations of the

futurists there are many commonalities to be found.

Toffler

(1979) wrote prolifically on the change process and the need

.7
for

children

to

adapt

to

the

changing

world.

Teffler

described knowledge as a perishable entity and in light of
this consideration advised educators to assist children with

the tasks of learning, n ... how to learn, unlearn and relearn"
(p.

367).

Children,

asserted

Tofflel:,

m,lst be

effective

decision makers who can examine and analyze the values held by
themselves,

their peers and their teachers.

According to

Teffler. all children must develop heightened communication
and social skills.
Stonier

(1982),

in

a

scenario

of

societal

changes,

challenges educators to act on what i:; known of these

change~

and use it to respond to the educational needs of children.

In outlining a list of objectives vital to a curriculum which
is future oriented, Stonier recommends a consideration of the
following factors.

First, consideration must be given to the

Objective of education for enjoyment.

In the future the need

for physical work will be substantially reduced by technology.
There will be a need for a labor force considerably different
in nature.

Career changes will be frequent and for this

reason Stonier suggests the most important kind of teaching we
can provide for our children will seek to develop" ... certain
categories of organizational skills which allow individuals to
develop entrepreneurial self-reliance, to hunt skilfully for
new areas of employment, or start up their own business" (p.
290).

certainly in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador,

where

the

unemployment

rate

is

high,

and

where

economic

••
survi'fal relies on so few industries, the need becomes even
more pressing.
Stonier

(1982)

also elaborates on the need to

foster

communication and organization, for such 51.1115 will assist in
the development of relationships with people and preparation
for

future

living.

Stonier proclaims that the

knowledge

explosion and the ease of access to computer information will
necessitate a shift in the role of teachers and children.

In

an ensuing discussion, stonier recommends that teachers not
use an authoritarian approach to instruction.

Instead the

tasks of teaching and learning should be characterized as
th~

common effort of exploring new knowledge" (p. 297).

II • • •

The

skills of obtaining, applying and using knowledge will become
essent: ial.

Such skills will evolve out of experiences with

project work, both independently and with peers.
the skills previously mentioned,

To enhance

stonier acknowledges the

importance of eschewing the principles of pC'.ssive learning in
favor of participatory principles of learning.
Kahn

(1987)

urges

educators to be

cognizant of the

changes in family structures (single parents, two parents in
the

workforce)

and

urges

educators

parental involvement strategies.
family

demographics

and

the

to

develop

effective

Commenting on the changes in

unique

problems

of

latchkey

children, Zigler and Ennis (1988) build a case for the need
for schools to assume an ever greater role in the promotion of
the social. physical, and emotional development of children.
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Cornish

(1986). envisioning the nature of a future oriented

curriculum,

identifies a number of trends applicable to the

primary curriculum.

C0rnish implies that the age of techno-

logical advances will enhance the importance of the teacher's
role.

"The teacher will b£!come the indispensable source of

the human touch necessary to make learning real"
Like Taffler (1979)
the

knowledge

and Stonier (1982).

explosion

and

the

need

(p.

16).

Cornish comments on
for

schools

to

be

instrumental in providing children with the skills necessary
to become lifelong learners.

That is to say, the principle of

learning how to learn should be of paramount importance in
determining

declares,

the

to • • •

nature

of

the

cUrriC\I!um.

Guha

(1987)

flexibility, confidence, and the ability to

think for oneself" (p. 79) are vital skills for living in the
future.

In looking back at the work of Benjamin (1989), the

trend of teaching children how to learn is also evident.
Porat (1989), like Benjamin (1989), also compiled a list
of views and opinions regarding the type of education necessary for the future.

The conlpilation of information by Porat

·...as divided into seven categories of sources.

They include

information by the futurists, scientists, pacifists, businessmen, politicians, graduates and educa.tors.

Following is a

concise summary of each category and its major proclamation:
1.

Futurists - knowledge alone is worthless, value lies

in what is done with the information.
2.

Scientists - thinking skills of children must be
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developed, as well as the development of beliefs and attitudes
vital to world survival.
J.

Businessmen -

education should extend beyond book

knowledge and equip children to be learners.
4.

Paliti.-:ians -

children should be helped with the

task of developing into lifelong learners, capable of adjusting to the changing needs of the labor force.
5.

Graduates

-

schooling shoUld

communication skills,

focus on developing

confidence in ability and decision-

making skills.

6.

Pacifists - children should grow into individuals

who are decision makers and who value llfe.

7.

Educators

-

teachers

must

become

"educational

entrepreneurs" and search for excellence in education.
On a different note, educab.onal technology will bring
with it the need to reflect on
used in the classroom.

hl1W

such technology will be

Strohmer (1987) criticizes vehemently

what she calls a "pigeCln-training" approach to computer use.
Strohmer suggests the use of computers for drill learning
should not exist.

Instead, their use for stimUlating high

level thinking, promoting cooperative learning, and bringing
an infor.mation base into the classroom is advocated.

0 I Brien

(1987)

use

voices

similar

concerns

but

exemplary software in the classroom

believes

II • • •

the

of

can enable children

to be active in thE' construction of knowledge II (p. 37).
Computers are growing in prominence both in the workplace
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and in society.

They will be part of the future, so educators

must determine how they are to be used.

In a report on the

use of computers in early childhood, Clements (198S) offers a

list of guidelines for using the computer.
if

adhered

to,

will

support

centered instruction is based.

the

Such guidelines,

premise

on

which

child

In act.uality, the computer has

great potential for building a curriculum which encompasses
the principles of child centered instruction.

The first of

these principles involves the use of the computer as an active
learning tool.

The second principle sterns from the idell that

experiences with the computer will enhance the enjoyment of
learning,

promote

self-esteem,

be

integrative with

other

experiences, occupy moderate amounts of time and be related to
program objectives.
stewart

(1990)

also

identifies

a

number

of

guiding

principles to be given consideration in curriculum planning
for

the 90s.

While

these principles

focus

on secondary

schools, their applicability to the primary school situation
is immediately evident.

The need to move towards a more

individualized type of instruction, the need to focus on the
development of

critical thinking,

decision-making

skills,

development of self-understanding and self-acceptance, are all
foci identified for consideration in the planning of future
curriculum directions.
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Summar]:

It can be noted that the extensive body of literature
germane

to

societal

changes

and

their

implications

for

curriculum planning are highly supportive of child centered

instruction.

The assertions of the futurists regarding the

importance of the whole growth and development of children,
the need to adopt teaching strategies that are based on the
activity and experiences of children, and an educative process
that

identifies learning how to learn as pivotal

curricUlum,

are all

assertions

that

embrace

the

to the
learning

principles associated with child centered instruction.
words of Pluckrose

(1987)

The

serve to capture the essence of

curriculum needs in the 90s:
We need now, more than ever before, to put children
first, to make their needs paramount.

only then

can we hope to produce the flexible people who will
be equipped, emotionally and intellectually to face
the change and challenge the next century will
bring.

(p. 154)

There is little doubt that the affirmations of the child
centered theory of instruction appear to be well developed in
the literature.

The comprehensive body of literature relevant

"

to the historical roots of early childhood education, the role
of play in children's learning, the constructivist theory of
knowledge,

the

significance

of

need

to view education

considering

how

as

children

a

process,

learn

and

the
the

foresight of the futurists, all point to the need for a child
centered curriculum.

Yet,

while the value of this type of

curriculum is promoted in the provin"ial Primary Curriculum
~

and in much of the early childhood literature, there

remains a certain degree of ambiguity associated with its
meaning to practicing teachers.

The task of el iminating some

of this ambiguity is the major focus of this work.
In Chapter Ill, the research methodology will be pres-

ented.

This chapter will describe the popUlation and the data

analysis methods used

in the stUdy.

An overview of the

purpose of the study will be provided, along with a discussion
of the reliability and validity measures.
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CHAPTER III

Methodology

The Design at the study

This
purposes.

chapter

provides

an

overview

of

the

research

It also includes a description of the population

sample, the research design, and the data analysis techniques
utilized for the study.

The reliability and validity concerns

of the study are also discussed.
The purpose of the study was to:

1.
primary

Identify

instructional

teachers to be

practices

illustrative of a

considered

by

child centered

approach to education.
2.

Examine the degree of congruence between ins truc-

tiona! practices identified as child centered in the litera-

ture, inClUding the curriculum guides, and teachers' perceptions of child centered instruction.
3.

Identify

factors

that

teachers

perceive

to

be

supportive of child centered instruction.
Identify factors that teachers perceive to be nonsupportive of child centered instruction.
To accomplish these goals the study was designed in the
following manner:
1.

A comprehensive review of the literature relevant to

children and the ways in which they learn was undertaken.
2.

A questionnaire, using criteria extracted from the

,J

I
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review of the literature was developed.

The

J.

district

superintendent,

principals,

and

teachers were contacted by letter and permission to administer

the questionnaire

was SQught.

Permission

to

interview

a

select number of teachers was also sought.

Questionnaires were administered and interv laws were

conducted with tbe five teachers who consented to be interviewed.

Because of time restraints and geographic distances, the
population was limited to approx.imately 60 primary (grades one

to three) teachers from the Appalachia Roman Catholic School
Board situated on the west coast of Newfoundland and Labrador.
These teachers are representative of 11 schools.

Instrumentation

Questionnaire
For

the purpose of

this

study,

it was necessary

to

develop a questionnaire Which would assist with the task of
identifying characteristics of child centered instruction.
Given

this

fact,

a

questionnaire

was

criteria extracted from the review of

designed
the

based

literature,

in

••
particular the NAEYC position statements on developmentally
appropriate practices for primary grades and the provincial
curriculum documents and resources.

Bennett's (1916) ques-

tionnaire and oubsequent adaptations of it, one by Ramsay and
Ransley (1986), the other by Cramm, Kelleher and Parrot (1989)

were used as models in designing the questionnaire for this
study.

The questionnaire was divided into eight sections,

namely, Teacher Information Page, The Curriculum Goals in the
Child Centered Classroom, Organizing the Learning Environmp.nt

for Instruction in a Child Centered Environment, Instructional

strategies, The Role of the Teacher,
parts.

and three open-ended

This was done to establish a frame of reference for

each group of questions.
The items included on each section of the questionnaire
related directly to the findings in the literature review.
Questions

pertaining

to

the

use

of

concrete

materials,

learning centers, opportunities to manipUlate and explore, and
self-selection of activities were included because of their
close affinity with play.

Items dealing with error correc-

tion, active learning opportunities, peer interaction, use of
high level questioning and utilizing children t s interests in
planning

the curriculum were based on the

review of the

constructivist theory of knowledge.
The review of the literature on education as process
resulted in the addition of items relating to the process/product orientations to education, motivation, development of the
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whole child and a responsive curricululi.

Many of the items

relevant to grouping strategies, nature of knowledge, and the
development of thinking skills were particularly pertinent to

the literature ....hleh reviewed the no!lture of future education.
Items

encompassing

such

things as

skills. development of self-esteem,

the

learning of

basic

interdiscipl inary learn-

ing, thematic teaching, classroom displays, movement ..... ithin
the classroom and varied grouping

information

obtained

from

the

practices were based on

review

of

the

curriculum

documents as well as the section of the review which examined
theory into practice.
Several items linked to the historical revie\o/ were also
added.

These questions pertained to play, child in.itiatcd

activity, a responsive curriculum and the totality of children's development.

Of course it should be noted that many of

the questionnaire items related to mora than one section of
the ravie.....
Four sections of the questionnaire utilized a modified
version of the rive point Likert type scale.

This modi tied

version was used on the advice of experts who suggested that
the neutral position (unsure)

be eliminated from the

version of the questionnaire.

The Likert scale has commonly

final

figured prominently in data collection and helps ensure that
the questionnaire is reasonable in terms of the amount of time
required for completion.

It was felt that such a format would

provide greater unifot'lllity in the way questions were answered
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and help llinimize the risk of misinterpreting questions.

would also simplify the tabulation of results.

It

Three open-

ended questions were also posed. for the purpose of colle.ctlng
any other infonation pertinent to child centered instruction.
in particular inforTlatian dealing vith factors that contribute
either positively or negatively to the implementation of child
centered instruction.

It was felt that such questions would

ensure that issues not dealt with in the questionnairQ, and
that ideas and opinions not covered in III structured type of
questionnaire
surface.

format,

would

be given

an opportunity

to

It would also provide respondents with more leeway

in stating their position.

This flexibility also made for

greater validity in the responses.

Several blank pages were

included at the end of t.he questionnaire to give respondents
an opportunity to clarify their position with respect to any
of

the

questionnaire

'ite.s.

The

questionnaire

SUbsequently ad.inistered to a sample like population.

pUot ot guutionnaire.

11 pilot adlllinistration of the questionnaire preceded the
final study.

copies of

the

original questionnaire

were

administered to 12 kindergarten teachers with the Appalachia
Roman Catholic School Board.

Borg and Gall (1983) suggest

such pretesting be undertaken in an effort to obtain infonation regarding the validity and reliability of the questionnaire.

This group of teachers was selected on the basis of
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their similarity to the research population.

l\

number of

blank pages were provided at the end of the pilot question-

naire, and respondents were asked 1n a covering letter to note
any

observed ambiguity with

Their

input

regarding

specific

questionnaire items.

questionnaire

format,

clarity

of

directions and ideas on how to improve the questionnnire W(lS
sought.

Based

on

the

responses

to

the

pilot

questionnaire,

several changes were made in the final version of the ques-

tionnaire._

One noticeable flaw in the pilot questionnaire was

that most of the teachers made no response to the open-endec!
On this basis it was decided to break the question

questions.

down into a number of smaller parts so that a select amount of
space was available to the respondents.

It was also decided

to stress the importance of answering these questions in the
covering le.tter Which accompanied the questionnaire.

It was

further decided that two additional questions would be added
to the teacher information page, namely, information on the
grade

and number of students the

teaching.

respondent was presently

Item q in Part II was revised to include a

group~ng

arrangement that was less subj ect to misinterpretation. Three
items were rewritt",n from Part III and one item, which had a
low rate of response, was eliminated.
caused a little confusion.
exactly

sure

referred to.

about

what

In Part IV, item u also

A number of teachers were not
the

bathroom/drinking

routines

Some interpreted it to mean actual lineup time
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for the routine as a whole class, others took it to mean the
amount of time that was taken to verbally explain the accepted
behavior for bathroom and water fountain use after which the
children would be free to engage in such routines of their own
volition.

Following these few minor revisions, the question-

naire was administered to all the primary teachers.
A cover letter briefly outlining the purpose of the study

and

requesting

questionnaire.

participants.
indicate

their

interview

their
This

participation
letter

also

was

attached

guaranteed

to

anonymity

the
to

In addition, the letter asked respondents to
willingness

session.

to participate in a

Follow-up letters

follow-up

were mailed to all

teachers one week after the questionnaire was distributed.

A

second letter was mailed upon return of approximately half of
the

questionnaires.

This

letter

thanked individuals for

responding to the questionnaire and requested the cooperation
of those individuals who had not yet done so.

Interviews
Individual interviews were conducted for the purpose of
obtaining in-depth information regarding teachers' perceptions
of child centred instruction and following up on responses to
specific items.

Tne

interviews took place in either the

participants' classrooms or their

homes.

Interviews were

scheduled at a convenient time to both parties and conducted
in a single session lasting, an average, from one hour to one
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hour and a hal f .
The

interview began with the interviewer providing

brief description of the purpose of the study.

iI

As much as

possible, attempts ....ere made to conduct the interview in an
informal conversational milnner.

All five interviewees were

agrlJeable to having the interview taped, so this was done.
Upon completion of the interviews, all tapes were transcdbed.

Statistical Analysis

Use

was made of the spss-x

computer program.

This

program provided the researcher with a statistical analysis of
the collected data.

The data were subsequently broken down by

four independent variables.

These included years of teaching

experience, present teaChing assignment, number of students in

class, and training orientation.

To test for significant

differences, ANOVA, as recommended by Borg and Gall (19B3) was
used.

Although ANOVA is used most frequently with experimen-

tal data, its use is deemed appropriate in a descriptive stUdy
when the researcher is attempting to determine significant
differences between groups within the popUlation sample. with
respect to the formal teacher training variable, there were
unequal numbers of teachers trained at the primary, elementary
and secondary level.
exercised

Because of

this,

when interpreting the results

partiCUlar variable.

caution should

be

pertinent to this
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Reporting of statistics

In reporting the statistics for the study, the researcher
has rounded thelll off to the nearest percentage point.

Valid

percentages are reported for each item.

Reliability Heasure of Pilot

A reliability

analysis

was

conducted

sections of the pilot questionnaire.

On

individual
Part II Of

questionnaire, an alpha of .7265 was obtained.
Part III was .3071,

thQ

The alpha for

while the alpha for Part IV was .7184.

The final section obtained an

alpha

of .6939.

While the

reliability levels for sections two, four and five were quite
acceptable, the level for Part III was relatively 10.....

To

compensate for this, a nUillber of iteDs were deleted from the
final version of the questionnaire.

On Part III of the pilot

questionnaire teachers noted ambiguities with four of the
items.

Three itelRS were rewritten so that their

be more clearly understood.

Illeanir.~

would

The fourth item, which had a low

rate of response, was deleted.

This chapter included a review of the research objectives, a description ot the sample population, and the basic

I
i

'0'
research design.

The development of

the

instruments

described as well as the reliability measures of the pilot.
Chapter

IV will

present

the

findings

questionnaire and the teacher interviews.
cussion

of

these

findings

will

summary of the teacher interviews.

be

froll

both

the

A detailed dis-

provided,

includinq

a
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CHAPTER IV

Analysis of Findings
Introduction

This study obtained information by using two methodologi-

cal components:

(a) a questionnaire administered to a group

of primary teachers (grades one to three); and (b) intervi(,ws
with five teachers who indicated their willingness to partici-

pate in follow up interviews.

The findings from these two

sources will be presented in this chapter under seven separate
sections,

with each section relating to a

questionnaire.

section on the

Where applicable, responses gathered fr0111 the

interview are interwoven into the various sections.

A summary

of the interviews will conclude the chapter.

overview of Teacher Questionnaire and Interview

The Questionnaire
The teacher questionnaire was distributed to 60 teachers.
Responses were received from 43.

The purpose of the question-

naire was to:
1.

obtain background information on respondents that

might be used in the interpretation of the data,
2.

obta in teachers' perceptions of the curriculum goals

they consider to be important to child centered instruction,
3.

rletermine teachers' opinions regarding the organiz-
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ation of the learning environment in a child centered class-

room,
4.
teachers

gather information on the instructional strategies
perceive

to

be characteristic

of

child

centered

instruction,
5.

collect teachers'

views about-. the

nature

of the

teacher's role in a child centered classroom,
6.

receive feedback from teachers on their vision of a

child centered classroom,

7.

determine factors teachers consider to be either

supportive or non-supportive of child centered instruction,
s.

ascertain

which

specific

aspects

of

their

own

program they regard as child centered.
In summary, the ultimate goal of the questionnaire was to
seek information from teachers with respect to their percep-

tions of child centered instruction.

The IntervijUl
The researcher had planned to interview a random sample
of respondents.

Unfortunately,

however,

teachers consented to an interview.
interviewed SUbsequently.
twofold.

only five

of the

All five teachers were

The purpose of the interview was

First, it was a vehicle through Which an increased

understanding

·.)f

teachers'

perceptions

centered instruction could be obtained.

regarding

child

Secondly, it W<'luld

provide teachers with the opportunity to elaborate further on
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their responses to specific questionnaire items.

Part 1:

This

Teacher information data.

part of

the

questionnaire elicited

concerning the background of teachers.
i terns are presented in Table 1.

information

The responses to all

A general discussion of the

findings will follow the table.

'l'able 1
'l'eacher Information

Teacher
Information

Male
Female

Number of
Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

1

2

42

98

18
22

42
51
7

Formal Teacher Trajning
primary Oriented
Elementary Oriented
Secondary Oriented

3

Level of Certi fication
Second Grade
Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
sixth Grade
Seventh Grade

9

15
16
2

21
35
37

5
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Teacher

Number of

Information

Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Courses Completed

(within last two years)
1-2 Courses
3-4 Courses
>4

No Courses Completed

9

•

1
25

"

15
2
61

Teaching Experience
0-4 'fears
5-9 'fears
10-14 Years
15-19 Years
>20

J
J
5
9

17

7
7
12
21
40

*6 missing cases (number of

individuals who did not
respond to this question)
Type of Teaching Experience
Single Grade
Multigrade

4J

Primary

4J

Elementary
secondary

15

100
JO
100
J5

4

9

15
14
14

3J

13

Grade Present] y Teach i n9

Grade One
Grade Two
Grade Three

J5
J2

Number of students in Present
~

<15

15-20
21-25
>25

1

,."

•

.
2

4J

,

J7
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Table 1 presents an overall profile of the teachers who
participated in the study.

of

femala

teachers

assignments

(98t).

there was

a

The sample consisted predominantly

In terms of present teaching
fairly

even

spread

across grade

levels, with approximately one third of the teachers teaching

at each level.
second

grade

The teachers' certification level varied from
to

seventh

grade

although

the

majority

of

teachers were certified at between the fourth and sixth grade.

There was a fairly even split between the teachers who were

primary trained (42%) and elementary trained (51\).
over half of the teachers (61%)

slightly

responded that they had not

completed any courses within the last two years.

The experi-

ence of the teachers ranged from 1 to 20 or more years, with
the vast majority of teachers (73%) indicating they had taught
10 years or more.

A small percentage of teachers had experi-

ence outside the primary field.

A number of them

(35%)

indicated they had taught at the elementary level, while 9%
indicated

they

had

taught

secondary school.

While most

teachers have taught a single grade during their career, 30%
of the teachers acknowledged some experience teaching in a
mul tigrade setting.

Part II:

Curriculum goals in the child centered class-

room.

A summary of the data obtained from this portion of the
questionnaire is included in Table 2.

For discussion purposes
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the ratings assigned to the

items on this section of the

questionnaire are condensed to three groupings.
of

the

ratings,

assigned

to

"not

The results

important"

and

"fairly

important," are grouped together while the ratings given to
"very important" and l1important" are placed together.
"essential" rating is dealt with separately.

'rhe

This decision

was made because the majority of responses appeared to fall
naturally into these three groups.

Portions from the inter-

views that pertain to this part of the questionnaire are also
discussed.

Tabre2
CUlllculum Goals In the Child Cenlered Classroom-Summary of FindIngs

Cumculum Goals

N.
Imponant
No

Fairly
lmpol1ant
No.

V,~

ImpOllanl

lmpostanl
No.

"

No.

(b) Acceplll'lgihalchildrongenerally
plocead al their own pace olleamlng

2

4

9

6

(e) Promollng 01 learning through
frequent opportun~los to Imorael w~h
concrele learnIng malerla!s, e.g., malh
manlpulatlves

2

4

9

53

(al Pfomotll'lg all aspecls of developmorn - physical, socIal, emotlona~
moral and inlolieclUal

0

"
0

2

(d) Developing a cur1lcurum which
has a major locus on acatklmlc
growth

0

5

12

23

(ej EneoUfaglngpupNcholceln8Ctlv·

0

4

9

23

0

1

2

1

0

3

7

6

"

No

21

"

31

21

49

17

13

"

2

23

6

46

11

"

"

1111lS
(l)

OeveloplngchlldfeR'sse~·esleem

(g) Givlnglllghpl"lo(Jlylothe learning
orbaslcsklUsandcoocepts

0

19

2<l

26
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CurflculumGoals
(h) Helping chHdren acqulre the body

Not
Important
No.
""

FlIlrly
Important
No."

Impoltom
%

Very
Importalll
No.
"

42

2

Ess\lnllal

9

21

01 knowleOge they wlll need lorele·
menlalYschooI
(I) OrganIzing InSlr1,lC\1oo based on

0

the Interests of the children

,

CD EnsurlnglhatchlldrEmITl8SI&fth&
Obje<;tiV8S outlined In the provlnclaJ
currfcuJumdocumenls
(k) Promoting Indepaodent leamlng
(~ Developlng In chlkken posllive
feelings towards learning

0

(m) PlOmotlngacul'ficulumwhictllS
respooslve 10 the developmental

0

,

2

"

"
,
,

2

G

2

2

2

,

28

24

JO

"

., "
7

levels of Individual children

"
"

(nl Accep1ing lhal knowledgB Is lenlatlvesndsubjecllochange

(0) Promollngadifferentlalcurrlculum

" ,

G

23

"

.

20

" "
3

42

25

2

0

" " "

8

28

9

e.g., blocks, plHlodsofllmospeoton

'0

individual subjecl areas
(p) Oeslgnlngleachlngstralegleslhal
emphasize Integrallng thevarlous

curricLllum areaso.Q., thlllTllH:enlared
unltsoflearnlnglnvol\llngtwoormor9
subjaclaraas
(q) Emphaslzlngprocosslearnlngas
opposedtoth9product
DBVeloplogolthlnklngllbll~1es

0

1

2

(s)EqulpplngchlldrenwithsklIIs
necessatylOilnelongleaming

0

0

0

,

(t) Promotlnglealningllvoughlnl&l.
action w~h pears

0

0

0

13

(I)

(u) CreatlngllclaSSloomenvlrooment
lhat provkles cnUdrlln wkh frequent
oppor1unkles for explolallon e.g..
e~pe~mentlng wilh science objects to
seewl\atcsnbedooew"hlhem

0

3

" "

7

16

"

17

39

"

"

20

4G

10

"

23

III

As indicated by Table 2, the following goals were rated

as essential goals for child centered instruction by nearly
two thirds of the teachers participating in the study:
1.

Promoting

all

aspects

of

development--physical,

social, emotional, moral and intellectual (72\).
2.

Accepting that children generally proceed at their

own pace of learning (70%).
J.

Developing children's self-esteem (65%).

4.

Developing in children positive feelings towards

learning (67%).

Furthermore,

approximately

one

half

of

the

teachers

considered the following goals essential:
1.

promoting a curriculum which is responsive to the

developmental levels of individual children (4G%).
2.

Developing of thinking abilities (53%).

3.

Equipping

children

with

skills

necessary

for

lifelong learning (49%).
Also of interest was the fact that a number of items
taken together under the categories of important and very
important emerged as a frequent choice among respondents.

At

least half, and often more than half of the teachers selected
the following items as being either important or very important:
1.

to

promoting of learning through frequent opportunities

interact

with

concrete

learning materials

manipulatives (9% important, '19% very important).

e.g.,

math
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2.

Developing a curriculum which has a major focus on

acade.ic growth (53\ important, 30\ very important).
EncCiuraging pupil choice in activities (53\ import-

J.

ant, 23\ very important).
4.

Giving high priority to the learning of basic skill

and concepts (19\ important, 48\ very important).

5.

Helping children acquire the body of knOWledge they

will need

for

elementary school

(21\

important,

42\ very

important) .
6.

Organizing instruction based on the needs of the

children (28\ important, 56\ very important).
1.

Ensuring

that

children

master

the

objectives

outlined in the provincial curriculum documents (30\ import-

ant, 23\ very important).
8.

Promoting independent learning (14' important, 63'

very important).
9.

promoting 1lI curriculum which is responsive to the

developmental levels ot' individual children (7' important, 44\
very important) .
10.

Accepting that knolo'ledge is tentative and subject to

change PSt important', JO\ very important).
11.
periodS

promoting a differential curriculum e.g., blocks,
of

time

spent

on

individual

SUbject

areas

(42%

important, 25\ very important).
12.

Designing

teaching

strategies

that

emphasize

integrating the various curriculum areas e. g., theme centered

1lJ

units of learning inVOlving two or more sUbject areas (38.\
important, 43% very important).
13.

Emphasizing

process

learning

as

opposed

to

the

necessary

for

product (28% important, 35% very important).
14.

Equipping

children

with

skills

lifelong learning (12.\ important, 391 very important).
15.
(JO%

Promoting learning through interaction with peers

important, 46% very important).

16.

creating

a

classroom

environment

that

provides

children with frequent opportunities for exploration e.g.,
experimenting with science objects to see what can be done
with them (14% important, 63% very important).

It appeared evident from the teachers'

responses that

most goals were perceived to be relatively important goals in
the creation of child centered instruction.

It is noteworthy

that 40% of the teachers placed the goal of ensuring that the
children master the objectives outlined in the provincial
curriculum documents as either not important (5%) or fairly
important (35%).

On the other hand, 30\ deemed it important.

while 23% deemed it very important.
was essential.

only 7\ felt this goal

Perhaps the only other item tt.at teachers

appeared to be strongly divided on was the issue of differential curriculum.

A minimal percentage of teachers. only 5%.

considered it essential, while 25% considered it to be very
important, 42% important, 20% fairly important and a small
percentage, 7%. ranked it as not important.
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As previously stated, a number of interviews took place
which followed up on some of the responses teachers gave to
specific items.

A number of salient points from the

views will be highlighted.

inter-

These will serve to illuminate the

responses teachers made to several questionnaire items.
One of the questionnaire items (h), and likewise one of
the interview questions 3 (b), dealt with the goal of helping
children acquire the body of knowledge they \01111 need for

elementary school.

The majority of intervie....ees, and indeed

respondents, considered this goal to be a very important one.
It appears from teachers' comments that they feel somewhat
pressured by expectations they perceive to be thrust upon them
by the elementary school.

Despite these feelings of pressure,

there is evidence that teachers view knowledge acquisition as
important in the child centered classroom.

This is 11lus-

trated in the following comments:
I think the elementary school does put some pressure on you that perhaps isn't healthy but I think
children corne to school to gain some knowledge.
To go on to elementary there is some level of
reading, writing and reasoning that you hope most
children will acquire in the child centered classroom.
I think that in the system that we have--a step
system where there is grade one, two, three, four,
five, six ... there is an onus on the teachers to
prepare the children for elementary and high
school.
Still another teucher expressed the view that "standards"
must exist in the child centered classroom:
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There is a minimum standard or le\'';!l of functioning
that children should have, not necessarily at grade
level but by a certain age.
For example, eight
year aIds should know the alphabet.
others viewed knowledge acquisition as being important
for the child I s sake:
If a child does not acquire knowledge wheT! they go
to element.ary from grade three they are going to be

frustrated.
I think for their own good they are more responsible i f they know about things. I think they will
talk out more, will write more and they will investigate more.
A second

interview

question

J (cJ

pertained

to

the

responses teachers gave to item (d) developing a curriculum,
which has a major focus on academic growth.

Most respondents

and interviewees attributed a high degree of importance to
this goal.

However,

the intervie\olled teachers repeatedly

stressed that this goal \oIIas no more important than any of the
others--social, emotional, physical or moral.
noted:

One teacher

"They are all intertwined, they go hand in hand."

Many of the teachers linked academic qro\ollth to the skills
they considered to be basic.

The

illustrative of

academic

the

areas

of

following comments are
growth

judged

important by teachers:
The goal of all education is that \oIIe want the
children to grow in their ability to read, write
and reason.
I mean that is what they come to
school for.
When looking at academics I think about reading and
math.
I think they certainly have a place in the
child centered curriculum.
Reading and \oIIriting, math, too, are essential.
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A final interview question 3 (d) corresponded to item (m) ,
promoting a curriculum which is responsive to the developmental levels of individual children.
rank high among teachers.

as very important while another
essential.

This goal appears to

About half of them (44t) rated it

46%

of

them rated

it as

The importance of this goal appears to be unani-

mOllsly supported by teachers, as borne out by the fOllowing
responses:

There is no point in having a curriculum that is
not responsive to the differing levels of development among children because all you wlll have is
frustration on your part and the child's part.
We have to accept them for what they can learn when
we have them for that year.
Children are all different;
them in that way.

we have to approach

Children are all individuals and they all develop
at their own rate no matter what we would like them
to do.

Part

III:

organizing

the

learning

environment

for

instruction in a child centered classroom.
This section of the questionnaire
teachers I

ratings

of

the

degree

of

sought to acquire

appropriateness

they

associated with a number of criteria related to the learning
environment of a child centered classroom.

The findings from

this part of the questionnaire are presented in Tables 3 to 7.
Responses to items a to 0 are presented in Table 3.

In

cases where the degree of difference between these responses
is minimal, they are grouped together for discussion purposes.
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The remaining items (p to s) are presented in Tables 4 to 7
and discussed individually.

As well,

the results of the

interview questions which paralleled several of these items

are interwoven into the discussion.

Ta'ole3
Organizing the learning Environment for Instruction In 8 Child Centered CfasslOom_SulIllllarv 01

Higtwj
FaclorsRelaledto
LeamlngEnvlronl1'lllnl

Inapproprlale

Highly
Applop.'lale

"No

%

(a) Therelseplecewlthlnlheclessroom where children can gath9rlor
wholeclassaetlvltles

(b) There Is a lormal 81rangemenl of

APPlOplialll

!napprollr~le

No.

,

(c) CI1Udrenusuallydecldewhere
they wanl to sit wilhln the classroom

2

"

"
"

22

"

2

(d)Ct1lldf'llnCOOlribulethelfkleaslo
etessroomdlsplays

0

0

0

9

21

"

0

"

35

28

(QTherearespecnlcereasoflhe
classroom where chlldren can sellse!e<:tecllvUles

0

35

" "

(g) A val\ely of concreto materlars
e.g., manlpulallve 1I.1ds. lellcher made
games, 'oys,puzzles, b10cksandM
malllrlalSRreavallabio

0

19

23

33

(h) Children's work e.g., wrlHng, al1worll ancl special proJects occupy a
pfOmlnent posillonwlthln the class-

0

8

19

35

19

seal\ngwlthdesksa,"ICllablllS~aced

"~,

(e) The Iearnlngenvlronmenl exIandS
oul 01 lhe dassroom e,g., lieJd lrlpslo
commurlky,researchprojeclsa\lhe
library

,~

0

2

0

'"
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(nappfOpriat8

Highly

Highly
Appropflate

No.

No.

,

%

32

28

65

Inappropri<lIe

Factors Related 10
Le8n'llclgEnwOllme~1

%

No

%

%

" "
,

(l)Themoslrroquol'lltyused

IlISOUrCes ere the malenalsllulho!lzad
bylha NewloundlandBnd Lab/ado!

DepartmBfll01 Educallon
(j) A wido variety 01 resources ara
found

Appropriate

"

0

In Ihll classroom e.g., maps,

glooos, audlo·vlsual malerials, chi!d.
ren'ebooks
(kl MalerialsuSild In lhllclossroom

60

"

35

"

0

0

COOSISlmostJyofwO(\lsheetsand

WOlllbooks
(0 Speclelneeds children regularly
recelva their Insll\lClion In a seg·

regaled classroom

35

2

5

0

2

21

49

"

(m) Equipment and malerials Ille

opon-encledand lend lhemsolves 10 a

varlely

of

uses e.g., scfence materials,

paints
(n) Melerlalsareatchildren'seye

..."

(0) Classroom matorlal, and aqllip.

49

ment ere match&CIlollte doveklpmonlar revols 01 Ih'l chlldrlln

The results presented in Table 3 indicate that in excess
of 60% of the respondents identified the following items as

highly appropriate to

tt,~

learning environment

in a child

centered classroom:
1.

Thel~e

is a place within the classroom where children

can gather for whole class activities (62%).
2.

Children

contribute

their

ideas

to

classroom

displays (79%).
3.

The learning environment extends out of the class-
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room e.g., fleld trips to community, research projects at the
library (65%:).
If.
aids,

A variety of concrete materials e.g .• manipulative
teacher

made

games,

toys,

pUZZles,

blocks

and

art

materials, are available (77%:).
5.

children's work e.g., writing, artwork and special

projects, occupy a prominent position within the classroom
(au) .

6.

A wide

variety

of

resources

are

found

in

the

classroom e.g., maps, globe"", audio-visual materials, children's books (65%:).

7.

Classroom materials and equipment are matched to the

developmental levels of the children (63%).
Table 3 also indicates that approximately one third of
the respondents identified the following criteria as appropri-

ate features of the learning environment in a child

cente~ed

classroom:
1.

There is a place within the classroom where children

can gather for whole class activities (37%).
2.

The learning environment extends out of the class-

room e.g., field trips to the community, research projects at
the library (35%).
3.

The most frequently used resources are the materials

authorized by the NeWfoundland and Labrador Department of
Education (35t).
4.

A wide

variety

of

resources

are

found

in

the

~
.~

..

12°1
classroom e.g .• maps, globes, audio-visual materials, children's books (33\).
5.

Classroom materials and equipment are matched to the

developmental levels of children (37t).

Table 3 shows that there was considerable agreement on
the items teachers perceived to be highly inappropriate or

inappropriate features of the learning environment in a child
centered classroom.
1.

These included:

There is a formal arrangement of seating with desks

and tables placed

in rows

(42% highly inappropriate,

53%

inappropriate) .
2.

Materials used in the classroom consist mostly of

worksheets

and

workbooks

(60\

highly

inappropriate,

35%

inappropriate) .
3.

special

needs

children

regularly

receive

their

instruction in a segregated classroom (35% highly inappropriate, 39% inappropriate).
As indicated in Table 3 there appeared to be no real
consensus of opinion on the following items:
1.

The most frequently used resources are the materials

authorized by the Newfoundland and Labrador Department of
Education (I4%: highly inappropriate, 49% inappropriate, 35%
appropriate, 2% highly appropriate) .
2.

It appears as i f teachers are divided on the issue

of whether children should usually decide where they want to
sit.

Just over half (51\) of the teachers regarded this to be
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an appropriate practice while 5% regarded the practice to be
highly appropriate.

A little less than half (42%) viewed this

item as inappropriate, while 2\ considered it to be highly

inappropriate.

seatina arrangements.

On the questionnaire, teachers were asked to report on
the degree of appropriateness they attributed to a variety of

seating arrangements in a child centered classroom.
in Table 4, no teachers perceived it to be

As shown

approp~iate

that

children in child centered classrooms would sit separately
(Table 4).

The majority

appropriateness

to

(81%)

working in pairs or groups.
comments

teachers

questionnaire.

The

attributed a high degree of

arrangements

made

in

which

have

the

children

This belief was reinforced by
the

follO\~ing

open-ended

section

of

the

responses are typical:

I think in a child centered classroom you would
have children working together at tables or else
you would pull their desks together.
I certainly wouldn't expect to see rows and rows of
desks.

Grouping strategies.

No

one

particular

type

of

grouping

strategy

was

overwhelmingly perceived by teachers to be characteristic of
child centered instruction (Table 5).

While almost half of

the teachers (41%) identified needs (remediation/enrichment)
based grouping as the usual

form of grouping

in a

child
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centered classroom, over half of the teachers (58\:) identified

other forms of grouping strategies.
that

none

of

the

respondents

It is interesting to note
associated

ability

based

(homogeneous) grouping with child centered instruction.

Table 4
Seatlng Arrangements In Child Centered Classrooms (Item pl

lIemp

Number ot

Percentage of

Respondents

Respondents

In a child centered classroom, seating would
mostly be arranged so thai children sit:

(Please select only

~

response.)

Separately
Separately and in pairs

In pairs

12

In paIrs and in groups 01 seals

,.

44

In £.oups

16

37

Valid Cases"" 43

Missing Cases"" 0
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Table 5
Extent to WhIch Various GroupIng Strategies Are Perceived to Be Utilized tIlem 91

Itemq

Number of

Percentage 01

Respondents

Respondents

Children usually sll in groups: (Please select
only .Q!Ji response.)
Needs (remediation/environment) based

17

Friendship based
Interest based

12

29

Ability based (heterogeneous)

10

24

Ability based (homogeneous)

Valid Cases,;:: 41

Missing Cases = 2

One of the scheduled Interv iew questions

(Question

4)

related to the grouping practices in a child centered classThe feedback obtained from this question provided a
more detailed understanding of the types of grouping, teachers
in the study, associated with child centered education.
The vast majority of

inte~iewees

conceded

that the

grouping practices they presently employ arc child centered.
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Most acknowledged that they could have selected all fo1"llS of

groupinq listed on the questionnaire and that it was difficult
to label anyone type of grouping as a "usual" fon.

The

point that qrouping must be tlexible was aade and that if
there is a valid reason for usinq a

particular groupinq

arrangel1ent, then it is acceptable to do so.

A nWllber of responses taken trom the interview transcriptions illuminate the findings presented in Table 5.

Among

them:

Children who lira slower can be helped by thQ
brighter child and in SODe respects my brighter

kids act as teacher aides so I tend to mix them up.
I f children are interested in similar activities
they should be pernitted to work together.

souetimes it is easier for me to gather together a
group of children I know who are having difficulty
with a particular concept than instructinq then
individually or 90il'l9 over to the qroup they are
with.

Still, so.e forE> of qrouping were rejected by teachers.
One teacher dispelled the idea of usinq friendship grouping,
suqqestinq that there would always be a few children who were
left out.

still another teacher suqgested that since she

becallle r.ore child centered in her teaching shQ is not so
preoccupied with a particular qroupinq strategy,

She com-

mented that, "Children should sit wherever they feel they are
going to be better able to learn."
All teachers who participated in the interview noted that

children would never be found sitting in rows of desks in a
child centered classroom.

Instead they would be sitting in
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groups of three or four, face to face, thus allowing a great
deal ot interaction.

Characteristics of moyement.

The findings shown in Table 6 suggest that 60% of the
teachers perceive a high degree of free movement in a child
centered

classroom.

The

remaining

40'

of

the

teachers

however, considered restricted movement to be the norm in such
a classroom.

That is to say, they agreed that movement would

be limited to learning center time,

free times,

and times

specified by the teacher.

Table 6
Characteristics of Movement In a Child Centered Classroom (Item r)

Item r

Number of
Respondents

Percentage 01
Respondents

Movement In a child cenls!ed classroom is
best characterized by: (Please select only
Qlli! response.)

o

No movement permitted
Movement only du..ing learning cenler work

12

Only at times specified by the teacher

21

Only during free limes e.g., recess time,
lunch time, upon completion of work
Free movement of chUdren

Valid Cases = 43

Missing Cases:: 0

26

60

12.
Classroom displayS.

Well in excess of half of the teachers (65\) responded
that classroom displays in the child centered classroom would
be characterized by an equal allOunt ot cotllllQrcial,
made and child produced materials

(Table 1).

teacher

All teachers

rejected the idea Ot' large displays of commercial and teacher
made materials.

It is interesting to note that one-third

(33\) perce!ved that classroom displays in a child centered
classroom would be made up of mostly child produced work.

Table 7
Perceived Nature of Classroom DIsplays litem 5)

llems

Number of

Percentage of

Respondents

Respondents

Classroom displays are best characterized as:
(Please select oory Qnt response.)
largely a display of commercially
purchased materials

Mostly work completed by the children

o

o

14

33

2.

65

Equal amount of commercial and teachor
made displays
Mostly teacher made materials
Equal amount of commercial, teacher
made and

Valid Cases:: 43

ch~d

produced materials

Missing Cases

=0
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Part XV:

Instructional

strat~.

In this section of the questionnaire, an examination of
the instructional strategies teachers perceive to be appropriate to child centered instruction was pursued.

Teachers were

asked to rate the degree of appropriateness they

\~ould

assign

to specific instructional strategies (a to s), as they appl led
to the child centered classroom.

The

findings relevant

these partiCUlar items are summarized in Table B.

to

As was the

case with the findings in the previous section, categories are
collapsed

together where

feasible

and

discussed

in

this

Table 8
Teacllers' Perceptlons: Instructional Slralenles_Summllrv of Findings/Items a to sl

Cl\a1acterlsUcsof
!rtSlrucllonlna

Child Centered Classroom

(a) A high degree 01 compulsory

AppropfialB

No.

%

No.

%

No.

12

20

"

16

37

2

0

1

2

17

39

25

7

33

77

7

'"

70

,

ApPfopriato

aetMtles lhedlildren must complete

(b) A balancebetweenwhologrOlJP,
small group and Individual working

,,-

{el Uninterrupted periods of lime
during IhedllYwhen cllklren engage
lnoclivilles oIltlelr choice

(d)

ChlidrentrequenlJyengaged~

2

3

7

0

4

,

3J

22

52

sell~aluatlooollhelfw(l(k

(e) Children given dally Dppoflun~les
to manIpulate and explom obJeds
suchasarlsand craltsmalerials,

9-

m

Aeadlnglaught as a separate
subject during a scheduilld lime

"Oh"

InapPfoprlato

•

HIghly

lnappropriale

No.

"
,

"

30
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Highly
Inapproprlato

Cllaracter!sUCSoI
IIlS!ruetIOl1i'la

No.

C/I1II:l Centered Classroom

(h) Computers used moslly as a 1001
lorelnlorco previously taught sklll5

AppfOprlalo

"No.
30

(g) ChlldrenWOfklrlglnlearning
conllllS ~ when thoy have com·
ple1edaU/lsslgnedactlvllies

Inappropriate

%

2.

..

2

22

(0 Themessalectedoothebaslso(
specltlcll'llel'flSl exprossed bylhe
childlen

2

"

(D Extomal rewards such as sllekel"s

"

29

7

30

usedgonolally as rno1lval\(lntools
(kl Tlme1ablos generally used 10
organize lho week'S aellv~ies

{O SclllJ1C6lessonsc()"IsiSllngmalllly
of watching leacher oomonstrations

2

2

holp each olher with c!essroomlll;li...·
IU~

(pl Rewords end punishments used
as U1e pre!elfad melhods of discipline

13

"
a

s1stemwnhan Inlordisclpllnary
appfoache.Il., lhol'J1e«;&Illered unns
In...oIvlng two or morasubjecl areas
(I) Spettlnglesls admln!slered weekly

70

8

7

,

37

29

67

1

15

36

14

33

•

•

a

30

70

13

40

17

40

1

0

9

a

"

16

33

"

(q) UseolleachlngstroleglesCO(l·

(s) Chlldrenbelngeneouragedro
d8llelopresponsibllityandself-dlscl·

1

30

(n) Useofopen·endooqueslions
ag., what would happen If?

(0) Clllidronbelnglarolypermltledto

"

, •
"

23

(m) Tho rf!9ular use of grouping
straleglese.g., coope1otiYelearnlng
groups, poor leaching groups, in\&I'OSI
groups

Highly
ApPfoprlste
No.
%

76

om.

since they involved a different form of rating scale, the
findings obtained from four additional items (t to w),
presented

in

four

separate tables

(Tables 9

to 12)

and
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discussed individually.

A substantial number of interview

questions (questions 5 to 7) were essentially follow up to the
items on this sectIon so where it was deemed appropriate,
responses were used to substantiate particUlar findings.

In this portion of the questionnaire as

indicated in

Table 8 there appeared to be a wider degree of discrepancy
between the teachers' responses than in any other part.

Only

two items were ranked by a large number of teachers as being
highly appropriate.
1.

They were:

Use of open-ended questions e.g .• what would happen

if? (67%).
2.

Children being encouraged to develop responsibility

and self-discipline (76%).

Table 6 shows that one other item was ranked by slightly
over half (5S%) of the teachers as highlY appropriate.
was

in reference

to establishing a

This

balance between whole

group, small group and individual working times.
The responses

pres~mted

in Table 8 show a high degree of

consistency among the items receiving the lowest ratings from
teachers.

The following items were among the ones assigned

either a rating of highly inappropriate or inappropriate:
1.

Reading

taught

as

a

separate

subject cluring

a

schedUled time (33% highly inappropriate, 52% inappropriate).
2.

Children working in learning centers only when they

have completed all assigned activities (Jot highlY inappropriate, 56% inappropriate).
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J.

Science

lessons

consisting

mainly

of

watching

teacher (53\ highly inappropriate, 42% inappropriate).
4.

with

Children being rarely permitted to help each other

classroom

activities

(65%

highly

inappropriate,

33t

inappropriate) .

5.

Rewards

and

punishmants

used

as

the

preferred

methods of discipline (31\ highly inappropriate, 36% inappropriate) .
6.

Spelling

test

administered

weekly

(17%

highly

inappropriate, 40% inappropriate) .

The fallowing items were ranked appropriate by over twa

thirds of the teachers:
1.

uninterrupted periods of time during the day when

children engage in activities of their choice (77%).
2.

Children frequently engaged in self-evaluation of

their work (70%).

3.

Children given daily opportunities to manipUlate and

explore objects

such

as arts and crafts materials, games

(60%) .
4.

Themes selected on the basis of specific interest

expressed by the children (65%).
5.

External rewards such as stickers used generally as

motivation tools (67%).
6.

Timetables generally used -to organize the week's

activities (70%).
7.

Use

of

teaching

strategies

consistent

with

an
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interdisciplinary approach e.g., theme-centered units involv-

lng two or more sUbject areas (70\).
8.

The

regular

use

of

grouping

strategies

cooperative learning groups, peer teaching groups,

e.g.,

interest

groups (56\).

Question five of the interview queried teachers on the
responses they gave to item j

in this section.

This item

pertained to the use of external rewards as a motivational

tool.

Nearly all interviewees focused on the idea that such

rewards were instrumental in achieving the goal of getting
children to complete specific tasks.

Some typical responses

included:
The bigger the sticker, the more interested I found
they were in getting the work done.
They do work well as motivational tools in any type
of classroom.
If you want the children to read a
certain number of books, stickers work.
Four of the five teachers interviewed stated they used
stickers because the children liked to receive them.
teachers

acknowledged

that

all

children

would

Most

receive

stickers, for one thing or another, during the course of the
day.

One interviewee cautioned that stickers are currently

being overused and made the following remark:

"sometimes the

only reason children are doing work is to get a sticker or
star.

I mean we give them too freely sometimes."
All teachers recognized intrinsic motivation as having a

larger role to play in child centered instruction and suggested that a

child

centered

teacher

could

use

stickers
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discriminately and thus not present them to children as they
cOlllplete each and every pie::e of assigned work.

Teacher directed lessons to whole class.
The results of Table 9 indicate that appruxlmately half

of the respondents

(46%)

held the perception that teachers

would spend 10% or even less time on teacher directed lessons
to the class as a whole.

Table 9

Breakdown of Time Spent on Teacher Pi.reoted Lessons to Whole

Class lItem tl

Percentage of

Number of

Percentage of

Time

Respondents

Respondents

4.

o-

10

18

11 -

20

10

21 -

30

31 -

40

41 - 50

Valid Cases'" 39

2.
20

Missing Cases " 4
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Teachers working with small groups and individuals.
A high number of respondents (61%) felt that teachers in
a child centered classroom would be working with small groups
and individuals from 11-20% of the time (Table 10).

Table 10

Breakdown of Time spent on Teachers working with Small Groups
and Individuals (Item tl

Percentage of

Number of

Percentage of

Time

Respondents

Respondents

24

61

o -

10

11 -

20

21 -

30

20

10

31 - 40
41 -

50

Valid Cases

=

39

Missing Cases

<:

4

Paper and pencil exercises.
The data from Table 11 indicate that a high number of

teachers (90%) perceive paper and pencil exercises to have

only nominal importance in the child centered classroom.

The

time assigned to such tasks by the majority of respondents was
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10% or less.

Table 11

Percentaae of Time Spent On Paper and Pencil Exercises (Itelll

.u
Percentage of

Time

o -

10

Number of

Percentage of

Respondents

Respondents

35

11 - 20

90
10

Valid Cases" 39

Missing Cases ." 4

cooperative group activities (children's choice).
Teachers were divided on the percentage of time they
assigned to the activity of having children work cooperatively
in

groups on

activities

of their awn choice

(Table 12).

Approximately half of the respondents gave a ranking of 10% or
less of time to it, while the remaining half felt upwards of
20% of the time was an appropriate amount.

"5
TallIe 12

Percentage ot '1'lm, Children spend Working cooperatively in

Groups on Activitiu of Tbeir Ovn Choice lItem t)

Percentage of
Time

o -

Number of

Percentage o!

Respondents

Respondents

,.
,.

4'

10

11 - 20
21 -

4.

30

Missing Cases - 4

Valid Cases - 39

cooperative group activities <teacher"

shoiee).

Sixty-seven

perceived

percent

of

the

teachers

that

upwards of 40\ of the time would be spent on the activity of

children

working

cooperatively

assigned by the teacher

(Table

ill

groups,

13).

on

A small

activities
number

of

teachers (3tj assigned over 50\ of the time to this activity.
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Table 13

Percentage ot Time Children spend Working cooperatively in
Groups on Activities Assigned by the Teacher (Item tl

Percentage of

Number of

percentage of

Time

Respondents

Respondents

o - 10
11 -

20

21 -

JO

31 -

40

U

-

50

51 -

60

valid Cases = 39

31
21

54

10

Missing Cases = 4

Individualized acHyities (teacher-selected).

A high percentage of teachers (61%) felt that the amount
of time spent on the activity of children working at their own

pace, on individual activities assigned by the teacher in the
child centered classroom W'ould be less than IO%: (Table 14).
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Table 14
Time Percentage

~llotted

to Children working at Their Qwn Pace

on :Individual Actiyities Assigned By the Teachers (:Item tl

Percentage or

Time

Number or

Percentage of

Respondents

Respondents

o -

10

24

1.1 -

20

13

21 -

30

61

31 - 40

Valid Cases" 39

Hissing Casas "" 4

Individual activities (self-selected).

Teachers perceived that in a child centered classroom
children would be working individually at their own pace on

self-selected activities less than )0\ of the time (Table 15).
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Table IS
Perc;entage

of Time Children Spend working

Their own Pace

Individually at

on self-Selected Activities lItem

t)

Percentage of

Number of

Percentage of

Time

Respondents

Respondents

o -

10

21

55

11 -

20

14

37

21 - 30
100

Valid Cases = 38

Missing Cases = 5

Separate subject le.A.rn.!.ng.
Nearly three quarters of the respondents (74%:) indicated
that less than half the time in a child centered classroom
would

be spent

on separate subject teaching

(Table 16).

Interviewees indicated that while most teaching would be of an
interdisciplinary nature, there would be time when teachers
would have to do specific SUbject teaching.

Math was repeat-

edly identified as a SUbject to be taught separately.
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TabJe16
Breakdown 01 Time Spent On Activities-Separate Subject learnIng (Item u)

Percentage of

n"",

NlJmberol

Percentage 01

Respondents

Respondents

Please Indicate the approximate time leachers
in a child centered classroom would spend on
separate subject learning. Thelolal forltle

three acllvilies in item u shoulcl work oulto
be 100%. (Use the six day cycle <IS a guide
10 your calculations.)

0-10

21

11·20

21 - 30

24

31·40

21

41-50
51·60

16

61-70
71·80

Valld Cases'" 38

Missing Cases = 5
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Bathroom/vater drinking routines.

clearly teachers do not perceive large amounts of time
being spent on bathroom/vater drinking routines (Table 17).

A.eng the teachers interviewed:, most agreed that in a child
centered classrooll no such routine would be set up, although
time would be taken at the beginning of the year to explain
bathroom rules to children such as rC!1l\cmboring to flush the

toilet.

One teacher made the following comJ:lent:

"How can we

make a routine out of going to the bathroom? This is certainly a very individual thing."

Table 17
Breakdown

of TIme Spent On Aetivitles-BathroomNiater Drinking Routines Otero ul

Percentage 01

Time

Number 01

Percentage 01

Respondents

Respondents

Please indicate the approximate time teachers
in a child centered classroom would spend on
bathroorn/Naler drinking routines. The tolal
lor the Ihree activities In item u should
work oullo be 100%. (Use the six day cycle
as a guide 10 your calculations.)
0·10

36

97

11 - 20

1

3

Valid Cases"" 37

Missi.1g Cases"" 6
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Interdisciplinary learning experiences.
A

substantial

percentage

of

the

respondents

(81%)

contended that interdisciplinary learning experiences shoUld
be taking place 40% or more of the time in a child centered
classroom
strong

(Table

advocates

18).
of

All
this

the

interviewed

approach.

The

teachers

majority

of

were
the

interviewees focused on integration as a tool for eliminating
the problems associated with an overcrowded curriculum:
It's the only W"ly to avoid a lot of the repetition

evident in the various progl'ams.
We don't have time to take each SUbject area and
teach it.

Department of education curriculum guides.
A very small minority of teachers (7%) suggested that the

Department of Education guides would be used virtually all the
time while an even smaller percentage
would not be used (Table 19).

(5%)

indicated they

Teachers are divided on Whether

these guides should be used less than half the time (45%), or
more than half the time (42%).

Most of the teachers who were

interviewed concurred that these guides would be used as the
source of their program objectives.

The following comments

are indicative of the ways in which the interviewees perceive
them to be used:
I have no time to sit down and develop a set of
objectives, the guide does this for me.
We need to be aware of the expectations for
children as they move from one grade to another.
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I don't think I can have one set of objectives and
a teacher in another school have a different set.

Table 18

Breakdown of Time Spent On Activities-Interdisciplinary Learning Experiences mem

Percentage of

TIme

Number of

Percentage of

Respondents

Respondents

Please IndIcate the approximate time teachers
in a child centered classroom would spend on
interdisciplinary learning experiences. The

lotal for the three activities in item u
should work out to be 11J()%. (Use the six day
cycle as a guide 10 your calculations.)
0·10

11 -20
21 -30

10

31 -40

41 ·50

16

51 -60

,.

61 -70

16

71 -80
81 -100

Valid Case!: = 38

21

Missing Cases

=5
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Table 19
Perceived Extent to Which Department of Education Curriculum Guides Would Be
Used f1temv)

Extent Curriculum

Number of

Percentage of

Guides Used

Respondents

Respondents

To what exlent would Ihe curriculum guides

published by the Department of Education be

used? (Please select only 2M response.)

less than haillhe time

,.

45

More than hall the time

17

42

Not at all

Virtually all the lime

ValidCasc$

=:

40

Missing Cases = 3

Authorized textbooks.
For the most part teachers viewed the textbooks to be of

limited value

in the

child

centered

classroom.

A high

percentage of teachers (71t) expressed the view that textbooks
would be used less than half the time in a child centered
classroom (Table 20).

This is supported. by the fallo>wing
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quotes taken from the interviews:
Textbooks are not important in a child centered
classrooal--!t's what taught to the children and
what comes frolll them that is important.
We have lot of library books
Children are much more interested
are in dull old textbooks.

in
~.n

our

school.

them than they

One teacher who referred to her school as "resource poor"
stated that the largest amount of available resource materials
consisted of the textbooks sent out by the Department of
Education, so she had little choice but to use them extenslve1y.

Table 20
perceIved Extent to Which Authorized Textbooks Would Be Used f1tem

w)

Extent Authorized

Number 01

PerCWllage of

Textbooks Used

Respondents

Respondents

29

71

To what extent would UI8 textbooks authorized
by the Department of Education be used in a
child centered classroom? (Please select only

Q.!!!! response.)
Not at all
Less than half the Ume
More than half the lime

17

Virtually all the time

Val1d Cases

= 41

MJssing Cases = 2
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Part V:

The role of the teaoher in

child centered

II.

classroom.
This

part

of

the

questionnaire

assessed

teachers'

perceptions of the role of the teacher in the child centered
classroom.

A four point scale ranging from highly inappropri-

ate (1) to highly appropriate (4) was used for 23 (a to 5) of
the items.

For the remaining items (t to z)

teachers were

required to select one response from a choice of three.

The results obtained from items a to s are tabuldted and

presented in Table 21.

Since, for the purpose of this study,

the differences are minimal between the ratings of approprit te
and highly appropriate and likewise between inappropriate and

highly inappropriate, the results of these ratings will be
discussed together.

The data from the remaining items x to z

have been presented in Tables 22 to 24 and discussed individually.

The

interview responses directly related to this

section will be pr<:sented at the end.
The results generated from the data indicate that there
are common characteristics which

teachers

perceive

to be

associated with the teacher's role in the child centered
classroom (Table 21).

A high proportion of teachers readily

identified a number of indicators as being appropriate or
highly appropriate to the teachers' role.

A list of these

follows.
1.
interests

organize learning experiences around the expressed
of

the

children

(49%:

appropriate,

SH

highly

1'6

appropriate) .

2.
e.g.,

Provide tillla for free exploration with materials
Illanipuilltive

aids,

paints,

materials

for

science

investigations (56\ appropriate, 44\ highlY appropriate).
3.

Place a high priority on the behavior of children

(63' appropriate, "

4.

highly appropriate).

Make use of questioning techniques

that promote

creative and divergent thinking (28' appropriate, 72\ highly

appropriate) .
5.

Have

a

high

level

of

choice

in

the

room

(56%

appropriate, 39% highly inappropriate).
6.

Use positive guidance techniques e.g.,

fostering

childrens' autonoNY, redirection, providing children with the

reason for a specific rule as the principle means of discipline (56\ appropriate, 44\ highly appropriate) •
7.

Seek

to

understand

children I s

reasoning

behind

incorrect responses e.g., ask children questions to deter-ina
why

they made a particular response

(37\ appropriate,

63\

highly appropriate) .
8.

Provide

regular

opportunities

for

parents

to

participate in classroom activities e.g., reading a story to
the children, tutoring, assisting with the making of learning
games (56\ appropriate, 37\ highly appropriate).
9.

Hold the belief that interest provides the motiv-

ation for children's learning (39\ appropriate,
appropriate) .

60\ highly
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10.

Make extensive use of stickers and other forms of

external rewards to motivate children (53% appropriate,

12\

highly appropriate}.
Set up a broad range of activities for children to

11.

select from (56% appropriate, 42\ highly appropriate).
Employ

12.

children's

instructional

learning

styles

strategies

and

adapted

devGlopmental

to

levels

the
(37\

appropriate, 63% highly appropriate).
13.

Schedule large blocks of time so children can carry

through with their ideas and projects (60% appropriate,

30\

highly appropriate) .
14.

Devise activities to promote the reasoning skills of

children (53% appropriate, 46% highly appropriate).
15.
65%

View children as lifelong learners (35% appropriate,

highly appropriate) .
16.

Define

student

progress

in

terms

of

individual

growth and dp.velopment (23% appropriate, 7n highly appropriate) .
17.

Focus on the "doing" of an art acti v i ty as opposed

to how it turns out (51% appropriate, 37% highly appropri<1te).
Likewise,

there

was

strong agreement

on

the

various

aspects of the teacher'S role that the participants in the
survey

characterized

inappropriate

as

(Table 21).

either

inappropriate

or

highly

The following items were among

them:
1.

Limit

interactions

with

parents

to

the

formal
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reporting periods (Sn highly inappropriate, 39\ inappropriate) .
2.

Defina student progress

in tenas of the criteria

outlined in the Department of Education curriculum documents

(5' highly inappropriate, 56\ inappropriate).

).

Define student progress by comparison with other

children (53\ highly inappropriate, 44\ inappropriate).

4.

Assign numerical and/or letter grades to children

(31\ highly inappropriate, 57% inappropriate).

Roughly the same percentage of teachers characterized the
issue of ....hether teachers should expect children at center
time to move from one center to another on
schedule, as appropriate or inappropriate.

til

predetermined

While almost half

(49\) deemed this practice appropriate, the other half gave it
a low ranking in terms of its degree ot appropriateness, (Sit)
considered such a practice inappropriate.

Table2t
The Role ollhe Teathel In a Child Centered Classroom_Summarv 01 FindIngs

Aspects 01 Teacher's Role

HIghly
Irlappropriate
~_'<J

o

(a) Oro;;enlze learnlnQe~perieflces
arOund the e~press9d Interests ot lhe
children

InapplDpfiale

Approprlnle

'io

0

Higllly
ApprDpllale

.,.

No.

28

Jl

58

16

%

o "

(b) Providetimeforlreee:<ploratiOll
wllh materials e.g., martipulative aids,
paints, maleflals for science Ifflostiga·
lions

(t) TelichildrenwtlenlheyareWfOl'lQ

371\l

3

end correcllheirerrors
(d) Place

a high

priol~y

on the

bel18ViOfofchildren
(e) Makeuwolquostioninglech·
riques lhal PfomOle creative end
divergentlhlnking

(n Haveah9h level 01 choice In the
''''m
(g) Use positive gu1danceteclmlques
e.g., fosterlngchildren'saulonomy,
redireCIKln, providing children with the
reason lor a spac~lc role as lhe principal means of disclplk'le

0

o

2

o

0

58

t7

o "

0

(h) Seek 10 understand children's
reasoning behind incoueet responses
e.g., asks children quesllons 10 det9fmlnewhy lheymade a paniculal
response
(~ Limit !ntorac1lons with pafen!s 10
the fOlmill reporllng periOds

o

2S

o "

ill

Provlderegulo!lr opportunities/or
Pi!rents to participate in classroom
lICllviUese,g., reading a story 10 the
children, tutoring, assiSllng wllh the
rnaklng 01 learning games

(Il) Hold the belief that lnlerest pro.
v!des the mOilvallon lor chlldfen's
learning

(ll

Makeextenslveuwo!sUck~

and othllr forms of
motlvatech~dren

e~tlll"nal

r9Wa<ds 10

214

o

17

33

2J

"26

60

"
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Aspocls01 Teachef'sAole

Highly
Inappropriate
Appropriate
Highly
lnappropriale
Approprlala
No.
"'No.
"'No
"'No,
%

(m) EXpoc!chik;lrenlll cen1er time 10
move Irom one cenler 10 anolt1er on a
predelermlnedschlldule

2

(n) Set upabloadrangeofaclivilies
forchlldreOloseleetrrorn

"

(0) EmplO'lL'lSlfuctionalSlraleglBs
adapled lolhechUdren'slllarning
SlylBs and dev1llopmenlal levels
(p) Schedule large blocks 01 time so
chi!dren can carry through with thek
Idwsand projects

(q) Devise activities to promote the

9

"

56

18

37

"

"

0

0

0

2J

53

20

0

0

0

15

35

28

"

0

9

22

51

"

37

0

10

23

33

71

2

0

reasonIng skilsof childnm
{r} View children as lifelong learners

65

(s) Defina sludenl progIBssin term1i
ofltlecrilerieoutlioedinOBpanmGlll
of Education curriculum docurnefllS
(1) Assign I'IUflIericalend/or leller
grades lO chilcfren
(u) FocuS onlhe "dolng'of an an
acllvily as opposed to how It turns

'"
(v) Oerlne studenl progl6Ss In terms
ollrldMdualgrOWlhanddavelopmerll

(w) Oe/loosludefl1 progress by com·

53

23

19

parlwnwlthortlerchildr&l1

Self-concept activities.

In

a

child

centered

classroom

most

teachers

(81%:)

perceived that self-concept activities would be devised on a
frequent basis (Table 22)"
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'I'able 22

Frequenoy with which Self-concept J\.ctivities J\.re Devised (Item

Self-concept Activities

Number of

Percentage or

(frequency with which

Respondents

Respondents

they are devised)

Devise activities to promote
the self-concept of children.

Frequently

35

Sometimes

19

Nat at all

Valid Cases c 43

Missing Cases = 0

Retention practices.
A full 73% of the sample considered retaining children a
rarity

in the child centered classroom,

perceived this would never occur.

while another

19%

An extremely small percen-

tage (7%) perceived retention as an appropriate practice in
the child centered classroom (Table 23).
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Table 23

Teachers' Perception of Retention lItem yl

Retention of Children

Number of

Percentage of

Respondents

Respondents

Retain a child he/she

considers to be lacking

the skills necessary to

cope with the materials

at the next grade level.
Frequently

Rarely

73

30

19

Missing Cases ... 2

Valid Cases = 41

Reporting chil4ren's progress.
The data in Table 24 indicate that none of the teachers

considered a numerical letter grade format to be an appropriate vehicle for reporting children's progress to parents.
There was no clear consensus, however, as to What would be the
Illost appropriate.
reporting

whUe

the

Forty-four percent
other

supported

56\ supported a

anecdotal

combination

of
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anecdotal and numerical.

Table 24
Reporting Progress to Parents lItem

z)

Reporting Children's

Number of

Percentage of

Progress

Respondents

Respondents

Report children's progress to
parents.

In anecdotal format

"

In numerical/letter grade
format
Combination of anecdotal

and numerical

Valid Cases = 43

56

24

Missing Cases = 0

Teacher's Role in a Child centered Classroom:

Summary 0(.

Interview Rosponses
The following is a summary of the interview responses
related to the teachers' role in a child centered classroom.
When asked to describe the typical day of a teacher in the
child centered classroom, all interviewees pointed to the fact
that it would be a very active day.

This opinion is reprc-
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sented by statements such as:
Well you won't be sitting down much, that1s for
sure.
I think there would be a lot of asking,
talking, and things like that going on in a child
centered classroom.

There is a lot of movement around the room and the
teacher

would be going to individual children to

help them on
small groups.

a one-to-one basis or working with

I would see lots of interaction among children.
Several items on this section of the questionnaire were
followed up in ':he interview_

First, teachers were asked to

elaborate on the basis of their opinion re.garding the placement of a high priority on the behavior of children.

Second-

ly, teachers were asked about their response to the item:
Define student progress in terms of the criteria outlined by
the Department". of Education.
When discussing behavior, the consensus of opinion among
interviewed teachers was consistent with what the majority of
the sample indicated.
behavior as
teacher.

21.11 teachers viewed this emphasis on

an appropriate focus

The

following

comments

for the child centered
serve

to

indicate why

teachers responded in the way they did:
If you have disruptive behavior in your class it is
going to ruin it for everyone.

You can't have children running over tops of desks
in any type of classroom.
If you have an unruly class or a class where the
children don't cooperate with each other, center
time will be difficult.
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with

respect to

defining

progress,

the

majority

of

teachers in the interview, as well as in the survey, did not
go along with the idea of defining student progress in terms
of the criteria

outlined

curriculum documents.

in the

Department of

Education

Most teachers, as is evident from the

following remarks, stressed that it was more appropriate for
teachers to define progress in terms of individual achievcment.
I don' t bother about the Department of Education
curriculum documents.
I look at how far the
children have come in terms of their own growth, if
you are trlJly child centered that's what you do.
A work portfolio inclUding samples of a child's
work is all I need to determine progress.

One teacher remarked that it might be necessary

OCC<1-

sionally to refer to the documents to determine "on average if
a

child is

circumstance

meeting
the

grade

criteria

level

expectations."

outlined

in

the

In

this

Department

of

Education curriculum documents could be used.

Part VI:

Teachers' vision of the child centered class-

.£2.Q!!.

On this section of the questionnaire teachers were asked
to share their vision of the appearance of a child cC!ntercd
classroom in terms of the learning environment, instructional
strategies, role of the teacher, the curricUlum, or any other
they would want to COmment on.
(61\)

responded

to this

particular

Twenty-nine teachers
item.

The

findings
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pertinent to each dimension will be presented in separate
tables.

All the responses to this question were perused for

key words and

phases.

A number of

Tables 25 to 28 summarize the findings.

categories

resulted.

As a very 10sign1f1-

cant number of teachers made comments related to the "other

areas" section, there is no discussion of this particular part

of tile question.
Table 25

indicates that a specific number of instruc-

tional strategies are readily envisaged by teachers in the
sample as being a part of child centered instruction.

The

following comment taken from one of the questionnaires sums up
the collective responses of the teachers to this section:
"The use of concrete materials should be promoted.

It should

be recognized that. children progress at their own rate and
have different

interests

and

abilities.

Integration

of

SUbject areas is important."
significantly most teachers (93%)
the

teacher

in

the

child

facilitative one (Table 26).

centered

envisaged the role of
classroom

to

be

a

A sample of responses reveal

teachers' conception of this idea:
The teacher's role should be that of a guide,
helping the child achieve to his/her full potential.
The teacher should facilitate learning by using
questioning techniques to understand a child I s
reasoning.
Working with individual children was also viewed as part
of

the teacher's role in

the child centered class.

The
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fallowing remark is
teachers:

"It

typical of the many comments made by

is essential that time be made to work with

each child on an individual basis as frequently as possible."

Table 25

Envisaged Instructional strategies

Envisaged Instructional

Number of

Percentage of

strategies

Respondents

Respondents

Use of concrete materials

18

62

children I s needs and interests

20

68

Small group work

2J

79

Integrated curriculum

18

62

Use of themes

17

57

Use of learning centers

17

57

Use of materials based on

Table 26

Envisaged Role of the Teacher

Envisaged Role of the

Number of

Percentage o[

Teacher

Respondents

Respondents

Challenge the learner

17

5.

Facilitator of learning

27

'3

working with individual

,.

65

children

15.

Another factor seen to be connected to the role of the
teacher centered on the issue of challenging

the learner.

Well over half (59%) made comments of the following nature:
The teacher should provide materials that motivate,
challenge, and excite the learner.

The teacher is there to challenge the child, to
teach him/her how to learn for himself/herself.

'reachers
attributes

commonly

in the

envisaged

child

the

centered

presence

classroom

of

(Table

six
27).

Several comments taken from this section highlight many of
them:

I see a child centered classroom as one that is
abounding with color, pri~lt, children's displays,
manipulatives, and games.
It is i!I place that is
inviting for children to learn.

A happy, peaceful and comfortable environment with
lots of sp<lce.
The learning environment should be open, friendly
and inviting.
To learn a child needs opportunities to analyze,
investigate and manipulate.
with respect to the curriculum,

two issues repeatedly

occurred in the teachers' responses, namely the need for a
curriculum which
children and

is based on

secondly

curriculum (Table 28).
point:

the

needs

the need for

an

and

interests of

interdisciplinary

One teacher stressed the following

"First and foremost, SUbject matter of the curriculum

must be relevant to the interests and needs of the children."
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'I'ab1e 27
Envisaged Learning Environment

Envisaged Learning

Number of

Percentage of

Respondents

Respondents

Active participation

19

65

Small enrolments

21

72

Environment

Rich in manipulative
materials

19

Flexible seating arrangements

2.

90

Inviting

16

55

Lots of physical space

17

59

Table 28
Envisaged Curriculum

Number of

Percentage of

Respondents

Respondents

Interdiscipl inary

19

.5

Based on needs and interests

26

90

Envisaged Curriculum
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Comments supporting the need for an integrated curriculum
were of the following nature:
Learning

should

not

be

different sUbject areas,
allowed

to expand as

compartmentalized

into

but rather it should be

it happens.

Children need

opportunities to explore the relations between the
many areas of knowledge,

Integration 1s a llIust.

Part VII:

supportive and non-supportive factors relevant

to irr.plementation.

This section of the questionnaire consisted of an openended question designed to obtain teachers' opinions regarding
the extent to which they perceived child centered instruction
to be adopted by

teachers.

In add! tion,

the researcher

attempted to 93.1n some insight into the conceptions teachers
hold of the factors which are supportive or non-supportive of
its implementation.

A total of 31 teachers (72') responded to

this question.
In order to analyze the data obtained from this question,
key ....ords and phrases were culled from among the teachers'
responses.

The following three tables

(Tables 29 to 31)

provide a concise summary of the findings.
The majority of teachers in the sample (Table 29)
child centered educ<:ttion as an approach which teachers
working

toward.

This

is

evident

from

a

sample

of

responses made to this particular item.
Teachers today are still trying to implement child
centered instruction.

the
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Teachers are working with some aspects of child

centered education like whole language and learning
centers, but we have a long way to go.
Some aspects of child centered learning have been
adopted by most, but very few havl2! fully child
centered classrooms.

Table 29

Extent of Adoption of Child Centered Instruction

Extent of Adoption

Number of

Percentage of

Respondents

Respondents

20

64

Very little

16

Working towards

Extensively

A number of factors were identified as being supportive
of

adoption

identified

(Table
by

over

30).

90%

Two

of

factors

the

in

teachers.

pa.rticular

These

were

inclUded

availability of materials and sufficient preparation time.
The following comments, related to factors perceived to
be supportive of adoption,

encompass the majority of views

expressed by teachers (Table 30):
A major factor
accept change.

is a

teacher who

is willing to

A good attitude towards it all, being open-minded,
open to suggestions and not frightened to adopt a

,.2
new l!Ipproach.

Smaller classes are needed, so are sUfficient
resources mi!lterillis so that teachers will be less
dependent on textbooks.
Teachers have to know there's someone who will be
there to help.

Table 30

Factors Perceived to Be supportive Of 1\.d.option

Factors Supporting

Number of

Percentage of

Adoption

Respondents

Respondents

Materials readily available

29

Small class enrolments

19

93

.,

Support from professional
sources e.g. , principals,

teacher aides, board

"

45

Parental involvement

II

35

positive teacher attitudes

l7

59

Sufficient preparation time

30

97

office staff

Teachers I

perceptions

of

the

factors

impeding

the

adoption of child centered instruction are for the most part
a

reversal

of the

factors

they

consider to be

supporting
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factors (Table 31).

There are a few exceptions, one being the

Departllent of Education's policies on textbook. pr:cscription,

the other being limited classroom space.

A few comments taken

directly fro... the questionnaire serve to shed some light on
these two factors as well as the others:

Teachers who are not prepared to put forth the
extra work necessary is as I see it one of the main
reasons why this approach hasn't been adopted.
I don't believe we can do justice to child centered

instruction until the Department of Education docs
a .....ay

with

the

graded

system

and

stops

sendillg

textbooks out for everything.
How can you set up a child centered classroom when
you have wall to wall kids?

There are not enough hours in the days to gather up
resources and get activities ready.

Table :J1

Factors Perceived to Be Impeding

~doption

Factors Impeding

Number of

Percentage of

Adoption

Respondents

Respondents

Large class size

25

.,

Insufficient materials

27

.7

Lack of preparation time

2.

Negative teacher attitudes

l4

45

Lack of parental support

12

3.

Limited classroom space

,.

5.

Oepartnent of Education

15

.3

4.
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part VIII:

centered instruction--Practices of

Child

teachers.

The final portion or the questionnaire was added for the
purpose

of

collecting

information

from

teachers

regarding

aspects of their own classroom they considered to be child

centered.
lowest

rate

questions.

This scction of the questionnaire
of

response

(58%)

of

any

of

received the

the

open-ended

with only one or two exceptions, the respondents

identified the use of whole language, learning centers, the
thematic approac;\ and manipulative aids in their classroom as

being

illustrative

of

child

centered

instruction.

The

following comments were echoed in response after response:
I have centers. In this way children can learn at
their own pace, be challenged, learn to reason and
enjoy school.
I have a good supply of manipulative materials in
my classroom.

The Language A.rts program in my classroom is very
child centered in that I plan activities to meet
the needs of individual children.
Children in my class worx on themes that are interesting to them.
Approximately one third of the teachers suggested that
the type of teacher-child interaction taking place in their
classroom was indicative of child centered instruction.

The

following is a sampling of the comments made about the nature
of teacher-child interactions:
I try to give my children as much individual attention as I can.
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I am trying to be more of a listener and observer
rather than a talker.
The children in my class are all treated as individuals in their growth and learning.
I

feel

the

students

and

I

work

together

and

I

respect their opinions.
Several teachers identified "choice" as an indicator of
child centeredness in their own classrooms:
Children in my class have a lot
choose their own activities.

ot opportunity to

I let my children decide how they want the class-

room furniture arranged.
In

my

classroom,

if a

child

wants

to put

on

a

walkman and listen to music while he or she is
working, that's okay by me.
The
teachers,

final
at

indicator

least

curriculum areas.

by

mentioned

half

of

them,

most
was

frequently

by

integration

of

Many noted that they attempted to integrate

all the subject areas together under a particular theme.

11.C1di tional Findings

The researcher used the teacher information page of the
questionnaire to assist with a further analysis of the data.
The decision was made to conduct an analysis of variance on
the

responses made

to

questionnaire

breakdown of tour criteria.

items

based

on

the

These included number of years

teaching, orientation of training, grade presently teaching,
and number of students in class.

The significant differences

found with each breakdown will be presented in tabular form.
A discussion of the findings will ensue,

beginning with a

..

,

discussion of the differences found with respect to the number
of years teaching.

Difference' r.1ated to "wah.; ot years teaching.

In this subsection, the ANOVA findings for the variable

"Number ot Years TeaChing" are presented and discussed.
indicated

in

Tables

32

and

33,

there

was

a

AS

significant

difference in teachers' perception of eight items when number
of years teaching was considered.

Three of these items 4(b),

4 (h)

and

Teachers

4 (m)
who

were
had

15

related

to

instructional

years

or

less

teaching

strategies.
experience

attributed a significantly higher degree of appropriateness to
the strategy of creating a balance between whole group, small
group and individual working times than did the teachers who
taught for the longest period of time.

The teachers with 15

years or less experience also attached a significantly higher
degree of appropriateness

to the regUlar use of grouping

strategies, e.g., cooperative learning groups, peer teaching
groups and interest groups.

The teachers Who taught for a

period of more than 15 years ascribed a significantly higher
degree of appropriateness to using the computer as a tool to
reinforce previously taught skills than the less experienced
teachers.
A significant difference was also found on two items with
respect

to

classroom.

the

role

of the

teacher

in a

child cent'ilred

Both ot these items pertained to parental involve-

]67

ment.
a

The teachers who had taught 15 years or less attached

significantly

higher

degree

of

appropriateness

to

tho

activity of promoting regular opportunities for parents to
participate

in the classroom than did their counterparts.

Conversely,

the teachers who had taught more than 15 years

attributed a significantly higher degree of appropriateness to

the teacher's role of limiting interactions with parents to
the formal reporting periods.
Two items relating to curriculum goals were also p"rcelved in significantly different ways by each group.

teachers who had

taught

for

15

significantlY higher degree of

years or
importance

less

'fho

attached

to the goal

a
of

promoting learning through frequent opportunities to interact
with

concrete

learning

teachers who had

materials

ta'".ght more

significantly lesser degree of

than

the

others.

1'he

than 15 years attributed

a

importance to the goal

of

ensuring that children master the objectives outlined in the
provincial curriculum documents.
The final

item in which a significant difference was

found with respect to total number of years teaching came from
Part

III

learning

of the questionnaire.
envi

~onment

of

the

1 lis section examined the
child

centered

classroom.

Teachers with more than 15 years of experience ascribed a
significantly higher degree of appropriateness to the use of
materials such as worksheets and workbooks then did the other
group.
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Table 32

ANOYA To Determine If a Significant Difference Occurs in auestionnaire Items
Relative to Number of Years Teaching

Variables

dl

A balance belween whole group, small group
and individual working timos. 4(b)

1,35

4.2266

.0473

Computers used mostty as a tool to
reinforce previously taughl skills. 4(h)

1,35

4.9491

.0326

teaching groups, inleresl groups. 4{rn)

1,35

6.7199

.0056

Umiting Inleractioos with parenls 10 the
formal reporting periods. 5(i)

1,35

5.4676

.0252

1,35

'.5563

.0399

opportunities to interact with concrete
learning materials e.g., math
manipulalives. 2(c)

1,35

4.0753

.0512

Ensuring that children master the
objectives oulJined In the provincial
curriculum documents. 201

1,35

4.8255

.0348

Materials used In the classroom consist
mostly of worksheets and workbooks. 3(k)

1,35

4.5311

.0404

The regular use of grouping strategies
e.g.• cooperalive learning groups, peer

'Of

Providing regular opportunities
parents
10 participate in classroom activities
e.g., reading a slory to the children,
tutoring, assisting with the making of

games. 5{j)
Promoting of learning through frequent

16'

Teble 33
Teachers' Mean Perceptlon Score on Each Item As It Relates to Number of Years

TOlal Number of
Variables

A balance between whole group. small
group, and Individual working limes. <I(b)

Years Teaching

<: '" 15

Cases

Moan

31

,
,

4.0
3.5
2.0
2.'

>

15

Computers used mostly as a 1001 to

<:

= 15

reinforce previously laught skills. 4(h)

>

15

31

15
15

31

4.0
3.1

15

31

1.00
1.54

> '" 15
15
<

31

The regular use 01 group strategies
e.g., cooperative learning groups,
peer teaching groups, interest

<:

groups. 4{m)
Umiting Interactions wilh parents to
the formal reporting periods. 50)

::=

<: "" 15

>

Providing regular oppor1unities for
parents to participate \n clasSfoom
activities e.g., reading a stOI)' to

the chUdren, tutoring, assisting
with the making of games. SID
Promoting 01 learning through frequent
opportunities 10 Interact with

concrete learning materials e.g.,
math manipulatives. 2(c)

>
<

= 15

Ensuring that children master the
objectives outlined In the provincial
curriculum documents. 20)

>
<

= 15

Materials used In the classroom
consist mostly of worksheets and
workbooks. 3(k)

>
<

= 15

15

15

15

,
,

,
,
31

,
31

,
31

3.63
3.22

4.63
~.'9

3.83

2.90
1.0<
1.54
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Differences related to grade presently teaching.

When

tabulated

looking at Tables

data

tor

r91ative to the grade taught,
were noted.

34 and 35,

the difference

in

which

include the

teachers'

responses

four significant differences

Three of these differences were linked to Part V

of the questionnaire which examined the role ot th(· teacher.
The grade t'olO teachers placed a

significantly higher

degree of appropriateness on the teachers' role in telling
children when they are wrong and correcting their errors than
teachers at the remaining grade levels.

The teachers who

placed a significantly lower degree of appropriateness on this

practice were found at the grade three level.
Both the grade one and grade two teachers assigned the
sallle

degree of appropriateness to

the

teachers'

role in

employing instructional strategies adapted to the children's
learning styles and developmental levels.

The grade three

teachers attributed a slightly lower degree of significance to
this aspect of the teachers' role.
A wide variance was found between t;he teachers at the
lower primary grades and the grade three teachers with respect
to assigning numerical and/or letter grades to children.

In

comparison to the grade one and two teachers whose perceptions
were similar, the grade three teachers attached a significantly higher degree of appropl.lateness to this aspect of the
teachers' role.
The remaining difference was related to instructional
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strategies.

Grade two teachers attached

a significantly

higher degree of appropriateness to the administration of
weekly spelling tests than teachers at the grade one level.
It should be noted that this difference was only moderately
different when compared to the grade three teachers.

Table 34

ANOVA To Determine If a Significant Difference Occurs in Responses Relative to
Grade Presently Teaching

Variables

dr

SpeUing lesls administered weekly.
4(r)

2.39

4.1744

.0226

Tel children when they are wrong and
COO'ect their errors. 5(C)

2.38

3.2046

.0517

Employ instructional strategies adapted
to the children's learning styles and
developmental levels. 5(0)

2,40

3.7186

.0330

Assign numerical and/or le!ter grades
10 chHdren. 5(1)

2.39

3.0623

.0582
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Table 35
Mean Scores of Teachers' Perceptions Of Items As They Relate to Present Teac.hi.!}g

Grade Presently

Teaching

Cases

Mean

15
13
14

1.86
2.61
2.42

Tell children when they are wrong
and correct their errors. 5(c)

14
14
13

6.35
9.21

Employ instructional sirategies
adapted 10 the children's learning

15
14

styles and developmenlallevels. 5{O)

"15

Variables

Spelling tesls administered weekly.

4(r)

Assign numerical and/or letter
grades to chlldren. 5(1)

4.92

3.80

3.71
3.35

1.66
1.64
2.15

14
13

Differences related to number of students presently in
class.
Tables 36 and 37 show a breakdown of the differences 1n

responses

based

on

the

number

of

students

in

a

class.

Significant differences were found in the responses to four
items.

Two of these items related to the role of the teacher,

two others related to curriculum goals.
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The teachers with more than 20 children in their class
assigned a significantly higher degree or appropriateness to
the role of the teacher f.n providing tille tor free exploration

with materials than did the tei!lchers with classes of 20
less.

ot'

The teachers with fewer than 20 children in their class

placed a significantly higher degree of appropriateness on the
role of the teachor in setting up a broad range of activities
for children to ::oeler..::t from than did the others.

When considering curriculum 9oals,

the teachers with

fewer than 20 students in their class placed a significantly
higher degree of importance on the goal of helping children
acquire the body of knowledge they will need for elementary
schooL

The teachers with more than 20 students in their

class attributed a significantly higher degree of importance
to the goal of promoting learning through interaction with
peers.
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Table 36
ANQlJAlo Determine If a Significant Difference Occurs in QuestionnaIre Items Based
on Numbor of Students Presently In Class

Variables

df

Provide time for free exploration
with materials e,g., manipulative aIds,
painls, materials for science
investigations. 5(b)

1,41

4.60

.0363

Set up a broad range of activities for
children to select from. 5(1'1)

1,41

4.22

.0462

Help children acquire the body of
knowledge they will need for
elementary schooL 2(h)

1,41

4.26

.0453

1,41

4.0751

,0501

Promote learning through interaction

with peers. 2(1)
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Table 37
Mean Scores of Teachers' Perception of IIams Based On Number of Students in

Number of Students

Variables

in Class

Cases

Mean

< = 20
20

19

24

3.26
3.58

= 20

19

20

24

Provide lime lor free BlCploralion
with materials e.g., manipulative

aids, paints, malerials for science
investigations, 5(b)

>

Set up a broad range of activities
for children 10 select from. 5(0)

<

Help children acquire the body
01 knowledge they will need for
elementary schooL 2{h)

<
>

= 20

19

20

24

Promote learning through

<

= 20

19

interaction with peers. 2(1)

>

20

24

3.57
3.25

4.00
3.33
3.68
4.12

Differences related to orientation of training.

Tables 38 and 39 provide an indication of the items which
were perceived in a significantly different manner by teachers
depending on whether they were trained in primary, elementary
or secondary methods.
these related

Two differences were found and both of

to the role of

the teacher.

One obvious

variation is that the teachers who were secondary trained
attached a significantly higher degree of appropriateness to
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the practice of assigning numeral and/or letter grades to
children than did the primary or elementary trained teachers.
The primary and elementary teachers affixed the same degree of

appropriateness to this item.
The remaining diff",rence was evident in reference to the
practice of employing instructional strategies adapted to the
children's learning styles and developmental

levels.

The

primary and elementary trained teachers ascribed a significantly higher degree of appropriateness to this practice thun
the teachers who were trained in secondary methods.

Table 38
ANOyA To Determine If a Significant Difference Occurs in Responses Relative to

Orientation of TrainIng

Variables

dl

Employ instructional strategies
adapted to the children's learning
styles and development levels. 5(0)

2,40

3.83

.0299

Assign numerical and/or letter
grades to children. 5(t)

2.39

3.35

0454
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Table 39
Mean Scores of Teachers' Perception of Items Based On Training Orientation

Variables

Training

Employ Instructional strategies

Primary

adapted 10 the children's learning

Elementary

styles and developmenlallevals. 5(0)

Secondary

Assign numerical and/or leiter
grades to children. 5(1)

Elementary

Primary
Secondary

Cases

Mean

,.

&'
3

3.7
3.'
3.0

17
22
3

1.7
1.7
2.6

Five Teacher Interviews
Interview 1 - Grade One teacher.
This teacher indicated that in many respects teachers
around the province have begun to utilize a child centered
approach to instruction only within the last two years.

In

discussing the nature of her own classroom, she admitted that
it was not as child centered as she would like it to be.

On

the other hand, the teacher conceded that many of her current
practices were in line with child centeredness.

The following

were named:
use of whole language,
learning centers,
thematic approach,
extensive use of manipulative materialS,
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maintaining close contact with parents,
collecting dated

samples of

children's

work

in

folders,

children working in mh.:ed ability groups of three or

four,
utilization of a wide variety of resources,
use of higher order questioning techniques e.g., r
wonder what WQuld happen if?

interdiscipii...,.o?ry learning experiences,
planning of activities around interests e)(presscd by
children e.g., literacy events planned around the current fnd

of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles,
limited use of Department of Education textbooks and

guides,
change in her traditional role of just presenting

information.
A main

feature

of

child

centered

instruction,

teacher argued, is the focus on active learning.

this

As a means

of elaborating on what she perceived as active learning, the
teacher

provided a

detailed account of a

L"ecently completed in science.

plant

unit she

Activities taking place during

this unit included having children plant seeds,

bringing

plants from home, recording observations of growth, experimenting to determine the conditions under which plants grew
best and so on.

A second key

feature of this approach,

suggested the teacher, centers on the notion of developing a
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curriculum around

the

intere::;ts of the children.

In

an

attempt to do this the teacher remarked that in her own class
she is constantly talking to the children in an effort to

discover their likes and dislikes.
Quite a large number of issues were highlighted by this
teacher as acting against the implementation of child centered
instruction.

tive

staff,

These included lack of support from administra-

meager

financial

support

for

purchase

of

materials, large pupil teacher ratios, teachers who lack the
confidence to try ne\</' ideas, and the lack of preparation time.
The teacher

admi~ted

that she was able to achieve the degree

of child cente·ri,mness that she has in her class because many

of these obstacles do not apply to her situation.
size is

Her class

less than 10 and because she has limited family

responsibilities she is able to prepare materials for learning
centers on the weekends.
The teacher's experience with child centered instruction
has

persuaded her that this approach

is workable in the

classroom and that its advantages are multitudinous.

She

mentioned that her children are excited about learning, they
are becoming more independent learners as evidenced by the
fact that they now look in a dictionary or around the classroom to find the spelling of a word as opposed to asking her,
and they are constantly asking questions especially in the
area

of

science.

She believes

that

the

small

grouping

strategies that utilize mixed ability grouping benefit all
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children, in particular the slower child who is helped along
by the brighter one.

One concern about the implenentation of child centered
instruction

focused

on

the Department

of

Education.

The

interviewee expressed the opinion that in SOlDe ways what the
Department of Education was advocating and the concept or
child centered education were diametrically opposed.

She

cited the Department of Education practices of prescribed
textbooks,

compartmentalized guides,

and

the

breakdown of

curriculum objectives by grade level, as hindrances to child
centered instruction.
The

interview

concluded

with

a

discussion

of

play.

Regarding play, this teacher believes that play has no pI'ICC

in the primary classroom--it belongs in the kindergarten room.
Despite this opinion, she did speak of "guarded play".
discussing

activities

in her

classroom she

talked

When
about

permitting childrl!n to use puppets as they were great for
language development.

She also made reference to a recent

magnet display she had set up in her class which children were
free

to

experiment

around

with

whenever

they

desired.

Furthermore, she acknowledged that the children made extensive
use of manipulatives in mathematics.

She held the view that

while many children might consider such activities play, she
did not consider them to be so as she always had her own
hidden agenda tor providing what she termed "guarded play"
activities.
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!nll.rview

2

-

Grade Three teacher.

This teacher identified the following aspects ot' her own
program to be illustrative of child centered instruction:
practice of evaluating each child on the basis of
their individual achievement rate,

permitting children tc; move freely around the room,
desks arranged so children work together in small
groups,

wide

variety of

activities

for

the children to

select from,

children deciding the physical layout of the room,

a display of children's work everywhere,
integration of SUbject areas,
children selecting themes they want to pursue.
While she indicated that her own classroom is fai.rly
child centered, this teacher believes there is little evidence
to support the view that such an approach is used widely
across the province.
be true.

In fact, she perceived thE:: opposite to

She indicated that the Math Quest program, with its

focus on manipulatives, has been instrumental in supporting
such an approach but that while a few advances have been made
there is still a long way to go.

She spoke of visiting other

classrooms and speaking to teachers at conferences and coming
away with the impression that many

classroom~,

are still very

traditionally oriented.
She went on to point out a number of factors she con-

lB?
side red to be hampering child centered instruction.

The first

was her conviction that the aging teacher profession lacks the
energy necessary to create such classrooms, and secondly, her
stance that teachers really have no idea what child cent.ered
instruction is ahout.

She claimed that teachers may well

consider their classroom child centered if they have learninq
centers set up but to her there is nothing child centercd
about such an approach when all children are doing the s<lmc
thing.

In reference to this,

she gave an example of <Ill

children painting a tree at the art center and being provided
with no choices.
In contrast to the majority of teachers, this teacher did
not see financial restraints or lack of preparat ion time
impediments to child centered instruction.

ilS

She suggested th<lt

perhaps teachers need to make better use of their preparation
time.

From here she went on to maKe mention of the fact that

she recently visited a school that had an overabundance or
materials and that she saw little concrete evidence that thb
school was any \flare child centered than her own school in
which a scarcity of resources exists.
This individual assigned a high priority to the learning
of basic skills.
reading,

Basic skills to her encompassed the areas o[

mathematics and creative thinking_

She cited the

sheer magnitude of knowledge growth as the reason for teachers
to

involve children

utilize information.

in the process of how to access <tnt!
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It was felt that the provincial curriculum guides
important in the child centered classroom as some guidelines
need to be established in relationShip to what: the children
across the province should achieve lit each grade level.

She

deen:ed it to be potentially harmful to the education system if
teachers all pursued different objectives.

on the other hand,

she perceived the teKtbooks awthorized by the Department of
Education

as

instruction.

an

unnecessary

component

of

child

centered

In lieu of textbooks the idea was P1.tt forth of

a well-stocked library containing encyclopedias and a wide

variety of children's literature.
1\.

numb£!r of advantages were linked to child centered

instruction.

The first was that it increases the exchange of

ideas among children so they learn to share and get along with
each other.
This

The second was the decrease in behavior problems.

teacher

stated

that

as

child

centered

instruction

capitalized on the children's interests it created a great
enthusiasm among them for what they were doing, hence eliminating most problems.
In conclusion, a lenljthy discussion of play ensued.

In

brief, the teacher believes that the whole of education must
come to be play.

She related the innumerable pressures on

children today (single families, abUse, poverty) as creating
an urgent need for classrooms that are relaxing places to be.
She ended by stating the viewpoint that play does not negate
the existence of discipline but, in fact, creates discipline.

18,\

Through the informal exploration of materials, pl.Jying games
such as checkers or snakes and ladders,
concepts.

children do leanl

Play is important to child centered instruct i on

because it provides them with freedom,

discipline,

and the

opportunity to laugh.

Interview 3 - Grade One. t.eacher.

To this teacher, a key aspect of child centared instruction

is

its emphasis on the

interests of children.

She

remarked that she capitalizes on such interests when selecting
themes for development.

It was mentioned that the themes

chosen for study in her classroom often relate to the immediate environment of her children.

Recently her clnss were

studying about farms since it was spring time and many of them
were excited about the lambs they saw around.

This practjce,

along with her use of manipulatives and small group instruction,

was

viewed by

the teacher

as a

step

towards

child

centered instruction.
This individual felt that most teachers are attempting to
implement child centered instruction but
barriers exist.

that a

number of

She remarked that some of these barriers were

lack of funding, large pupil/teacher ratios, limited preparation time and teachers' own negative attitudes.

When refer-

ring to the items which are supportive of child centered
education frequent reference was made to the importance of
collaboration with peers.

She stated that her school has
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anol:her teacher working at the same grade level so it has
become easier to plan more child-oriented activities.
importance

of

visiting

other

schools

and

observing

The
child

centered classrooms was also alluded to.

This

individual

maintained that teachers

centered

classroom

children

acquire the basic skills of reading,

math.

have

a

responsibility

to

in a

child

ensure

that

writing

and

The suggestion was made that the "how" of achieving

this involved the use of varied instructional strategies.
Reference was made to the use of interdisciplinary learning

experiences. resource-based teaching and leurning centers.

In

the opinion of thh' teacher, the curriculum guides produced by
the Department of E::l.ucation assist with the task of identifying

appropriate

objectives

for

the

children

teachers on approximately the same track.

and

keeping

In her view it is

important that teachers at each grade level maintain a high
degree of consistency in their program objectives.

Textbooks

were viewed as being appropriate for use in the child centered
classroom because younger children like the feeling of having
"their own little book".

The point \"i.'S stressed that text-

books would be used for instructional purposes about half the
time.

The gui-:lebooks which accompany the textbooks were

considered to be useful, sinLle she felt they often provided a
wide range of enrichment and remediation ideas.
Her view of

th~

environment in a child centered classroom

is that of a bUSy place Where the teacher is constantly moving
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around the
thinking.

room,

questioning children and spurring

their

"l wonder Why?" she observed, would be a frequently

used phrase.

Children in such a classroom would be helping

each other--working in a kind of buddy system.

They would be

seen moving around the classroom without asking the permission

of their teacher.
The teacher in this type of classroom, stated the interviewee/ would promote active learning in much the same way she
does in her own classroom.
temperature

which

An example was given of a stUdy of

involved

having

the

children

go

both

outdoors and around different areas inside the school to milke

temperature recordings.
The teacher perceived the use of play t:o be invaluable in
her own class::'oom and a must in the chil..iren centered classShe pointed to seVeral play activities in her own
classroom--attribute blocks that two boys had recently used in
their challenge to each other to make the biggest triangle and
to a selection of teacher-made games.

She ended the interv lew

bi saying that play is a big word to a child and that when it
is attached to learning activities, teachers receive a much
better response from children.

Play, emphasized this teacher,

is a big part of what child centered instruction is all about.

Interview 4 - Grade Three teacher.
This teacher indicated that her classroom is somewhat
child centered and identified the following feature$ of her
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program as such:

presence of five learning centers,
organization of program around themes,

expansive ranfJe of reading material in her class,
current

focus

on

reading

a~d

writing o!lctivities

beyond the basals authorized by the Department of Education,

seating of children in groups of four or five,
freqllcnt use of open-ended questions.
She professed that a child centered approach is being
used minimally across the province (by less than 20% of the

teachers).

The view is held that it is priinarily in the artla

of language arts that teachers have been promoting many of the
instructional strategies associated with child centeredness
such as the use of learning ccr:ters, providing children with
a wide

range of reading materials and the development of

themes which evolve out of the interests of children.
A number of factors were seen to be non-supportive in the
implementation of this approach.
of materials,

Among those cited were lack

insufficient support from other individuals,

especially teachers on staff, and in particular the principal.
The negative attitudes held by some teachers, more specifically U.s attitude that this ;,.pproach results in chaos within
the class:room,

was identified as another irf!tJeding factor.

Likewise, a number of sources were mentioned by this teacher
as being supportive of child centered instruction.
include plenty of

resourc~

materials,

These

small pupil/teacher
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ratio

(approximately

support,

either

in

15: 1),
the

form

and
of

some
a

degree

volunteer

of

in-class

helper

or a

remedial teacher.
One other element identified as a source which would make

the

transition

to

child

centered

teachers was also referred to,
grated curriculum.

instruction

easier

for

namely the need for an inte-

The teacher pointed out that it is up the

Department of Education to create a more integrated curricu-

lum, as classroom teachers lack the time to figure out how
this can be achiElved.
The

intervie\~ee

indicated that the learning of basic

skills would be given a high priority in the child centered
classroom.

She perceived that a large percentage of the day

would be organized around reading, writing, and mathematics
activities.
One of the advantages of such instruction, according to
this teacher, was that the approach was extremely motivating
for the children.

She stated that extrinsic rewards still had

to be provided, as a few children \o1ould choose to do nothing

in such a set-up if left unre\o1arded.

Another named advantage

included the idea that stUdent/student interactions \o1ere more
positive in a child centered classroom.

The children sho\o1ed

a greater willingness to help each other and to share ideas.
The

topic

of

the

Department of

Education authorized

textbooks and guides generated a great deal of conversation
during the interview.

The teacher indicated that textbooks
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play a very small role in the child centered approach but
suggested that the curriculum guides are more useful as they
provide a list of objectives that are appropriate for children
at each grade level.

This teacher felt that the guidebooks

accompanying the various programs were also useful in that
they provided a profusion of activities that teachers could
refer to when designing learning experiences for children with
a wide range of abilities.

Regarding the role of the teacher in the child centered
classroom,

she believed that the role would be more of a

facilitative one, that is to say, the teacher would be there
to help children who were encountering

diffiCUlty with a

particular concept.
In

relation

to

play

in the

classroom,

the

teacher

dismissed the idea of rambunctious playground type activity
but suggested that activities such as manipulating concrete
materials

in

math,

and

completing

tasks

learning centers, might be considered play.

at

the

various

She noted the

fact that children labeled these things play possibly because
they considered them to be fun and unstructured.

The inter-

view concluded with the teacher commenting that she may have
a lot of misunderstanding concerning the meaning of play but
added that any

activity the children expressed enjoyment

towards fell into the realm of her definition of play.

,
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Interview 5 - Grade Three teacher.

The teacher who participated in this interview regarded
her own classroom as child centered.

She talked about using

the child as the focus of her program, and being very flexible
in her programming.

If she found,

for example,

the children

were not interested in pursuing an activity she had planned
for the day, she would be willing to change and go along with
some of the children 1 s

part

of

child

ideas.

centeredness

She pointed out that a large

involves

being

responsive

to

children I s interests and using such interests as t.he basis for
learning experiences.
This teacher viewed her role to be of a

facilitative

nature, one which saw her primarily concerned with challenging
children's thinking.

This teacher identified a number of

instructional practices she currently employs in her classroom
that she considers child centered.

These included the use of

concrete learning materials, development of themes on topics
children have expressed an interest in,

extensive use of

varied grouping strategies, interdisciplinary learning, field
trips,

utilization

of

resource people,

and

planning

for

individual rates of learning.
She felt that the extent to which this approach has been
adopted around the province is almost niL

A number of

reasons were provided for this opinion.

is that she

One

believes teachers lack a background in the principles of child
development,

a

background

she

perceives

to

be

vital

if
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teachers are to successfully implement child centered instruction.

Another is that the large number of children in some

classrooms makes

it

extremely difficult

for

teachers

to

arrange small group activities and instruction of an individualized nature.

Several others included lack of funds for

purchase of materials,

lack of flexibility on the part of

teachers to extend instruction into the community, and finally
a lack of administrative support at the school level.

This teacher criticized a number of factors she perceived
to be a deterrent to child centered instruction.

Among these

were such practices as grade retention and a textbook coverage
approach to curriculum.
She viewed the
writing

and

learning of skills

mathematics

as

important

such as
to

child

reading,
centered

instruction and drew attention to the importance of having
some "standards" in place so that teachers would not be left
without a sense of direction.

For this purpose, she stated,

teachers should look to the curriculum guide for support and
to obtain an indication of the appropriate objectives for the
various grade levels.
When

questioned

about the use

of

textbooks

and the

teachers' guides which frequently accompany these texts, this
teacher insisted they would be used very flexibly in the child
centered classroom.

She spurned the use of textbooks that had

all children in the classroom working on the same page.

She

indicated that she uses the guides strictly on a referral
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basis,

for

example,

if she wants an idea

for

teaching a

particular skill.
The interview concluded with a discussion of play.
teacher addressed the phenomanal
she perceives play to create.

motiv~tion

The

for learning that

She ascribed to the view that

a substantial amount of play would be taking place in tile
child centered classroom.

children working with manipulatives

in math, paints at the art center, role playing, creating with
play dough, dramatizing a story and the like would be common
sights in such a classroom.

In conclusion, she stated her

conviction that child centered instruction would become more
of a reality if teachers sat back and observed the children
they taught--observed how they learn.

Summary

of

interviews.

A review of the interviews indicates that teachers havo
many common perceptions regarding child centered instruction.
Interdisciplinary learning, play, whole language, the thematic
approach, small group instruction, and the extensive use of
manipulative
instructional

materials

were

strategies

that

repeatedly
teachers

listed
feel

among

typify

t.he
this

approach.
There was a strong consensus among the interviewees on
the need for a focus on the basic skills in a child centered
classroom.
reading,

Basic skills
writing,

were most

and mathematics.

often
In

referred to as
this

light,

the
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curriculum guides authorized by the Department of Education

were viewed as

being a valuable resource.

Most

teachers

agreed that these guides would provide an appropriate list of
objectives for each grade level and, hence, ensure that some
measure of consistency, in terms of standards, would exist

around the province.
In

contrast,

authorized

textbooks were

judged as

a

resource which would have a very limited use in the classroom.
The general opinion expressed Io'as that such books would be

used less than half the time and even then on a

selective

basis.

Collectively,

regarding

the

the teachers

factors

they

held

believe

very

similar beliefs

operate

implementation of child centered instruction.

against

the

Among those

frequently named were large pupil/teacher ratios, inadequate
amounts of time for

preparation,

and

limited funds.

The

reverse factors were listed as being supportive.
Most teachers in the interview sample ascribed to the
importance of play in the child centered classroom.

Free

exploration with manipUlative materials and varied choices in
activities were labell.l:!d as play-like although several of the
teachers expressed an uncertainty as to what the concept of
play actually means.
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This chapter consisted of a presentation of the findings
which were derived from the data analysis.

It delineated the

major perceptions teachers hold of child centered instruction.
Their perceptions of the following areas, as each pertains to
child centered instruction, were ascertained:
curriculum goals,
organization of the learning environment,
instructional strategies,
role of the teacher,
their vision

of what a child centered classroom

would be like,
extent to which adoption has occurred,
child cent.ered aspects of their own classrooms,
factors supportive and non-supportive of implementation.
The results were presented in tabular form and discussed.
A number of additional findings were pr"sented that resulted
from a breakdown of the variables of teaching experience,
present teaching assignment, number of students in class, and
training orientation.

The chapter concluded with a summary of

the five teacher interviews.
The final chapter will present a brief overview of the
research purposes and the methodology.

It will present a more

detailed discussion of the results, a summary of the con-
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elusions,

and a list of recommendations based on the afore-

mentioned findings.

The chapter will conclude with a number

of implications for future research.

1%
CHAPTER V

Summary,

This

Conc~usions

concluding

chapter

and Recommendations

contains

research purposes and the methodology.
are presented and discussed.

a

summary

of

the

General conclusions

Recommendations for action,

well as implications for future research, are presented.

Research Purposes

The general purpose of the study was to gain an increased
understanding of

the concept, child centered instruction.

specifically, the study was conducted to obtain answers to the
following questions:

1.

What are the

instruction

major

features

as delineated by the

of

child

literature

centered

inclUding the

provincial curriculum documents and resources?
2.

What curriculum goals do teachers perceive to be

important to child centered instruction?
3.

What factors do teachers regard as being important

considerations \oIhen organizing the learning environment for
instruction in a child centered classroom?
4.

What

instructional

practices,

as

perceived

by

teachers, are illustrative of child centered instruction?
5.

What factors do teachers identify as important to
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the role of the teacher in a child centered classroom?

6.

What

practices

degree

identified

of

congruence

exists

as child centered

in

between

the

the literature

(including the authorized curriculum guide and resources) and
teachers'

7.

perceptions of child centered instruction?

To what degree do teachers perceive child centered

instruction to be implemented?
8.

What factors do teachers consider to be supportive

of the implementation of child centered instruction?

9.

What factors are viewed by teachers as being non-

supportive of the implementation of child centered instructicn?

Methodology

The final sample consisted of 43 teachers in a select
school district of NeWfoundland and Labrador.
two

components:

a

questionnaire

and

The study had

an interview.

The

questionnaire was used to determine the teachers' perceptions
of child centered instruction relevant to specific dimensions,
While the intervie.... was used to provide further elaboration on
specific sections of the questionnaire.
form

items

Subsequently,

were

coded

for

descriptive

use

and

in

Data from the closed
a

computer

statistical

performed on Parts I to V of the questionnaire.

program.

analyses

were

The data from

the open-ended section of the questionnaire, Parts VI to VIII,
were quantified by the researcher, who reviewed the answers to
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each of the questions and classified the similar responses

into a number of categories.

Conclusions

The.'! main conclusions arising

discussed

from this study will

There will be, however, one exception.

to

a

be

in relation to the proposed research questions.
The responses relevant

discussion of the degree of congruence that

exists

between the practices identified as child centered

in the

literature (including the provincial curriculum documents and
resources),

child

centered

instruction will be interwoven, where applicable,

and

teachers'

pGrceptions

of

into the

discussion of the major research questions.
1.

What

are

the major

features

of

child

centered

instruction as delineated by the literature, inclUding the
provincial curriculum documents and resources?
Table 40 presents a summary of the main points brought
out

in each section of the

literature review.

The points

relevant to each section of the questionnaire are noted.
2.

What curriculum goals do teachers per(.eive to be

important to child centered instruction?
The data obtained from the study indicate that there is
general agreement among primary teachers on the goals they
perceive to be important in the child centered classroom.
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Much of this agreement centers on goals such as the need to
focus

on

all

the developmental

areas,

to

promote

active

learning, to design curriculum around the needs and interests

of children and to work towards a

balance

in the product

versus process approaches.

One

response

in

this

section

that

warrants:

further

discussion concerns the issue of a differential curriculum.

It is interesting to note that a large percentage (72%) of the
teachers perceived that it would be important to promote such
a curriculum.

This view appears to be in direct contrast with

the ideas currently advocated in much of the early c\lildhood

This literature, according to lUenkin and ReIly

literature.

(1987) and NAEYC (1989), regards this approach as inappropriate to the way in which young children do their learning.
In fact, throughout the literature review undertaken for this
study, interdiscipli nary learning, as opposed to a differential curriculum, was identified as an essential component of
child centered

instruction.

While the teachers

strongly

supported discrete SUbject teaching they also perceived the
rola of interdisciplinary learning as important.

In fact, 81%

fel t teachers should have this type of learning occurring in
their class

40-100%

of the time.

The rasearch

findings

obtained from the data provide no definitive role for either
discrete SUbject or interdisciplinary learning.
Perhaps this finding results from the fact that Children
~,

the

provincial

curriculum

handbook,

does

not
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advocate one approach over the other.

Instead, it holds the

view that both have a place in the curriculum.

On the other

hand, the Program of studies, which provides descriptions for

each SUbject area as well as recommended time allotments,
appears

to

Likewise,

be

supportive

so does the

of

discrete

subject

Department's policy

textbook for individual SUbject areas.

of

teaching.

prOViding

a

Such practices appear

to be in direct conflict with the interdisciplinary approar::h
currently promoted by proponents of child centered ins tructicI'.

The discrepancy between the views promoted by the

Department of Education and those promoted in the current
literature could be confounding this issue far teachers.

Several ather findings from this section are noteworthy.
The results of the analysis of variance which cross-tabulated
curriculum goals with numbers of years of teaching experience,
found that the teachers wno had taught for 15 years or less
placed a significantly higner degree of importance an the goal
of

promoting

interact

learning

with

concrete

through

frequent

learning

opportunities

materials

teachers who had taught longer than 15 years.

than

did

to
the

This might be

related to the fact that the younger teachers began their
carecr at a time when many of the programs,

in particular

schmce and mathematics, were placing an increasingly larger
emphasis an concrete learning.
One other difference was related to yearS of teaching
experience.

The data indicated that teachers who had taught
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for 15 years or less placed a significantly higher degree of
importance on the goal of ensuring that children master the
objectives outlined in the provincial curriculum documents
than did their counterparts.

Perhaps the more experienced

teachers have moved away from the guides and are now setting
their own objectives based on their experiences

with the

children.
Two other differences with respect to perceived curricu-

lum goals were evident when a comparison was made with class
size.

The teachers who had fewer than 20 children placed a

significantly higher degree of importance on the goal of
helping children acquire the body of knowledge they will need

for elementary school than the teacher who had class enrolments exceeding 20.

This could possibly be linked to a

commonly held view that greater academic learning takes place
when lower pupil/teacher ratios exist.
Teachers with more than 20 students in their class placed
a significantly higher degree of importance on the goal of
promoting learning through interaction with peers.

This may

be connected to the fact that with large class sizes the
amount of time a teacher can spend with individual children is
significal1tly reduced.

A number of teachers alluded to this

in their open-ended responses and made comments concerning the
practice

of

utilizing

academically

advanced

children

as

teacher a ides.
3.

What factors do teachers regard as being important

'04

considerations when organizing the learning environment for
instruction in a child centered· classroom?

The data from this part of the questionnaire indicate
that teachers' perceptions of how the learning environment in

the child centered classroom should be organized are very
similar.

Among

the practices most commonly identified by

teachers in the study as being appropriate to the learning

environment are:
1.

Classroom displays comprised of equal amounts of

commercial, teacher made, and child produced materials.
2.

Instruction extended outside the classroom to the

community.
3.

Free movement of children.

<I.

Varied grouping strategies.

5.

Extensive use of materials matched to the develop-

mental levels of children.
6.

Materials displayed at children's eye level.

The

practices

considered

by

teachers

to

be

child

centered, with one minor exception (classroom displays), are
also

viewed as

however,

appears

such

in

the

to place a

literature.

The

literature,

larger emphasis on classroom

displays being largely made up of children's work than do the
teachers.

Likewise,

there was a high degree of consensus

among teachers on the practices they viewed as inappropriate.
These included:
1.

Formal arrangements of seating with desks in rows.
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2.

Extensive use of worksheets and workbooks.

3.

segregation of special needs children.

These practices were also labeled as inappropriate in the
literature.

be

tak.en

NAEYC (1989), for example, states:

to avoid

isolating

segregated classroom" (p. 77).
Pollishuke (1990).

special

needs

"Care should

children

in

a

NAEYC, along with Schwartz and

suggest that neither row by row seating

arrangements nor drill with worksheet and workbook activities

are child centered practices.

It was interesting to note that teachers were split on
the issue of whether children should decide where they want to
sit.

A little more than half (56%)

felt that children should

decide where they want to sit, while the remaining deemed such
a practice inappropriate.

While this finding is noteworthy,

it is not surprising when looked at in the context of the
responses

teachers

made

to

the

grouping

questie'n.

The

grouping arrangement most often selected (41% of the teachers)
was needs:

remediation/enrichment.

The make-up of groups

such as this would likely be a teacher decision.
This relates to another finding, again linked to grouping
practices.

Almost half of the teachers (41%) stated that in

a child centered classroom, children would usually sit in
needs-based (remediation/enrichment) groups.

only about a

quarter

heterogeneoas

of

the

teachers

(24%)

identified

grouping as the usual form of grouping.

This is somewhat

different from the perspective found in the literature.
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Schwartz and Pollishuke (1990),

the Child-centred Classroom,

in their book

as previously noted,

~

maintain

that heterogeneous grouping is the most effective grouping
strategy to JlIeet the needs of children.

however,

These authors do,

acknowledge that other forms of groupings have a

place in the child centered classroom.

geneous groupings

do have a place

They state:

"Uomo-

in the child centered

classroom as forums for teaching at the point of need"

(p.

19) .

The

questionnaire

item

relevant

to

grouping

respondents to choose only one form of grouping.

asked

The subse-

quent interviews suggested that teachers found it difficult to
select anyone grouping strategy over the other as they
perceived them all to be appropriate.

Throughout the course

of the interviews, most teachers repeatedly stated that they
use all types of grouping depending on the needs arising in
their class.

One example was given of the use of homogeneous

grouping to pUll together a group of children who were having
difficulty with a particUlar math concept.
An analysis of variance in relation to number of years
teaching, orientation of training, grade presently teaching
and the number of students in a class was conducted.

With

respect to teachers' perceptions of the learning environment
in a child centered class only one difference was found.
difference was related to the years

o~

This

experience variable.

The teachers who taught for a period of time greater than 15
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years attached a significantly greater degree of appropriateneSG

to the use of worksheets and workbooks in the child

centered classroom.

This may be linked to the idea that the

older teachers may tend to use more traditional type instruc-

tional strategies.

What

instruotional

practices,

as

percoived:

by

teachers, are illustrative of child: centered instruction?

The data from this part of the study indicated that a

teachers'

repertoire of

teaching strategies

in

centered classroom is perceived to be varied.

the

child

Among the

strategies frequently considered by the surveyed teachers to
be appropriate to child centered instruction were:

1.

Thematic work on

topics

in which children

have

expressed an interest.
2.

Interdisciplinary teaching.

3.

Utilization of open-ended questioning techniques.

4.

Promotion

of

play

through

use

of

manipUlative

materials and free choice activity.
5.

Whole group, small group and individual activities.

6.

Use of external rewards to enhance motivation.

7.

Large blocks of time assigned to activities.

While teachers were fairly agreeable as to what instructional strategies belonged in a child centered classroom, they
were also agreeable on the strategies they deemed inappropriate.

These included:
1.

Reading taught as a separate SUbject.
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2.

Children working in centers only when they have

completed all their assigned activities.
3.

Extensive

use

of

teacher

demonstrated

science

lessons.
4.

weekly spelling tests.

5.

Utilization of rewards and punishments as preferred

discipline methods.

One area in which teachers' perceptions differed from the
literature was concerned with the use of external awards.
While one of the

largest compilations of early childhood

literature (NAEye) places the use of e>/ternal rewards under
its list of inappropriate practices, a substantial number of
teachers (67%) perceived such rewards to be appropriate for
use in the child centered classroom.

to the interview data.

This finding was similar

All interviewed teachers considered

the usa of external rewards to be apPl·opriata.

Most linked

the rationale for using such a practice to the difficulties
they encounter in motivating children to complete their work.
No clear direction was obtained from the stUdy regarding
the usage of curriculum guides to plan instruction.

About 50%

of the teachers stated they would env isage the guides being
used about half the time,
stated they

~ould

while the remaining percentage

be used more than half the time.

Most ofteT}

teachers suggested they would be used as a SOUl"ce fl"om .....hich
grade level objectives could be obtained.
It is evident from the responses to both the open-ended
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and

the

closed

questions

of the

perceive the learning of the J

interview

Rs

(reading,

that

teacherE>

writing,

and

mathematics) to be of prime importance in the child centered
classroom.
One last finding to be elaborated on is in reference to

textbook usage.

Teachers (71%) indicated that they would see

such books being used less than half the time.

This leads the

researcher to question

Department of

the validity of the

Education' 5 policy of supplying textbooks en masse to school
boards.

Given the relatively low priority teachers assign to

the use of textbooks, maybe the pilot begun by the Department
approximately two years ago, in which select school boards are

reimbursed funds when they do not request a full allotment of
textbooks,

is a

jUdicious one.

Perhaps the provision of

grants in lieu of tp.xtbooks, will do more to foster the growth
of child centered instruction as recommended in the provincial
primary curriculum guide.
When an analysis of variance was conducted to determine
whether the number of years teaching would make a difference
in the instructional strategies deemed by teachers to be
important

in

the child

centered

classroom,

significant differences were uncovered.

a

number

of

The teachers with 15

or less years teaching experience attributed a significantly
greater degree of appropriateness to maintaining a balance
between whole group, small group and individual working times
in the child centered classroom than did the more eXPQrienced
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teachers.

The

less

experienced

teachers

also

affixed

a

significantly higher degree af appropriateness to the use of
varied

grouping

strategies.

This

may

indicate

that

the

younger teachers are more open to flexibility in instructional
methods.

The teachers with more than 15 years of teaching experience placed a significantly higher degree of appropriateness,

than did

their counterparts,

on

the use of computers

teachers to reinforce previously taught skills.

by

This could be

explained by the fact that, to date, computers have not been
widely used in the primary schools, so that many of the older
teachers would have had little or no experience with using the
computer as an instructional tool.

In contrast, the younger

group may have had mare exposure in university courses to the
variety of ways in which computers can be used.
only one other difference showed up in the completed
analysis of variance.

This difference occurred with respect

to present teaching assignment.

It was found that the grade

two teachers placed a signi ficantly greater degree of appropriateness on the administration of spelling tests than the
other two grades.

A

partial reason for this finding might be

linked to the fact that the Department of Education authorizes
a formal spelling program beginning at grade two.
s.

What factors do teachers identify as important to

the role of the teacher in a child centered classroom?
Overall, there was an overwhelming perception that the
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teacher

in

the

child centered

classroom

catalyst in the learning process.
a

would

act

The teacher was viewed as

facilitator who circulates around the classroom,

provocative

questions

learning.

certain

discernible:

and

trends

in

general

guiding

in

teachers'

aSking

children's

perceptions

were

(a) providing children with choice; (b) utiliz-

ing positive guidance techniques; (c) promoting both creative
and divergent thinking;

focusing

on

(d) planning play opportunities;

development

of

self-concept;

curriculum on the basis of needs and

(fl

(e)

organizing

interests;

and

(9)

utilizing instructional strategies suited to the different
learning styles and developmental levels of the children.

These

findings

evidently

exists

teacher's

role

literature.

in

indicate that a high degree of match
between
the

teachers I

child

centered

perceptions

of

the

classroom

and

the

Much of the literature, Day (1975) • Blenkin and

Kelly (1987). NAEY'C (1989) and schwartz and pollishuke (1990)
presents the same profile of the teacher' s role as did the
research data.
There was also strong agreement on the practices teachers
did not associate with the role of the teacher in a child
centered classroom.
involvement.

The first of these centered on parental

The majority of teachers deemed it inappropriate

to limit interaction with parents.
supported in the literature.

This view is certainly

A recent book, for example, by

Schwartz and Pollishuke (1990) devotes a whole chapter to the
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important role parental involvement plays in the creation of
child centered classrooms.

primary handbook,

Children Learning, the provincial

also assigns a complete chapter to the

importance of parent-school relations.
The second point of strong agreement pertained to the
measurement of students' progress.

The majority of teachers

considered it inappropriate to define student progress

in

terms of the criteria outlined in the Department "r Education
documents or in comparison with other children.

Eighty-.~iqht

percent of the teachers also considered it inappropriate to

assign numerical and/or letter grades to children.
These findings are again consistent with what is being
advocated in the Ii terature.

Children Learning, the prev in-

cia1 primary handbook, emphatically states:

" ... descriptive

comments are best for primary school reports" (p. 87).

NAEVe

(1989) also supports anecdotal reporting and repudiates use of
numerical and/or letter grades,

and comparative evaluation

strategies.
When an

analysis of

variance was completed,

several

differences were seen in relation to years experiences, grade
presently teaching r pupil/teacher ratio, and orientation of
training.
The teachers with more than 15 years experience attached
a significantly greater degree of appropriateness to limiting
interactions with parents to the formal r<lporting periodS,
than did the teachers who had taught less than 15 years.

Con-
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versely, teachers with less experience attributed a significantly greater degree of appropriateness to the provision of

regular opportunities for parents to participate in classroom
activities.

This

finding

could

be

linked

to

a

greater

propensity on the part of the younger teachers to actively

encourage parental involvement.
When responses were compared on the basis of the grade
teachers

were

surfaced.

presently

Grade

two

assigned

teachers,

to,

three

differences

sUbstantially

more

than

teachers of the other grades, placed a significantly higher

degree of appropriateness on telling children when they ;;I,re
wrong and correcting their errors.

The grade three teachers placed a significantly lesser
degree

of

appropriateness

on

the

practice

of

employing

instructional strategies adapted to the children's learning
styles and developmental level than did either of the other
two grades.

The teachers at the grade three level placed a

significantly higher degree of appropriateness on the practice
of assigning numerical and/or letter grades to children.
These findings may be linked t.o the pressure primary teachers
feel is exerted upon them by the elementary school.

Assign-

ment of numerical and letter grades is the norm in elementary
school.

Likewise,

it would

schools are not as varied

be

expected

that elementary

in their use of instructional

strategies as the primary teachers.

It could be conceivable

that grade three teachers who have children moving directly
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into the elementary school are more prone to adopt strategies

that complement those used in elementary than teachers at the
grade one and two levels.
several other differences in responses were noted when a
comparison was done with pupil/teacher ratio.

who had

more

than

20 students

significantly

greater

provision

time

of

for

degree

The teachers

in their clas5 affixed
of

appropriateness

exploration

to

a

the

with materials.

The

teachers with less than 20 students attributed a significantly
higher degree of approprihteness to setting up a broad runge

of activities for children to select from than did teachers
with more than 20 students.

It is probable that the teachers

with fewer students felt that smaller classes would be more
conducive to varied activities.
6.

'1'0 what degree do teachers perceive child centered

instruction to :be implemented?
The vast majority of teachers (64%) perceive that this is
an approach which teachers are currently working towards.
small

fraction

of

the

teachers

approach was used extensively.

(19t)

allowed

that

A

this

Given the fact that many of

the teachers, both in this stUdy and in the recent survey
completed

by

the

provincial

primary

Teachers'

council,

considered that they were working with minimum materials,
insufficient preparation time and a large pupil/teacher ratio,
this

finding appears to be borne out.

Another possible

consideration is that the Department of Education at the
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beginning of

the 1991 school

year published a

curriculum

handbook tr"lt lends some common directions to primary education in terms of philosophy and practices.

A rinal influenc-

ing foetor could be related to teacher training.

study I

61%

of

the

teachers

indicated

completed any recent training.

that

In this

they

had

not

It can be assumed that such

training would be directed to currently advocated approaches

such as child centered instruction.
7.

What factors do teachers consider to be supportive

of the implementation of child centered instruction'?
In general the respondents felt that there were a number
of prevailing

factors in the educational system that were

directly supportive of child centered instruction.

These

factors were in most respects a reverse of the ones found to
be non-supportive.

An abundance of materials,

sufficient

preparation time, and small pupil/teacher ratios were identified by 90t or more of the respondents as being supportive of
child centered instruction.

Again, given the nature of the

11 terature on early childhood education, this finding is not
unexpected.

Schwartz and Pollishuke (1990), in their descrip-

tion of the child centered classroom, provide quite lengthy
lists of materials and resources needed for various learning
centers.

As stated previously, both NAE'iC (1989) and NAESP

(1990) stress the need for small pupil/teacher ratios.
a

cursory glance at

the

Even

instructional approaches deemed

appropriate to the child centered classroom (learning cente.rs
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activity-inquiry method, individual activities) points to the
need far large blocks of time for organizing instruction.
What factors are viewed by teachers as being non-

supportive of the implementation of child centerea ins tructicn?
In general there was a high degree of unanimity among
teachers

regarding factors they considered to be adversely

affecting the implementation of this approach.
tors--large pupil/teacher ratio,

Three

fac-

insufficient materialS and

lack of preparation time--were identified as such by over BOl

of

the

respondents.

These

results

Current

recommends a

pupil/teacher ratio of 15:1

grades

(Grades

I-III).

research

are

surprising.

The

(NAESP,

not particularly

1990)

for

example,

for all primary

literature specific to

early

childhood education, NAEYC (1989), is replete with references
to the need for a wide array of concrete learning materials in
the

classroom.

Concerns

related

to

class size

in

this

province have led to the recommendation of the Newfoundland
Teachers' Association, that school boards set up committees to
examine and make recommendation regarding class size.
In
teachers,

an

effort

to

identify

the

concerns

of

primary

the provincial primary Teachers' Council recently

surveyed primary teachers across the province.

One finding

reported in this survey was that teachers are very concerned
with lack of preparation time for developing learning center
materials, planning themes and so forth.

In fact, the idea of
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a planning day a month was suggested.

One interesting finding is that over half of the teachers
(58%) considered the Department of Education to be hindering
the implementation of this approach.
open-ended question,

When responding to this

teachers commented on the Department's

policy of supplying a single textbook for each curriculum
area.

They felt that this policy promotes the use of discrete

SUbject teaching and

consequently inhibits

the use of an

interdisciplinary approach which is advocated by the proponents of child centered instruction.
a

memorandum dated

september 20,

It should be noted that
1991,

on the SUbject of

interdisciplinary learning, was sent to all district superin-

tendents by the Department of Education.

This memorandum

sought to clarify the Department's position on such learning.
The

point

that

all

learning

experiences

exclusively subject oriented was made.

need

not

be

Interdisciplinary

learning in the form of themes and field trips was stressed
although it was emphasized that such an approach demands
ce.reful planning on the part of the teacher.
A number of recent initiatives by the

Department of

Education, most notably the authorizing of an art textbook for
every primary child, was seen to contravene the view of active
learning.

One teacher noted that she has 25 children in her

class and would have preferred to use the money spent on books
to purchase the paint, paper and other materials that would
get the children "doing" art.
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One

other point

that was made

with

respect to the

Department of Education focused on its promotion of a graded
system.

Some teachers

centered

instruction

expressed

is

to

the

become.

view

a

that

reality

if

child

an ungraded

primary system is needed.

Recommendations for Action

1.

The Department of Education,

in cooperation with

school districts, should begin an examination of the role of
its authorized resources and curriculum guides in supporting
the concept of child centered classrooms.
2.

The

Department

of

Education

should

current policy of supplying textbooks en
districts.

rethink

masse

its

to school

The initiative begun several years ago, in which

selected school boards were provided funds when they did not
request the

full

allotment of textbooks,

appears to be a

practice worth continuing.
3.

The Department of Education should provide financial

assistance to boards to help with the creation of district
resource centers.
4.

The Department of Education recently supplied two

videos to all

school districts relevant to child centered

instruction.

These

worthwhile viewing.

videos produced

in Manitoba

make

for

Nevertheless, the need exists. for more

provincially produced materials.
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5.

The

Department

of

Education

supplied

kits

of

materials for primary and elementary science programs some 20
years ago.

In recent years it has also supplied manipulative

materials for mathematics.

There is a need to extend this

commitment and provide ongoing funding for materials, particularly in the curriculum areas of science and mathematics.
6.

The Department of Education needs to provide more

guidelines to teachers on

interdisciplinary

teaching tech-

niques.
7.

The

Department

of

Education

should

compile

a

bibliography of resource material pertinent to child centered
instruction.
8.

A copy of creating the Child-Centred Classrgom by

Susan Schwartz and Mindy Pollishuke (1990) should be supplied
to

every

primary

teacher

in

the

province,

either

by the

Department of Education or individual school boards.
9.

School

boards

across

the

province

should

give

consideration to varied inservice sessions--short courses on
child centered instruction (theory into practice),

teachers

visiting other classrooms to observe child centered teachers
in action, and extensive sharing sessions.
10.
developed

The comprehensive
by

the

list

Newfoundland

of

recommended materials

Teachers'

Association

for

kindergarten classes should be further expanded to include the
primary grades.
11.

The recommendation

of the Newfoundland Teachers I
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Association to school

boards regarding the need to set up

di.;trict committees for the purpose of investigating class
size should continue to be implemented.

Ie!'

The provincial Primary Teachers' Council

recently

conducted a survey in which teachers identified insufficient
preparation time as one of their concerns.

The suggestion was

made that teachers be given one planning day a
recommendation

should

be

acted

upon

by

the

month.

Thhi

appropriate

agencies.

Implications for Further Research

A number of areas for future work are suggested.
A

1.

teachers

significant

consistently

supportive

finding

identified

in the process

instruction.

of

six

this

study

indicators

of implementing child

was

that

as

being

centered

On the contrary, they identified an absence of

these factors as impediments to implementation.

It is sug-

gested that future research focus on the following:
An in-depth examination of one or all of the factors teachers perceive to be affecting the implementation of this instructional approach-- insuf f icient preparation time,

financial constraints, and

large pupil/teacher ratios.
2.

Another significant finding of the study was that
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teachers,

as well as the current literature,

agreed that a

child centered curriculum would be based on the needs and
interests of children.

This is supported by the

suggestion made by DeVries and Kohlberg

(1987):

following
"Much more

practical classrooln research is needed to develop recommendations to

teachers about what content appeals to children's

interests and stimulates constructive activity" (p.

382).

This study was limited to a small sample of teachers

3.

from one geographical area of the province of Newfoundland and
Labrador.

It

would

be worthwhile to

use

this

model

to

repl ieate the study province-wide.
]I.

comparative study

encompassing

teachers

from

primary schools all over the province would yield
valuable data Which would serve to further

illumi~

nate teachers' perceptions of child centered

educa~

tion.
4.

A noteworthy finding of this stUdy was

literature,
teachers

the

provincial

all made frequent

curriculum
reference

mate:z;-ials,

that the
and

the

to the role of

the

teacher as "facilitator of learning". It would be interesting
for future research to direct thinking towards the following:
An identification of instructional strategies that
teachers perceive as being supportivQ of their role
as facilitators of learning.

'.~

-
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5.

During the interviews with teachars, the researcher

observed that with respect to question nine concerning the
work versus play dichotomy, there appeared to be a great deal
of ambiguity among teachers.

Future researchers CQuid address

the following:

An examination of teachers' perceptions of the role
of play in the primary grades.
6.

The results obtained from the review of the litcra-

ture, the questionnaire data, and the interview, indicate that
interdisciplinary programming is considered to

be a

valued criterion for child centered instruction.

In fact, the

highly

majority of teachers from the sample held this perception.
The goal of promoting discrete sUbject teaching was also given
a

high

appears

ranking by
to be an

72t of the teachers.
inconsistency in

the

Given that there
two responses,

examination of the following would be appropriate:
Research designed to identify the respective roles
of interdisciplinary learning and discrete subject
teaching in the child centered classroom.
7.

Small group activity was frequently identified as an

important variable

in child centered instruction.

Bearing

this in mind, future researchers could undertake the following
task:
An in-depth examination of grouping strategies and
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their role in the child centered classroom.
8.

Extrinsic motivation was identified by teachers

being important to child centered instruction.

Given this

fact and the problem identified by the interviewees, namel.y,
the difficUlty associated with motivating children to learn,
future study could focus on the following question:
A study of strategies used by teachers to motivate

the learning of primary children.

9.

Perhaps the biggest question that remains unanswered

is:
A determination of the

extent to

which

primary

teachers have been able to put their beliefs concerning child centered instruction into practice.
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

In an
effort to obtain inforaation regarding the
characteristics of child centered' education, a questionnaire
h•• been devi• ..a:.
The questionnaire vil1 seek inforaation
froa priaary teacher. about ttl!!' curricull... a goa Ie, the type of
learning environ_nt,
the instructional strategies and ttlllP
role of the teacher in a ct\11d center.a: c1a.8rooll.
Tttere are
no right or "rong ans"ers. it 18 YOUR vi8. of the practices
th.t constitutlll' child centered instruction that 1s being
Bought.
It 18 illlportant to answer every que.tion.
Only one
reaponse must be given

to

each

otatlll'lIIent.

Several blank

pages wIll be attachllrd to the end of the questionnaire ohould
you vish to provide additional details on any of thl!! items.
Responses for Parts l-5 of the queationnairQ should be
made by circling the appropriate code nUlllb@r.
There are
several minor exceptions vhich viII rvquire either a brief
written responsliP or si"ply a ch@ck ..ark.
Parts 6,
7, and 8 of the questionnaire include a nUlllber
of open-ended questions.
These questions will require a
written response.
[t is recognized that
these type of
questions generally require a
substant.ial a.ount of t i _ to
ansver.
Hovever all they are extre..ely illlportant to the study
your cooperat.ion in providing a
response to each question
will be greatly appreciated.
As a follov up t.o the quest.ionnaire I "lsh t.o in'lervle"
~ teachers aelectvd at randolll frail the respondtm'ts.
This
intervie" viII bv approxiMately 45 ainutes - 1 hour in length
and "ill be related to th. qu.a'tionnalre.
If you wiah to
participate in this part of the study. ph'lIse indicate your
responsE' lit. the end of this page.
Please
be
assured
that
all
responses
to thl.'
questionnaire viII be kept. in etrictest confidence.
Your
cooperation in completing this questionnairv viII be great.ly
appreciated.
I wish to par",icipat.. in the int.erviev &:.ilslon
Signature

PART 1

TEACHER INFOR"ATIOM

PERSONAL DETAILS
Na_

(optional I

2.

Svx

J.

TRAINING

4.

(a)

Formal Te8chvr Training

Prilllary Oriented .
Elem.nt.ary Oriented
Secondary Orient.ed

I b)

Level of Teacher Cli!rtificate

Sli'cond Grade .
Third Grade
Fourth Grade.
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade
Seventh Grade

Ie)

Courses co.pl.ted within the
last t.vo years.

1 - 2 Courses
J - 4 Courses
"ore lhan 4
No courses co.pleled .
vilhin this peoriod

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

la I

Total Year.
Primary
Elementary
Secondary
Type of telllch1ng &)(p~rienCE?
(Number 01. yearB)

5.

_

PRESENT TEACHING ASSIGN"ENT
(a)

Grade presently tluch1.ng
NUliber ot 8tu,jent8 in claas

Single Grade
rtultigrade

_
_

PART 2

CURRICULUI1 GOALS [I( THE CHILD CENTERED CLASSROOK

Thia section oj" the questionnaire lists a nu.-ber oj" curriculum
goals.
Please rate each goal on the j"ive point scale to indicate the
extent to vhich you perceive each goal to be important to the
creating oj" a child centered clasaroom.
(The scales are:
1 - Hot
Important; 2 - Fairly Important; 3 - Important; 4 - Very IllIportant; 5
- Essential.)
It is important to answer illl questions.
The goa15
can be rated by circling the appropriate code number.

CURRICULUI1 GOALS IH THE CHILD CENTERED CLASSROOM

In a child centered classroom curriculum goals
... ould j"ocus on:
Promoting all aspects oj" development physical, social, elnotional, moral and
intellectual . .
Accepting that children generally
proceed at their own pace oj" learning
(c) Promoting oj" learning through frequent
opportunities to interact ... ith
concrete learning materials, e. g .•
math manipulatives
(dl Developing a curriculum which has
a major focus on academic growth
Cel Encouraging pupil choice in activities.
Cfl Developing children's self-esteem
(gl Giving high priority to the learning
of basic skills and concepts;
(hI

Helping children acquire the body
of knowledge th"y vill need for
elementary school
.
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~

(il Organizing instruction based on the
interests of the children
(j I Ensuring th.at. cbLldrvn aaster th.e

objectives outlined in the provLncial
curriculua docu.fi'nte
Ik) Proaoting independent learning.
(1) Developing in children pOljlitive
felltlings towards lliParnlng .
(Ill) Promoting a curricuLuM which is
rliPBponsive to the developmental
l&vels of individual children .
Accepting that knowledge is
t.ent.ative and aubj&ct to change
Pro.oting a differential curriculum

e. g .• blocks, periods 01 time spent
on indiVidual subject arfi'ae
(p I Designing teaching strat.egies
that eaphasize intli'grllting the
vllriouB curriculua arells P. g .•
t.hvllIe-centeorE.'d unitli of learning
1nvolving t.vo or aore subject areas
I q I Ellphasizing proceoss learning as
opposed to the product.
(rl DIiP\lli'loping of thinking abil1tie5
lSI Equiping childreon with skills
necessary for lifelong learning
(t 1 Promoting learning through
interaction with peers.
lUI Creating a classroom environment
that prOVides ch.ildrcl'n wi th
frequent opportunities for
exploration e. g .• expeorimenting
with science object.s to see What
can be done vi th thelll. .

~

~

. .,

~
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PART 3

ORGANIZING THE LEARNING
CHILD CENTERED CLASSROO!!

ENVIRON"ENT

FOR INSTRUCTION IN It.

This 8@'ctlon 01 ttl.. quest.1onn.ire:1.s designed t.o deter-lIIIin. the
organl%alional nature 01 a classrco. wh:1.ch :1.s child cent.ered.
Plea.e
rat.. esch statellll.nl to indicete its appropriatvneS8 to th. learning
environ.ent. 01 a
child centered clasBToo..
The st.attUIIE!'nts a - 0
should be ratE'd by circling t.he

the four·point

Bcale.

Inappropriate;

3

stat.ements

-

(p

-

approprll1tl!' response

codl! nu ..beT on

IThe scales are: 1 - Highly Inllppropr:1.stv; 2-

Appropriate;

sl

con

4 - Highly Appropriate. I

The other

be rated by circling the appropriate code

nUllber.

J l :1.s important to answer every question.

In a child centered classroolll the
learning enYiron.en" would be structured
80 that:
lal There is a place within the classrOOlll
where children can gather for whole

claGs Bet1 vi ties .

.

lb) There 16 iii forlllol arranglPlllent
of seating with dvsks and t.ables
placlPd in roys • .
lei Children usually d ..cidlP where they
want t.o sit within t.hlP classroolll .
fdl Childrt". contribut .. th.. ir
idees to classroom displays
lel The learning eny;1ronmIPnt
extends out of thv classroolll e. g .•
field trips to cOIIIJllunity. research
projE'cts at the library

~

j

}
0

<

~

;;
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J

-

>,

(f) Thl;tre are apecific areas of the
classrooM where children can
&1Il'11-s&1li'ct acti ... itiv& .
I g) A ... ariety 01 concrete llIaterials
e. g., ..anipulati... e aids, teecher
llIade gOllles, toys, puz~leB, blocks
and art llIateriols are a ...ailable
Ih) Children's work e. g., writing,
artwork and special projects
occupy a prominent position
wi thin tt,,, classroom • . . • .
(i) The 1II0st frequently used resources
are t.he materials authorized by
the Hew10undland snd Labrador
Departlllent 01 Education . . .
(j) A wide variety of resources are
found in the classroolll li'. g. ,
maps, globes, audio- ... isual
IlIsterials, children's books . .
(k) !'Iater-ials used in the classroom
consist mostly of worksheets
and workbooks • • . . . • .
11) Special nli'eds children regularly
recei...e their instruction in a
segregated clasaroolll • •
(m) Equipment and lIIaterials are
open-ended and lend thelllsel ...es
to a ....rlvty 01 UIIIIIIII& e. g.,
scienc:e materi.ls, paints .
Ii'll !'Iatli.'rials are et children's
ey£' le...el • . • • • • • • .
(ol Claasroolll materiala and equipment
ere lIIatc:hl'd tt) the de...elopmental
le...els of the children • • . . . •

-

~

"
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(pI In a child centered classroom seating would mostly be
arranged so that children sit: (Please select only
~ response. )
Separately • • . • • • . . .
Separately and in pairs . .
In pairs . . . • . . . •
In pairs and in grouplii of seats
In groupe
.• • • . . • ..•
(q) Children usually Bit in groups:

(Please select. only 2.!l!!

responsll. )
Needs (remediation/enrichment)
F'riendship based •

Interest. bssed

based.

.

IIb!l! t.y baaed (heterogeneous)
Ability based (homogeneous)
.

tr) t1o"ement. in a child centered classroom is best. charact.erized
by:
(Please select. only ~ respon8e. l
No movement permitted

•••••••••

J10vement only during learning center work
Only at t.irnes specified by the teacher.

Only during free t.iml?S e. g, recess tillie,
lunch timv, upon completion o! York . •
Free move'llent of children . • . . . • . .
(s) ClassroOIll displays are best characterized as:
aelect only Q..!l!. response. )

(Please

Laroely a display of commercially purchas6'd materials
/'Iostly work cOllpleted by the children
.
Equal amount of cOlflmercial and teacher made displays.
Mostly teacher made materials . . • • . •
Equal alllount of COlflmercial. teacher made,
nnd child produced materials
.• . • . . . . .
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PART 4

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

The fel.loving
section of tne questionnaire ,,111 examine the
instructional strategies in a child centered classroom.
PleasE! Tete
each strategy to indicat.e its appropriateness in relation to child
centered instruction.
Statements a-a should be rated by circling the
appropriate response code number on the four point scale.
(The

scales are:
1 H10h1y Inappropriate;
2 Inappropriate;
3Appropriate; 4 - Highly Appropriate.) The other statements t - ., can
be rat.ed by circling the Ilpproprlate code number.
It is important to Tlil'spond to every question.

-,
Instruction in a child centered classroom
vould be characterized by:

Cal A high degree of compulsory actiVities
the children must complete
<bl A balance between whole group, small
group and individual working times.
(cl Uninterrupted periods of time during
the day when children engage in
actiyities of their choice.
(dl Children frequently engaged in self
evaluation o£ their work.
(el Children given daily opportunities
to manipulate Bnd explore objects
such as arta and crafts materials,
games . .
If) Reading taught as a separate
subject during s scheduled time

.

1

.-

j

<

.:;:;
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j

~

~

(g) Children working 1n learning
centers only when they have
cOlllpleted all assigned activities
ComputE'rs USE'd mostly as a tool
t.o reinforce previously taught
skills.
(i) Thellles sE'lected on the basis
of specific interest expresaed
by the children . . •
(j)

External rel/orde such as stickers
ulliod gli'nerally as motivation tools
Timetables gE'nerall)' used to
organi%e the lIeek's activities

(1) Science lessons consisting
mainl)' of lIatching teaCher
demonstrations .
The regulsr use of grouping
strategiE'S e. g., cooperative
learning croups, peer teaching
groups, interest. groups
(n) Use of open ended questions
e. g., What would happen if?
(0) Children being rare-I)' permitte-d
to help each other with classroom
activities.
(p I Rellards and punishments used
as the prE'ferred llIethods of
discipline.
(q) Use of teaching strategies
consistent ..,ith an
interdisciplinsry approach e. g.
thellle-centerE'd uni ts invol vi ng
two or more Bubject areas

-

~

~

~

~

"

'46

-,
(r)

Sp~111n9'

1

<,

tests administered

:t

,

weekly
(s) Children being encouraged to
develol3 responsibility and
self-discipline
Ct) In your opinion, what percentege of time would be alioted to the
folloving sc:tivitiil's in 8 child centered classroom? The total
should york

out

to

be

100X

a1 though

you

Illl;1y

consider eo...!!'

activities not a part of child centered instruction and hence not
include them in a percentage.
(PleBse use the six day cycle 88 iii
guide to your cslr.:ulations. 1
PercentagE"

of time

Teacher directed lessons to the class
as a vhole .
Teacher vorking with small groups and
individuals

(c I

Paper and pencil exercises to be
cOlllpleted by the vhole class.

Cd)

Children IIorking cooperatively in
groups, on activities of their
0'10 choice.

(e)

Children 'Iorking cooperatively
in groups, on activities assigned
by the teacher .

tfl

ChildrE!n working at theJ.r 0'10
pace, on individual activities
assigned by the teecher
.

(g)

Children 'Iorking individually
at their own pace, on self
selected activities . . •
Total 100'1.
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(ul Please

lndlc:at~

ttl. approxiMate tille lellchers in a child cltntllr..d

cla.eTooa would spllnd on the
8hould work out to b. 100%.

folloving

activities.

fUse the slx day

cyc~e

The total
as II guld. to

your caiculationliil. )
S~p.r.t.1!' BubjlPCt. h~.rnlng
Bet-hroca/water drinking rout.inE's
e. g •• scheduled line up t.l_e for

bet.hroea and drinks
Int.erdisciplinary 1 •• Tn1ng experiences

e. g •• focus on objllct.lvli's fro. tva or
aore curriculuM ar.ae
(v) To what. extent.

Depart_limt.
response. I

of

would

th"

Education

curriculum

be

used?

guides

(Please

pUbllah",d

select.

by the

only one

Not. at all
Less than helf the tillle

"ore than half the t1 me
Virt.ually all the time

( v I To vhat extent would the textbooks
of
Educat.ion
be l,Is~d in
aplt/'ct. only olle reoponse. 1
Hot at. illil
LPB& than h81! the tiJle
"ore than half thv ti.e
Virtually illil the ti_e

authorized by
the Departllent.
ill child cpnt..,rlll'd clllssrooJl?
(Plvaae

"8

PART:5

THE ROLE OF' THE TEACHER IN A CHILD CENTERED CLASSROO"

In t.his

your opinion

s~ction

on the

of t.he quest.ionnaire

teacher' 8 Tal.

in

you .. :1.11
(I

be asked

to give

child centered clal!ll!,roo••

Pleese
indicat.e th.. degree
of appropriat.enelul of
the following
••peet.e of a t.eacher'. role 1n a child cent.ered cla.8roolll by c11"c11ng

t.he appropriat.e nuaher on the :fOUl" po.1nt. aeal..
CThe scales are: 1Highly Inappropriat.e; 2 - Inappropriat.e; 3 - Appropriat.@; 4 - Highly
AppTopriate. )
FOT itellls l(
Z
you arv asked to circle the

appropriate code nu.ber.

It. is 1l1lport.ant to ans.. er oIL questiona.

In a child centered cl.uisroom the teacher
would:
(a I Organize l.::!'Oilrning f'loq:a>rlli'nc@lB

.round the expressed int.erest.s
of the children .
I b)

Proyid~ t.iae for fTI'. I'lCp!orat.ion
... it.h .at.e-rials e.g., •• nipulat.1v~
.. ids, paint.s. . . .'leTi.ls for ecienee
investigat.ions . .

Ie) 111!'11 ehi1dr...n vhen t.hliOY aTe "'Tong
ilnd eOTT@c'l t.heir eTTors
Id) Pleeli" iI high priority on the
b_havior o:! childr.n
(.1 llake USE' o:! ques'lioning techniquE's
tha'l prolllot.e creative and diveTgent.

thinking • .
If) Have a high level of chofcli'
in the TOOIfI .

e

~

-

~
<

0

-

l

~

x
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~

~

.~
(gl Use positivE!' guidance
techniques. e. g •• fostering
chi ldren' s autonoM)'. redirection,
providing chiidren vith the
reason for a specific role as the
principle means of discipline
{hi Seek to understand children's
reasoning behind incorrect
responses e. g.. asks children
questions to determine why they
made a particular response. .
(i

l LiQlit interactions \lith parents
to the formal reporting periods

{j)

Provide regular opportunities
for parenta to participate in
classroom activities E!'. g., reading
a story to the children, tutoring,
assisting with the making of
learning games. .

(k) Hold the belief t.hat interest.
provides the motivation for
children's learning
11) Make extensivl!' use of stickers
and oth!?\" £orlls of external
rewards to /Dotivate children
(m)

£xpect chi~dren at center time
to move from one center to
another on a predetermined
schedule.

(n)

Set up a broad range of activitil!'s
for children to selil'ct :froll
.

(0 l

Employ inst.ructional strategi.es
adapted to the children's;; lG'arning
styles and dpvelopmental levels

j
~

i

l
~

~

~

~

~
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I
(p) Schedule large blocks oC t1.lIIe so
chil.dren. can carry through .... ilh
the1.r ideas and projects. •
(q)

" -

Devise activities to promote lhe
reasoning skill.a of children .

(r I Vie .... chil.dren as lifelong learners.
(a)

Define student progress in terms
of the criteria outlined in
Departllent of Education curriculum
documents

Ct) Assign numerical and/or letter
grades to children .
(ul Focus on the "doing" 0:£ an art
activity as oppoaed to how it
turns out
(v) De:£ine student progress in teTll\1>
of individual gro'olth and development.
De:£ine student progress by
comparison with other childrf?n .

(:<1

Devise act.ivities to prOlloteo the self concept of children.
Frequently
SOlllet..1I1lE'S
Not at. all

(y)

Reta.1n a child he/she considprg to bll lacking the skilla
necessary to Cope with the materiols at the next grade level.
Frequently
Rarely.
Never

.'i

"
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Czl Report

chlldr~n·.

progr.8s to parente.

In anecdotal .for.at
... . • . .
In nu.vr1.cal/lettliPr grade for.at .
COlllbinatlon o:! anecdotal and nUllIerical
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PART (;

On this section of the questionnaire
you are invited to share
your vision of what a child centered cl.aBsroom would look like.
Feel
free to
COlllment
on
the
learning
environment,
instructional
strateglea. role of the teacher, the curriculum or other areae dee_ed
important by you.
I:f additional space 1s needed please use the back
of the

pap~r.

Learning -environlllent;

Instructional strategies:
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Role of the teacher:

ather are81l:

25.;

PART SEVEN

Children Lvarning "Prilllary CurrlcululII Handbook. advocates child
clPntlPred instruction.
Please C081l1ent
on the extent to which you
blPlilPve such
an approach haB been adopted by teachers.
What factors
would you identify aa vit.l to th. succeslIIful i.ple.entation of this
approach?
"hat factors would you identify as di!'trillental to the
illplG'mentatlon of this approach?
Extent of adoption:

fastoTs

11l1pli'ding suscessful implli"lI'lentation:
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PART E:IGHT

PleasE' comment on specific aspects of
consider to be child centered.

Your

time

apprecillted.

in

completing

Thank you.

th1.s

your oyn

program that you

questionnaire

ill

greatly
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If you wauld ~ik~ to elaborate on any
please use the fo~loving pages to do 90.

responses you

have made,

257
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APPENDIX B

Interview Schedule
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INTERvrE:W SGHEDIIt E

Provide
individual
being
interviewed
with
background
of
study, vhy it is
being conducted.
the reaearcher's interest
in concept of child centE'redneB'B, etc.

Warm-up Que6ltion

Ho ... long have you been teaching the present. grade1

2.

How IIIsny children do you currently have in your 0.\8881

I
vas
TElsJ.ly
interested
in
the
aspect.s of your own
pTogralll t.hat. you coneidered child cent.ered.
Perhaps we
can begin
by having
you talk
about your ovn classroom
and th" a"p~ctB of i t you feel to
be illustrative
of a

child centered approach to education.
Interview Questions
A number

of"

terms

seem to

reCUT in

child centered
instruction an...
in the
thesis queet,1onnt:ire - terms such as:

t.he literaturllt on

reBponses to my

-needs and interests of children-active learning"
"facilitative role of tWBchwr".
"concrete materi.lsPerh.ps if I give you one ter", at a t.i.me you can tell me
what i t meanl!! t.o you.
In t.he questionnaire you
verE' asked
t.o comment. on
t.he ext.ent.
t.o which child CE'nt.ered inliltruction was
adopted by teachers.
You replied.
•
. • (tell
response).
What
is t.he basis for thillil
opinion?
Probing quest.ions:
To What. degree would YOu slIY
t.hat. child Cl'nt.lIl'rQ'd
inlilt.ruct.ion vas
implemented in ot.her schoole you
lIIay have vo.ked in.
In other claaaroomQ you have vil!lited.
Wit.h ot.her teachers you have known.
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lb)

You identified severai
factors aa
vital to the
succes• .cul
illlplelllentation
of
chi.id
cenleTl,d
i.nstruction.
They vere.
..
. . (nalllE' factors).
~ould you cOlllllleont further on these factors.
Probing qu•• tions:
Financial support. vas .frequently •• nt.ioned in the
queotionn.ire responoes 88 being
vital t.o t.heilllplvlllent.tion o.f child cent.ered inst.ruction.
Do
you agree "it.h this opinion? Why? Why not.?
SlIlall clase siz... vas another .feclor frequently
identified 8. vital to
the illlplelllentation of
child c ...ntvred inst.ruct.ion.
Would you agree "ith
this?
Please elaborat.....
t.he part. of t.eachers vas
A posit.ivv attitude on
id"nt.1:fi"d es
playing
a vit.al role in t.he
implementation of child cent.vred inst.ruct.ion.
Is
your view similar to this? Plesee elaborate.
What
otheor
factors
vould
you
ident.ify as
iaport.ent. in the implellent.ation of chi.ld cent.ered
instruction?

leI

You ident.ified several
factore aa
illpeding the
illlpl ..._nt.tion of child centered instruction.
They
included...
lne.e .factorlill.
.
Perhapa
you could elaborate furthvr on ... hy
you conaldl.'r
the.. to be i.peding factors.
Probing qu••tions:
good nu.ber of t.eRcherB "ho
respondpd to thv
queBtionnaire- identi.fied
financial restraints a.
an impedilllent to child centerlPd
inst.ruct.ion.
Would you agree vith this?
Pll.'ss" elaborate.

It.

Lack of pr.paration t.illle for t"lIche-rs ... ItS aleo
idl.'ntified as
a
factor n..gatively af:fecting
implemvnt.ation.
Do you agree with t.his?
Please
elaboratw ... it.h e)(amples.
number of teacher attitudea ...e-re listed a.
negatively affecting the illlplv..... ntation of child
centervd inat.ruct.ion.

It.
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3.

(a

1

Do
you feel
there are specific attit.udes that.
adversely afiect the implementation of child
centered inetruction1
Which attitudes 'Would you
identify as having this
effect?
In
Which way
would
they
adversely affect
implementation of
child centered instruction?
Please elaborate by
way of examples.

Part

2

of

the

questionnaire

focused

on

the

curriculum goalj;l
of
a
child centered classroom.
With respect to item (hl - helping children acquire

the body of knowledge they "ill need for elellilentary
Bchool,
you
responSE'l.

tnotE'

replied

it

VBS

(note

. . Why do you think this gOal is. •
responsel..
. . to child centered

curJ:'"!culullI.

(1)1

You not.ed that developing a curriculum

which has a

major focus on academic growth ves a
tnot.e response). .
goal of child centered
instruction.
Why do you feel t.his is so?
(cl

You indicate-d in it.em (g)
le-arning of basic
skills and concept.s is.
(note responsel .
•• t.o cre-st.ing a child cent.ered .,,:lassroolll.
....hy
do you think this goal ia.
. (not.e response).

(d)

You identified
promot.ing a
curriculum vhich is
responsive t.o t.he development levels of indiVidual
children aBo
(not.e response).
Please explain t.his response further.
Probing guestiona:
i) What basic skills and concept.s do
you feeol
children in a child cent.ered classroom need to
acquire?

4.

Part. J 01 the quest.ionnaire relat.es t.o the learning
environment in the claseroom so I vould like to discuss
this aspect a lit.t.le.
(a)

What. type of seating arrangements vould
to see in a child centered classroom?

you expect
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Ib I

In Beoction q you ldvntifilPd
(nollP
reflpOIH'IPI.
. . aB a uflual forlll of grouping in
child centlPreod clliJ,BltrOOIll.
Would you elaborate on
this response, please'? What type of actiyities do
you BelP children engaged in "ith tt\is grouplng
stratvgy'?
Probing qUllstion:
i I Do you see any
used in child
"hat'?

5.

ot.her typv of grouping being
centered c13ssroo .. 1
If so,

In the section related to instructional strategies you
replied that eKtvrn81 rewards such a8 stickers and stars
are. . . .
(notl!' response).
.
. as mati vationol
tools.
\IIhich do you see ae moet i ..portant, extrinsic or
intrinsic re"ards'?
Do you think r.".rdll such as stickerll ilnd BtaTs havv II
place in the child centered claesroolll?
Why? Why not 1

6.

7.

(a)

With regard to teaching stTategivs ho" iMportant do
you
think
an
interdisciplinary
approach to
instruction is'?
Please elaborati".

(bl

You indicated.
.
of tillle (note rl!.'sponsel
should b'" spi"nt on subject teaching and.
of
tillle
(note response)
on interdisciplinary
teaching.
Why did you chOose that breakdown'?

(a)

You not ..d that the curricululII guid.s published by
the Oepart...ent of Education "ould be used.
(note ti_pl.
• • • in a child centeri"d cl8ossroo....
Please elaborate on this responsl!'.
Probing Qyestions:
- What role do the
proyincial curriculultl guides
play in th. impll'm.ntation of child cvnt~rll'd
instruction?

- Ho" illlport8ont

do you
think these guides are in
the iWlplementation of child cil'ntered instruction'!
Plealiie explain.

- What oth_r .-_sources ..1ght teachers in child
centered classroollls use to deYelop the frallE'vork
of thll'1r program?

26'
You

noted

that

the

textbooks

authori:zed by the

Oep'lrtment of Education would
be used.
.
(note ti",el.
. in a child centered claos.oom.
p If>'ase elaborate on this response.
Probing CUE'stions:

- /'light other,

if any.

centered classroom?

textbooks be used in a child

If so,

which ones would you

t.hink

t.&>xlbooks

suggest?

- How important do you

child cent.ered classroom?

are

in a

Please explain.

- What. is the role of textbooks in a child cl?ntered
classroom?
tel

Cd)

Describe the role of the teacher guide books, 'IIhich
accompany
aut.horized
programs.
in t.he child
centered classroom.
In

planning curriculum experiencea.
what would
centered
t.eachers
use
as
their
m:;ajor
PleasE' elaborate on your response.

child

resources?
8.

Describe

the

typical

day

of

a

teacher

in

a child

centered classroom.
Prob~

n9 guestions:

- DQoscribll' student/teacher
centered classroom.

intQoraction

in

a

child

- Comment on student/student interactions.
- What kinds of questioning
teacher?
- With respect to item ld)
behavior of children",
fnote response).
. .
particular responee?

techniques are

used by the

a high priority on the
your response was.
What was the basis for this

~place

- With regard to item
(s) ~define stUdent progress in
terms of the criteria outlined in Department of
Education curriculum documents", your response Yas . .
. . • (note response I . .
Why did you respond in
this manner?
Ho., else might teachers in a child
centered classroom define student progress?

26'

9.

What

do
you think
about when the word ·play· in
l-ela.tianship to classrOom experiences is mentioned?

(bl

Do you feel

play has an important role in the child

centered classroom?

What typea

Why?

of actlvi-ties

'fihy not?

would yOll consider to be

·play .•

- Would you consider
objects play?
- 00

you

view

experimenting

vi th aciencl?

vorking ..,1th concrete materiala as

play1

- Do you vie" t.he exploring and manipulating of art
materials as play'?
-

Do you
consider children to be engaged in play
when they are vorking on act.ivities of their ovn
choice?
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J\.PPENOIX C

correspondence

"6

22 Kippens Road
Kippens, NF
April 4.

1991

Mr. Andrew Butt

superintendent
Appalachia Roman Catholic School Board
P.O. Box 5200
Stephenville, NF
A2N 3MS

Dear Mr. Butt:

As per our recent conversation, I am writing to formally
request permission to administer a questionnaire to the
primary teachers (Grades 1-3) in the Appalachia Raman Catholic
School Board. 1 would also like to administer a pilot copy of
the questionnaire to the kindergarten teachers.
This questionnaire is part of Illy thesis, tentatively titled, ~
isties of Child Centered Instruction' Towards An operational
~.

Should you request additional information. please feel free to
contact me. Your cooperation 1s greatly appreciated.
Yours sincerely,

Marie Wiseman

Appalachia Roman Catholic School Board

267

P.O. BDX 5200. Sltpntnllillr. NPII/oundiand. A2N 3MS : Tel. (709)64)-9525 : Fax (7091643-923."

10 April 1991

Ms. Harie Wiseman
22 Kippens Road

Kippens, Nf
A2N 11.7

Dear Marie:
Permission is granted for you to administer a questionnaire to
primary teachers in the Appalachia R.C. School Board as part of
your thesis.

Sincerely.

Andrew O. Butt
Superintendent
ADB/ie
c.c.

Primary School principals
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22 Kippens Road
Kippens, NF
April 4, 1991

Dear Principal:

I am presently completing the requirements for a masters
degree in Curriculum and Instruction:
(Early childhood
Education) .
As part of the requirements I am working on a
thesis, tentatively titled, Characteristics of Child Centered
Instruction'
Towards An Operational Definition.
A part of

the thesis will be an examination of the specific features,
primary teachers, deem to be illustrative of child centered
i.nstruction.
At this time, I am writing to request permission to administer
a questionnaire to the primary teachers (Grades 1-3) within
your school. I would also like to administer a sample copy of
the questionnaire to the kindergarten teacher/teachers.
I
have already discussed this matter with Mr. Andrew Butt,
superintendent of the Appalachia Roman Catholic School Board,
who has given his approval for the project.
Plans are to administer the questionnaire before the end of
the present school year.
I f there are any concerns or
questions please feel free to contact me.
Your cooperation, and that of your teachers, will be greatly
valued.
Yours sincerely,

Marie Wiseman

'69

22 Kippena Road
Kippens, !'IF'
April 11, 1991
"2M 10\7

Dear Kindergarten Teachera:
Recent.ly
8
copy
01
a letler requealing permission t.o
administer a pilot copy of Illy thesIs quttsllonnalre
valil lIent.
to ell principals.
At. thie lillie I Gill enclosing a copy 01 t.he

quest.ionn.ire.
Your cooperation in cOlllpl.tlng and returning
this qUi!'slionnalre as Boon as poseible vl11 be greatly
apprll'claled.

,,111 find
ob.n~rvE'd

Att.ached to the back 01 th.

8 blank

pagE'.

.lIIblguouBne88 .,ilh

tor_.t. clarity

Pleas" use
parllculliT

of dire-cttons

lind t.o

qUllllitlonnalrE'.

you

this page to note any
it.••••

quest.ionnaire

lIlake suggeallons that.

would lead to an lapravtl'luml of lhl:" queellonn_!r".
The queat.ioronaire can
be ret.urned ."ilh thE' central
office .a11 1n ila original envl!'lope.
Pl.aslP b. assurlid U's\
your responses "ill be held in lhli olriclesl confidence.
.

nari. Wi8911lBn

no

22 Kippens Road
Kippene, NF
Kay 6,

t'IEt'lO TO

Kindergarten Teachers

FROK

Karie 'ltilileman

1991

I
wish to
thsnk
you a~l sincerely £or completing ond
returning my thesis questionnaire
so proMptly.
Your
assistance in compl_ting my work is great.ly appreciated.
Have a nice day I
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22 KippeRs Road

Kippens, NF
A2N lA1
May 10, 1992

Dear Primary Teacher:
Recently a letter was sent to

~ll

principals advising of my

plans to administer a questionnaire to the primary teachers
with the Appalachia Roman Catholic School Board. Permission
to administer this questionnaire was granted by both
principals and the Superintendent of Education.

the

At this time I am seeking your cooperation in completing the
enclosed

questionnaire.

In

my

position

as

a

primary

cooruinator. I have become extremely interested in the concept
of child centeredness. It is this interest that has resulted
in my undertaking a study focusing on defining child centered
instruction.

Obtaining

the

views

primary

teachers

hold

regarding this concept is an important step in this process.
If at all possible plcllIse complete the questionnaire by Millry
24th.
The questionnaire can be returned with the cQntral
office mail in the enclosed self-addressed envelope. Please
be assu.red that all responses will remain in strictest
conf idence.
Thank you for your assistance. The success of my work depends
in large part on your cooperation.
Yours truly,

Marie Wiseman
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Play 30,

1991

I'fEl'IO TO

f'RO"

"arte

II. sincere
thanks 1s extended to
all teachers who
completed 'Illy thesfs questionnaire.
I TCl'cognize this 1s G
buay time of year for prll1lary teachers .0 the timE' you have
given to assisting
with 1IIy wOI·k 1s greatly appreciated.

III.

At this tt.. I wiah to reMind teachers who have not yet
COMpleted the quest.ionnaire that your cooperation 1s urgently
requellllt..d.
I have diatrlbuted ahout 60 que.tionnaires and a
reeponse to the .ajority of the. 10 vital to the success of
.y work.
If you have aisplaced the or1ginal queationnaire,
please contact 1M' and I "ill gladly send along another.
Have a nice su••et'" vacation.
Thank you agaln.

21]

St. Stephen's Primary School
WEST STREET, P.O. BOX 5500
STEPHENVILLE, NEWFOUNDLAND
A2N 3P5
Telephone: (709) 643-2331 or (709) 643-3442

April 9, 1991
Marie Wiseman
22 Kippens Road

Kippens, NF

Dear Marie:
In response to your request to administer a questionnaire to the teachers of 51.
Stephen's Primary, I am happy to help you out by ill;.eeing to admini~tc:r thi5

questionnaire.
Feel free to send along the questionnaire at your convenience.
I would also like to wish you the best of luck with your thesis.

Sincerely,

Ann Marie

St. Anne Elementary School

27'"

Flat Bay. St. Georgt:'s
Newfoundland
AONIZO

April 12. 1991

Mrs. Harie Wiseman

Appalachia R. C. School Board
P. O. Box 5200

Stephenville, NF
A2N JM5

Dear Harie,
I met with lIy staff on April 11, 1991 and discussed your request for our help
in your future studies.
I am happy to inforn )QJ that we as a sUff support your request and are happy
to par.ticipate in your questionnaire.
We wish you every success in your 5tudles and look forward to the fruits of
your exterjded knowledge.

Sincerely Yours,

Sister Bettrll6rr1ssey
Principal
SSM/jill

file
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APPENDIX D

sample Theme

MATHEMATICS
writing slory problems
measuring 'Iila-slzo' cuI out moose
glaphinglnumber or children who
saw a moose, did not see a moose
and foelings about mooso

SPELLING
b(}Q~lels i1hls1fOllhl!J
'moose words' collection
word hUliter punles
word lalllily <JClivity
- mooso, looso, gooso

RE5EAIlCH
Illct boo~s <Ji)oulntoosa
lile cycle 01 moose
day in lilc 01 moose

ART

~J1ti/oose
SPEAKING
c1assvisilLJy game
walden
inlerviews (illulIltcr
childHm know)
oral wpOtls about moose

paintingrnoose
modeling moose Irom playdoogh
or clay
moose diorama

COOKING
moose bUfgefs
moose chili
moose slew
mooscmelJt soup
moose su~iyakJ

SOCIAL STUDIES
- mapping (cardinal direclions)

LISTENING
lanlasy stories about moose
wriuen by classmates

READING
lJoo~s

pOClly
rctelHngstories

WRITING
group poems
lIlocJclodwrilfng
cinqu~ill poem!:
two·wofd poems
nm'Ie POOll1S
riddles
lr.lIl"rs
rll"ws:u!iclc

